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REBUTTAL EVIDENCE OF THE FORTISBC ENERGY UTILITIES 

This Rebuttal Evidence responds to certain portions of the evidence filed by various interveners 

in this Inquiry.  It does not purport to respond to all of the evidence of these interveners.  Where 

FEU do not respond specifically to an intervener’s evidence or any portion of it, this should not 

be taken to imply agreement with that evidence. 

The FEU’s Rebuttal Evidence consists of the following elements: 

 The body of this Rebuttal Evidence is the Companies’ own evidence that, among other 

things, corrects and/or responds to specific statements made in the evidence and IR 

responses filed by the following intervenors: 

I. Clean Energy;  

II. The Coalition for Renewable Natural Gas (the “Coalition”); 

III. Energy Services Association of Canada (“ESAC”); 

IV. Corix Utilities Inc. and Professor Jaccard (“Corix”); and 

V. Ferus Inc. 
 

 Attachment A, the letter dated January 19, 2012, from EES Consulting, responds to the 

evidence of Professor Jaccard, and in particular Appendix A of his evidence (the “Rules 

of Conduct Between Different Classes of Service Within a Utility”).  The information 

attributed to FEU and its employees as described in the EES letter and relied upon by 

EES is true. 

 

 Attachment B, the letter dated January 19, 2012, from Roger Ware is policy evidence in 

response to certain portions of the evidence of ESAC, Corix and Professor Jaccard that 

address matters related to fair competition.  The FEU have provided Mr. Ware with 

documents and assumptions that are listed in his report.  The assumptions Mr. Ware has 

identified are supported by the evidence in this proceeding. 
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I. FEU Rebuttal Evidence in Respect of Clean Energy 

1. In Exhibit C17-2 at p. 8, Clean Energy states: 

“Similar to NGV, we do not see any requirement for participation by regulated 
natural gas utilities in biomethane collection, processing, odorizing, transportation 
or metering upstream of their pipelines. We and our competitors have more 
experience, are better positioned and fully capable of providing safe, reliable 
biomethane delivery to off-grid, discrete, customers or injection in to utility grids 
for further transportation and delivery to customers. Clean Energy also wishes to 
go on the record with our belief that any utility that is allowed by a regulatory 
authority to enter this space will actually impede the development of the overall 
biomethane market.” 

FEU Response:   The Biomethane market is developing in B.C. at this time only 

because of the FEU’s involvement.  In the AES Inquiry evidence, Section 4.3 and in 

Appendix D, the FEU outlined its flexible supply side business model to consider any 

project partners as long as they can demonstrate financial and technical capacity to 

operate the plant safely and reliably.  FEU has two active supply projects which illustrate 

the two supply models.  Although Clean Energy has expressed concerns about being 

impeded in its evidence, Clean Energy has never previously expressed this view to the 

FEU and has never actively participated in the FEU initiatives to attract interest in new 

projects.   The FEU hosted several workshops for potential project developers and has 

no record of any member from Clean Energy attending those sessions.  

 
 
 

2. In Exhibit C17-2 at pp. 4 and 5, Clean Energy makes a number of statements in its 
evidence to suggest that FEI’s participation in the NGV market can pose an impediment to the 
development of the NGV market.  The crux of Clean Energy’s evidence in this regard is that: 
 

 “Utility ownership of NGV refueling stations can impair market development 
primarily as a result of below cost pricing of utility refueling services.  The 
prospect of unfair competition from utilities discourages non-utility enterprises 
from building NGV refueling stations that might have to compete with utility 
stations.”  

 
Clean Energy also states that a market distortion results from refueling infrastructure 

being included in rate base, giving rise to costs being recovered in rates paid by other 

utility customers and, in turn, a “perverse incentive” to invest in otherwise uneconomic 

refueling stations.   

FEU Response:  The FEU’s NGV service will adhere to the requirements set out in the 

Commission’s NGV Decision which ensures that the service will recover the cost of 

service from the specific customer.  The FEU’s adherence to the Commission’s NGV 

Decision prevents the suggested “below cost pricing” and “unfair competition” from 

occurring.  Mr. Ware has described general principles relating to fairness of utility 
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involvement in competitive markets (specifically, the example of the TES market) in his 

opinion letter (see Attachment B). 

 
 
 

3. In Exhibit C17-2 at p. 7, Clean Energy states: 
 

“The „storage and vaporization‟ business should remain a regulated operation 
and the „production and off sales‟ should be de-regulated or sold to private 
interests with a long term agreement to refill the utility‟s LNG tank as required.” 

and in Exhibit C17-2 at p. 7, Clean Energy states: 
 

“Therefore Clean Energy believes regulated utilities should be encouraged by 
their regulators to split their LNG peak shaver facilities into two pieces; (1) 
“storage and vaporization” and (2) “production and off sales”. 

FEU Response:  Production of LNG qualifies as a “public utility” activity and is not 

excluded by any of the petroleum industry exceptions in the UCA definition. It is 

therefore regulated by the Commission regardless of who the LNG producer is. The FEU 

believe that the Commission would exceed its jurisdiction by ordering the de-regulation 

and sale of utility assets in the manner contemplated. 

 
 
 

4. In Exhibit C17-2 at p. 2, Clean Energy states: 
 

“While a significant amount of these funds will focus on the development of the 
first Natural Gas Highway system, the plans do contemplate extending this 
network to several Canadian provinces, and specifically along the I-5 corridor to 
the Washington-BC border and then in to British Columbia.” 

FEU Response:  The FEU business model for NGV is compatible with both the Ferus 

and Clean Energy business models and all these models can coexist in the same 

market. Some customers want the protection of a regulated service and they should 

have the option of choosing this service. The FEU model that serves the NGV Return to 

Base Market is not served by either Clean Energy or Ferus in British Columbia. 

 
 

5. In Exhibit C17-3, in response to FEU IR 5.4, Clean Energy states: 
 

“Please reference www.cleanenergy.com and www.imw.ca.  Details beyond this 
are proprietary and confidential given Clean Energy operates in an existing 
competitive natural gas marketplace throughout North America.” 

 

http://www.cleanenergy.com/
http://www.imw.ca/
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FEU Response:   Clean Energy has publicly unveiled their plans for America’s Natural 

Gas Highway (please see Appendix 1 from www.cleanenergy.com).  The FEU note that, 

at the time of this filing, the map shown at www.cleanenergy.com, which sets out this 

Natural Gas Highway, does not include Canada. 

  
 
 

6. In Exhibit C17-3, in response to FEU IR 7.1, Clean Energy states: 
 

“Yes, with a clear caveat that we believed that FortisBC would be re-entering the 
NGV marketplace with a fully transparent, arms-length, non-regulated entity and 
not through its natural monopoly, natural gas regulated entities. Once we 
acquired greater clarity with respect to FortisBC's activities we applied for 
and received BCUC AES Inquiry intervener status and then submitted evidence.” 

FEU Response:  The FEU had previously described their intention to enter into the NGV 

marketplace as part of the regulated business to Brian Powers, a Vice President of 

Clean Energy who has been involved in supplying the Clean Energy evidence in the 

AES Inquiry.  Please see the attached email chain dated September 15-16, 2010 

(Appendix 2).  Note that this communication took place before the CNG-LNG Application 

was filed, which occurred on December 1, 2010, and the decision was issued on July 19, 

2011 by Order No. G-128-11.  It also predated the Clean Energy press release referred 

to in FEU’s IR 7.1. 

 
 
 

7. In Exhibit C17-3, in response to FEU IR 9.4, Clean Energy states: 
 

“Clean Energy does not see the relevance of this request and, on this basis, the 
company will decline to answer it.” 

FEU Response:  This request was made by the FEU to confirm the pricing model that is 

used by Clean Energy. The FEU understand that Clean Energy’s pricing model captures 

most of the economic benefit of the spread between diesel and natural gas for Clean 

Energy. This business model could potentially slow the adoption of natural gas as a 

vehicle fuel. The FEU understands Clean Energy’s price at the Port of Long Beach 

station was approximately $3.20 per diesel gallon equivalent ($2.40/gallon price plus 

$0.80 received in the form of incentives, or $0.845 per diesel litre) as of December 2011. 

This compares to FEU’s LNG price offering in the range of $0.45 per diesel litre. 

 
 
 

http://www.cleanenergy.com/
http://www.cleanenergy.com/
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8. In Exhibit C17-4, in response to BCUC IR 2.4, Clean Energy states: 
 

“It is Clean Energy's opinion that key barriers to entry are out-dated, overly 
onerous, and unnecessary NGV regulation and/or instances where markets allow 
an incumbent utility to possess an unfair advantage over other un-regulated 
competitors. Please also see our previously submitted evidence including the 
Covington and Burling White Paper.” 

FEU Response:  The FEU note that the state of Utah is enjoying exceptional 

penetration of NGVs under a utility model led by Questar.  Questar owns and operates a 

network of 25 CNG stations (approximately 5 are state owned) in its service territory.  

This evidence was not cited in the Covington and Burling White Paper. 

 
 
 

9. In Exhibit C17-4, in response to BCUC IR 5.1, Clean Energy states: 
 

“While it may be technically feasible, history has repeatedly proven otherwise. 
Clean Energy does not believe that there is any justification for any natural 
monopoly utility in any jurisdiction to re-enter (in the case of the FEU) and/or 
operate in what should be a fully transparent, un-regulated and not utility territory 
specific, competitive NGV market. For greater detail please see our previously 
submitted evidence including the Covington and Burling White Paper.” 

FEU Response:  The FEU does not agree with the statement “history has repeatedly 

proven otherwise”.  The take-or-pay business model deployed by FEU cannot be fairly 

compared against business models used by utilities in other jurisdictions which do not 

fully recover the cost of service and mitigate the risk of stranded assets.  

 

 

 

10. In Exhibit C17-3, in response to FEU IR 2.1, Clean Energy states: 

“Clean Energy owns and operates NGV CNG stations and provides maintenance 

services for others (including FortisBC's) in BC. The number of stations that we 

own, operate and/or maintain is in excess of 8. Details over and above this are 

proprietary and confidential given that Clean Energy operates in an existing 

competitive NGV marketplace throughout North America and will not disclose 

potentially strategic information in a public forum.” 

FEU Response:  On Clean Energy’s website at 
http://www.cleanenergyfuels.com/stations/stations.html, Clean Energy provides a map 
illustrating its fueling station locations in North America.  At the time of this filing, this 
map (see Appendix 3) indicates that Clean Energy only currently operates six stations in 
British Columbia. 

http://www.cleanenergyfuels.com/stations/stations.html
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II. FEU Rebuttal Evidence in Respect of The Coalition for Renewable Natural Gas 

11. In Exhibit C18-2 at p. 2, the Coalition states: 
 

“We question the need for a regulated  gas utility to collect, process, odorize, 
transport or meter gas prior to supply to off-transmission, or distribution pipeline, 
or “discrete” customers, or injection into any transmission or distribution system 
for further transportation, or re-sale to its, or other, customers.” 
 
“We believe that this realization has led FortisBC to attempt to spread its 
regulatory "fence" (and by doing so increase its rate base) to the AES (RNG, 
NGV and TES) spaces and that this will be to the detriment of its gas ratepayers, 
due to increased risk. In fact, we believe FortisBC will in effect reduce the ability 
of its ratepayers to access competitively sourced and produced `virtual‟ RNG 
from BC and other Canadian or US providers.” 

Similarly, in Exhibit C18-4, in response to BCUC IR 2.0 Market Competitiveness, the 
Coalition states: 

“Competition, by its very nature, dictates that any entity may be a player in the 
market place. If this is what FortisBC was requesting, we would take no issue. 
What the Coalition objects to is the manner in which FortisBC aim to participate - 
not by competing, but by using its status as a monopoly to eliminate other 
competitors in their claimed space.” 

FEU Response:  The FEU are promoting, not impeding, the development of the 

Biomethane market in BC. The FEU are not investing in digesters or other assets that 

produce raw biogas, and have not ever claimed a monopoly on owning upgraders.  FEI 

has made clear that it will consider any project partners for the upgrading facilities as 

long as they can demonstrate financial and technical capacity to operate the upgrading 

plant safely and reliably.  FEI is not aware of any instance where it has either competed 

or denied access to any member of the Coalition to develop a Biomethane project. FEI 

conducted two workshops in the fall of 2008 and another in 2011 for prospective project 

developers and has no record of any member from the Coalition attending the sessions. 

 

 

12. In Exhibit C18-2 at p. 2, the Coalition states: 

“We disagree with Fortis‟ claim in the response to one your IR‟s that there are no 
other RNG (or biomethane) projects in BC.  We are aware that Maxim Power 
currently has two, one at the City of Vancouver‟s Delta Landfill and the other at 
the Capital Regional District‟s Heartland Landfill.” 

FEU Response:  Neither of the two projects mentioned by the Coalition is purifying 

landfill gas to the quality required to inject into the natural gas distribution system. They 

are electricity generation projects.   
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13. In Exhibit C18-4, in response to BCUC IR 2.0 Market Competitiveness, the Coalition 
states: 

“We do not advise that the financial support should be made exclusively available 
to any natural monopoly energy utility in any jurisdiction where that utility has an 
overwhelming market presence, access to superior market intelligence, or ability 
to cross-subsidize, preferentially direct financial resources to itself, or 
preferentially chose partners, or any combination of these thereof.” 

FEU Response:  The FEU capture all capital and operating costs associated with the 

supply projects, including regulated return on capital investments in an aggregated 

biomethane cost of gas calculation that will be recovered from customers participating in 

the Biomethane Program.  This cost allocation methodology was approved by the 

Commission in the Biomethane Decision. 
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III. FEU Rebuttal Evidence in Respect of Energy Services Association of Canada 

14. In Exhibit C1-5 at p. 7, ESAC states: 

“At current natural gas and electricity rates, the incentives would have to be in 
the order of 70%-100%, or greater, of the capital cost in order to create a cost-
neutral situation for the customer (relative to their existing system) while 
recovering the net capital investment at an appropriate rate of return within a 
typical contract term.” 

FEU Response:  ESAC’s suggestion that incentives would have to be in the order of 

70% - 100%, or greater, of the capital cost in order for an ESCO to recover the net 

capital investment at an appropriate rate of return within a typical contract term suggests 

that ESCOs use shorter payback periods, different treatment of costs and much higher 

return requirements in comparison to FEI’s cost of service model. If an incentive of 100% 

was received for an FEI project the net rate base would be zero and no return on rate 

base would be realized. In utility cost of service ratemaking an incentive is treated in the 

same manner as a contribution-in-aid-of-construction (CIAC) and is netted against the 

capital cost. The incentive or CIAC is typically amortized in rates over the life of the 

asset that the CIAC was received for. The effect of the lower utility returns and longer 

amortization periods for capital on the CIAC required is illustrated by the Delta School 

District project, which has a $1.357 million contribution or about 21% of the $6.5 million 

project capital cost.    

 

 

15. In Exhibit C1-5 at p. 10-11, ESAC states: 

“FEU alleges that ESAC members were invited to participate in the EEC 
stakeholder group in November 2009”. 

FEU Response:  As the ESAC quote notes, the FEU have already put evidence on the 

record in this proceeding regarding invitations to consult with parties now associated 

with the ESAC complaint or the Corix support of the ESAC complaint. We do not intend 

to repeat that evidence here. In order to underscore the breadth of the FEU’s invitation 

to engage stakeholders in regulatory processes that have been identified by ESAC in its 

complaint, the listings of the consultation invitations for the 2010 LTRP and the EEC 

Stakeholder Committee are attached as Appendix 4. 
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16. In Exhibit C1-5 at p. 13, ESAC states: 

“The History of the Delta School District Project (“DSD”) is an interesting one to 

review.  When the project was announced in February 2011, it had a planned 

EEC funding contribution of $800,000.  Recently, it appears that amount is only 

$116,000 by FEU‟s evidence.” 

FEU Response:   The FEU believe that detailed inquiries about the Delta School project 

are best addressed in that process, but have addressed some of these questions on the 

project in this Inquiry to the extent that they illustrate broader principles.  Please see 

FEI’s response to BCUC IR 40.4 in the Delta Schools CPCN proceeding for a discussion 

of the issue quoted above. 

 

 

17. In Exhibit C1-5 at p. 18, ESAC states: 

“If the Delta School District project does proceed under the FEU regulated model, 
it could be subject to still further upward cost revisions. In this instance, 
transparency will have provided absolutely no protection to the customer.” 

FEU Response:  The Delta School District project is the subject of an agreement that 

allocates risk.  It is subject to review by the Commission and the ongoing jurisdiction of 

the Commission after it is approved.  The Delta School District Project is currently under 

review by the Commission in a process that has involved, to date, two rounds of 

information requests, and approximately 800 information requests made by the 

Commission and various interveners.   The customer has and will continue to have the 

protection of the contract that it signed with FEI, the Act and the oversight of the 

Commission by virtue of the fact that it is being provided with a regulated public utility 

service.  

 

 

18. In Exhibit C1-5 at p. 20-24, ESAC makes statements regarding Delta School District 
(“DSD”) project. 

FEU Response:  FEU disagrees with much of what is stated at pages 20-24 of ESAC’s 

evidence, however, the Delta School Project has now been filed with the Commission 

and is being reviewed in the normal course.  As such, FEU prefers to let the record from 

that proceeding speak for itself, rather than correct the numerous inaccuracies in these 

pages of ESAC’s evidence regarding the DSD project. 
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19. In Exhibit C1-5 at p. 24 and 25, ESAC states: 

“It appears that the only risk that the FEU would undertake in owning and 
operating a thermal asset is the risk of prudency and all other risks would be 
absorbed by the thermal customer48. This is irrespective of the initial tariff agreed 
to by the customer (or the initial capital and operating cost estimates it was 
based on).” 

Similarly, in Exhibit C1-9, in response to BCSEA IR 3.6, ESAC states: 

“Yes in that, while the end product might be the same, the commercial 
terms, risk and pricing may be quite different under the regulated and 
unregulated models. The regulated discrete TES gives customers the 
false impression that they will be protected from future rate increases 
which may not be the case.” 

FEU Response:  The parties to these contracts are contemplating Commission 

regulation, and that is the desired outcome for the customers.  In a regulated 

environment the Commission determines what are and are not “just and reasonable 

rates” in all of the circumstances, with the contract itself being the obvious starting point 

for this assessment.  The same is true regardless of the provider. 

 

 

20. In Exhibit C1-5 at p. 37, ESAC states: 

“Commission needs to determine what will happen with the FEU TES deferral 
account. FEU is “at risk” by its own admission and the Commission should 
crystalize the funds within the account and how this account is to function on a 
go forward basis.” 

FEU Response:  The deferral account was approved by the Commission on the basis 

that the funds would be recoverable from TES customers.  FEI has relied upon that 

approval, and pursued its business based on the potential to recover those funds as a 

cost of service in rates.  Whatever the Commission decides to do going forward, it 

should be on the basis that the existing balance is recoverable.  This, in our view, is 

required and fair. 

 

 

21. In Exhibit C1-8, in response to BCOAPO IR 6.3, ESAC states: 

“The presence of this TES deferral account presents uncertainty on a go forward 
basis for ratepayers and competitors. Ideally, the future of this account needs to 
be resolved as a result of this Inquiry before the account gets large.  
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The position taken by the FEU in its evidence is problematic.  

“In the absence of rate smoothing or deferral mechanisms the initial 
customers will have very high energy bills, and subsidize the customers 
who attach in later years.”  

The implication is that the FEU has a monopoly for TES projects and that only 
the FEU will be adding future customers. If a third party is to compete in the TES 
market, it will presumably require a TES customer to cover the costs of the 
project over the length of a contract period. To the extent that deferral accounts 
are used to lower the rates to initial TES customers, it creates a Commission 
sanctioned entry barrier to competing firms.  

If there are start-up or administrative costs to be carried over time or over future 
projects, they should be shareholder funded.  

If the deferral account becomes large, it could become an issue for natural gas 
ratepayers as it may reach the size that debt rating agencies and lenders 
become concerned. The result could be additional debt costs to the natural gas 
utility cost of service.” 

FEU Response:  The FEU statement quoted by ESAC in this IR response is taken out 

of context, and in this IR response ESAC appears to confuse the distinction between the 

TES deferral account, and rate smoothing mechanisms for individual projects. 

Rate smoothing techniques and deferral accounts are used frequently for individual TES 

projects. They have been or will be used in Dockside Green, the Corix UniverCity project 

and the River District energy utility (Parklane Homes).  When FEI speaks about rate 

smoothing techniques for individual projects, and the use of deferral accounts for 

individual projects, FEI is speaking to the use of these techniques in respect of a specific 

customer with whom FEI has agreed to provide TES service.  FEI can use rate 

smoothing techniques, within the parameters of the cost of service approach to 

ratemaking, to smooth out a particular rate for a particular customer.  The purpose of 

using such an approach is to avoid a rate that is very high over the first years of a 

contract (when the capital investment has been made and the full energy load may not 

have connected to the system) and then declines as capital costs are depreciated and 

the connected load grows for the particular system.   Such techniques are available to 

any TES provider, including Corix and ESAC’s members, subject to approval by the 

Commission.  As such, the use of these techniques is not a “Commission sanctioned 

entry barrier to competing firms” as suggested by ESAC; they are available to all 

providers of TES. 

When ESAC speaks to “the deferral account” becoming large, and an “issue for natural 

gas ratepayers”, it appears that ESAC is referring to the TES Deferral Account.  The 

balance in the TES deferral account is only a small fraction of the total FEI business. FEI 

is pursuing projects in a manner that if successful will allow for recovery of the balance 

from TES customers. If the TES business is not successful, FEI’s shareholder would be 
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responsible for the unrecovered balance of the deferral account. Neither FEI nor FEI’s 

shareholder would accept or allow the balance to increase to a level that would impact 

the credit rating of the company and adversely affect natural gas customers. 

 

 

22. In Exhibit C1-9, in response to BCSEA IR 8.2, ESAC makes the following statement in 
reference to the Delta School District (“DSD”) Project. 

“If a project cannot work in the unregulated marketplace despite the presence of 
many willing, competing service providers, it seems very unlikely that the same 
project will have a viable outcome in the regulated marketplace, with essentially 
one service provider, the regulated natural gas utility. This is particularly unlikely 
given the additional financial burden of regulatory costs associated with this form 
of economic regulation.” 

FEU Response:  ESAC acknowledges in the response to BCSEA IR 1.3.6 (Exhibit C1-

9) “… that, while the end product might be the same, the commercial terms, risk and 

pricing may be quite different under the regulated and unregulated models”. The FEU 

believe that these observations in the BCSEA IR 1.3.6 response are fundamental to the 

explanation of how the project can be viable under FEI’s model while it may not work for 

ESCOs. Utilities function in an environment of long term recovery of capital costs and 

regulated rates of return that may not be satisfactory to parties accustomed to returns in 

the non-regulated commercial sector. ESAC’s further comment about there being only 

one potential TES service provider is incorrect. Other parties such as Corix and 

Terrasource, to name two, are already providing utility thermal energy service in BC 

based on geo-exchange as an energy source.     
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IV. FEU Rebuttal Evidence in Respect of Corix Utilities Inc. and Professor Jaccard 
 

23. In Exhibit C12-5 at p. 6 and 7, Corix outlines challenges that new TES utilities face that 
differentiate them from traditional utilities. These challenges include: 

 attracting customer interest 

 Upfront costs are significant 

 No benefit from scale of a large utility 

 Business development a significant cost 

 TES offerings priced to reflect the market and the actual cost of service, 
rather than a subsidized cost 

 
FEU Response:  FEI faces similar challenges to those identified by Corix in the first, 

second, and fourth items listed above, which are not unique to Corix or any other 

market participant.  Regarding the third bullet, the opinion of Mr. Ware (Attachment 

B) addresses the fairness of a utility competing in the TES space using the 

efficiencies inherent in its business.   Regarding the fifth bullet, which is a common 

theme in Corix’s evidence, the FEU have made clear in this Inquiry and in other 

proceedings such as FEU’s 2012/13 RRA that rates for customers in the TES class 

of service must be established based on the TES cost of service and there is no 

cross-subsidization by the natural gas class of service1.  There is Commission 

oversight of the allocation.    

 
 
 

24. Corix has premised much of its evidence on the assumption that FEI’s TES class of 
service is benefitting from being part of the larger FEI utility in ways that it is not, in fact, 
benefitting.  Corix is also implicitly assuming that the benefits accruing to both classes of service 
of efficiencies gained from integrated operations are impermissible.   For instance, In Exhibit 
C12-5 at page 10, Corix states: 

 

“Where Fortis Inc. previously provided TES through a separate affiliate to FEI, 
now the FEI TES business has direct access to all of the resources of the NG 
business including: 

• extensive marketing of FEI as a integrated energy solutions company, 
• a greatly increased common “energy solutions” sales force, 
• unrestricted access to natural gas customer information, 
• common executive, administration, technical support, financing and 

insurance, and 
• common customer service and support.” 

 

                                                 
1
 FEU Inquiry Evidence, section 3.4 (Exhibit B-2, page 69) 
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Corix then goes on to state: 
 

“If internal FEI governance does not restrict the access the TES business has to 
the natural gas business resources and does not properly allocate the true cost 
of use of those resources to TES business, then the FEI natural gas ratepayers 
are subsidizing the TES business in large measure. 

 
See also Exhibit C12-7-1, responses to BCUC IRs 22.2 and 26.1. 

 
 
FEU Response:  With respect to the “resource” of “natural gas customer information”, 

FEU has addressed the limited value of this information elsewhere in this proceeding 

(please see for example FEU’s Evidence, section 6.4.5).  With respect to the remainder 

of the “resources” mentioned by Corix in the excerpt above, the FEU have made clear in 

the 2012-2013 RRA and in this Inquiry that FEI is allocating costs to the TES class of 

service, as follows: 

 

• First, direct costs attributable to the provision of thermal energy service – i.e. 

those costs associated with 12 FTEs (consisting of 14 employees) - are 

directly assigned to thermal energy services.  

• Second, an administrative service charge totaling $500,000 per year in 2012 

and 2013 is allocated to the TES class of service. These costs show up as a 

cross-charge, reducing the natural gas revenue requirement in 2012 and 

2013 by $500,000 annually.  

• Third, a limited number of other employees whose primary focus is the 

natural gas business do small amounts of work on TES-related matters that 

are not captured by the overhead allocation.  Their time is recorded in time 

sheets and charged directly to TES.  Given the small amount of work 

performed by each individual employee, there is no reduction in their cost on 

the natural gas side, i.e. their position is required to serve natural gas 

customers irrespective of the TES work. 

 
The natural gas revenue requirement is only affected by the allocation of $500,000 in 

overhead to TES, which shows up as a cross-charge that reduces the natural gas 

revenue requirement.  The $500,000 is charged to the TES Deferral Account to be 

recovered from TES customers only. As such, a portion of the overhead and common 

costs that FEI natural gas rate payers would otherwise have to incur are being absorbed 

by the TES class of service. 

 

As FEU has explained in the 2012-2013 RRA and in this Inquiry, the amount of the 

forecast annual overhead charge to TES ($500,000) for the test period happens to be 

the same as was specified in 2010-2011 RRA NSA, but it was derived differently. In the 

NSA, $500,000 was an agreed upon amount, without any calculated basis. However, for 

2012 and 2013, the FEU undertook a study to determine what the proper allocation 
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should be, and derived estimates of the amount of time expected to be spent on TES 

activity.  The review involved interviews with executives and various support 

departments. Costs include executive time of four executives, financial reporting and 

accounts payable, regulatory affairs, information technology and facilities for the 

employees charging time directly to the TES deferral account. 

 

There are other indicators of the reasonableness of the allocation undertaken by FEI in 

the 2012-2013 RRA.  For instance, if revenues were used as the allocator, the allocation 

would be less than $500,000 as there is no forecast revenue in 2012 or 2013 for TES. If 

the Massachusetts method (the method used to allocate corporate costs to the FEU) 

were used, it would be quite a bit less than $500,000. If FEU were to use something akin 

to the transfer pricing methodology used for NRBs to allocate overhead to TES, the 

result would similarly have been less than $500,000. The fairness of the allocation from 

the perspective of natural gas customers is reinforced by the fact that the shared 

services allocation to FEW is approximately $300,000, or 60% of the TES allocation. 

FEW has close to 3,000 customers and a $43 million rate base. TES has no approved 

projects and no customers.  EES has indicated in the attached letter (Attachment A) that 

it is not aware of any recognized cost allocation approach that allocates costs on the 

basis of “strategic importance”, as suggested in Corix’s response to BCUC IR 26.1 

(Exhibit C12-7-1, quoted above). 

 

 
 

25. In Exhibit C12-5 at p. 14-15, ESAC states: 
 

“The FEI brand has a disproportionately large impact in the emerging TES 
market that has been funded by the natural gas ratepayers.” 

 
FEU Response:  FEI’s “brand”, as it understands the use of the word in this excerpt, is 

not something that its ratepayers own or have any claim to.  The name FortisBC is used 

by the FEU under licence and the name has been used by FortisBC Inc. and FAES as 

well.  FEI has earned its reputation based on how it delivers the level of service 

determined appropriate by the Commission.   

 

Corix and other market participants use their name and reputation to market multiple 

product lines to the broader public.  For instance, Corix states that it uses the approach 

of “providing several utility services using common resources to achieve economies of 

scope is an efficient method for the provision of utility services in the communities” 

(Exhibit C12-10-1, page 10, response to FEI IR 1.4.1.6). 
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26. In Exhibit C12-7-1, in response to BCUC IR 4.2, Corix states: 
 

“In the end, the virtual separation by means of the accounting controls is not as 
effective as an actual separation.” 
 
“When two lines of business are undertaken by separate business entities, the 
allocation of cost and risk is simpler.  So is the regulatory oversight.” 
 
“Rules that rely more on separation, and less on cost accounting solely, can 
minimize the likelihood of abuses.  At the same time, rules that rely on separation 
are easier to monitor than rules that primarily rely on a multitude of reporting 
requirements”.  

 
See also Exhibit C12-7-1, in response to BCUC IR 6.2.2 

 
FEU Response:  FEU’s approach to allocating costs between classes of service is 

based on straightforward principles and is verifiable; it is not “virtual” in any sense.  

Those methods are summarized above at paragraph 24.  The corporate overhead costs 

that are currently allocated to the TESDA are allocated on the basis of a study that is 

being vetted by the Commission.   

In some circumstances, formulaic allocations have some advantages over a cost 

allocation study in the sense that they are easier to implement and verify.  The FEU will 

consider proposing a formula approach for allocation when the TES class of service has 

grown to an appreciable size.  In the meantime, the Commission has addressed similar 

cost allocation issues in the context of past rate design applications for a number of 

utilities.  Further, the FEU note that ICBC uses an integrated business model to offer 

universal compulsory automobile insurance (which is regulated) and optional insurance 

(which is unregulated and is offered by ICBC in a competitive environment).  The 

integrated business model is used to capture economies of scale and scope for the 

benefit of policyholders.  ICBC allocates costs and revenues between lines of business, 

with the allocation approved by the Commission following periodic review.  

Finally, FEU notes that Corix uses economies of scope as part of its marketing strategy 

and provides multiple services such as water, propane, geothermal, meters and meter 

reading within one utility.  This is a competitive advantage enjoyed by Corix to sell a 

“total service” package to a community such as Sun Rivers.  In this way, Corix can use 

one contact sales person to sell a variety of services rather than having several people 

representing each element of the utility service.  This simplifies the customer experience.   

 
 

                                                 
2
  “As I imply in the above quote from my testimony, it may be possible that sufficient separation can be 

achieved, with adequate regulatory oversight, but this might not be the best model from a public 
interest perspective. I think the safest solution is full separation, and the burden of proof should lie with 
the utility to demonstrate why deviation from this model is better for customers and society as a whole. 
As the Commission knows, the FEU previously provided TES through a separate entity for some time.” 
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27. In Exhibit C12-7-1, in response to BCUC IR 18.2 and 22.1, Corix states: 
 

Request: In Corix‟s view, are the existing policies practiced by FEU sufficient to 
“ensure transparent allocation of costs” valid in this instance? 
 
Response: No. …  The reason the FEU‟s policies are deficient is because they 
do not provide the FEU any guidance in these circumstance, and also do not 
establish a process that provides the Commission with any transparency in 
reviewing cost allocations. 

 
FEU Response:  FEU’s revenue requirement application proceedings, which are open 

to the public, provide the Commission with a transparent means of reviewing cost 

allocations.  In these proceedings FEU provides information on these matters in its 

application, which is then subject to multiple rounds of information requests by both the 

Commission and interveners, and in the most recent RRA, an oral hearing with cross-

examination of FEU witnesses.   

 
 
 
 

28. In Exhibit C12-7-1, in response to BCUC IR 21.1, Corix states3:  
 

“The assumption that it is merely the access to information on customer gas 
consumption that provides FEU with an unfair competitive advantage in the TES 
market is misleading. With access to and an established relationship with 
potential TES customers, "energy solutions" personnel, who are funded through 
the resources of the gas utility, provide FEU with a unique position of influencing 
the decisions of individuals and organizations that may choose TES systems for 
their energy needs well before an RFP is issued, if indeed an RFP is issued – the 
opportunity for sole sourcing is considerable given the favourable access FEU 
enjoys with gas customers.” 

 
FEU Response:  FEU does not agree that the access to customers described above 

gives FEI an unfair competitive advantage.  Corix has the same opportunity to market its 

thermal energy services to a range of potential customers through its multi-utility service 

channels, which include the provision of thermal energy services, water services, waste 

water treatment, propane service, meter reading and revenue collection.   

 

Corix’s assertion that discussions with customers about TES opportunities by the Energy 

Solutions staff are funded through the resources of the gas utility is incorrect.  Energy 

                                                 
3
  See also Exhibit C12-7-1, in response to BCUC IR 26.1, where Corix states:  “Yet, FEU has a much 

larger group of gas employees including energy solutions managers, who are regularly in contact with 
FEU gas customers and who are free to provide leads to the few designated employees in the TES 
group.” 
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Solutions staff charge time directly to the thermal energy solutions deferral account for 

their TES-related work through timesheet allocations.   

 
 

29. In Exhibit C12-7-1, in response to BCUC IR 28.2 series, Corix states: 
 

Business development costs are generally not fully recoverable in rates, so in the 
example cited, Corix shareholders would assume the costs. This reality of 
competitive markets rewards those firms who are the most efficient. The FEU 
model avoids this risk by relying in part on marketing and business development 
resources paid for by the gas utility ratepayers, and also by "back-ending" the 
recovery of business development costs in rates. 

 
Unsuccessful project development costs are borne by the shareholder. 

 
FEU Response:  FEU does not agree with the premise of the assertion in the above 

excerpt.  Business development costs are recoverable in a regulated environment as a 

reasonable cost of service, and Corix’s TES are regulated in B.C. as are FEI’s, and 

therefore Corix is entitled to the recovery of such costs under the same regulatory 

principles that apply to FEI. 

 

All marketing and sales costs are included in the allocation to the TES deferral account.  

Please see RRA  2012- 2013 Appendix G-2, page 4. 
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V. FEU Rebuttal Evidence in Respect of Ferus Inc. 

30. In Exhibit C8-5-1 at p. 11, Ferus states: 
 

“Providing incentives to advance a utility‟s penetration of the marketplace at the 
expense of wider industry participation, for example, may result in winning the 
battle and losing the war” 

FEU Response:  The FEU understand the reference to “incentives” in this portion of 

Ferus’s evidence as a reference to former EEC incentives that could be received by 

LNG fuelling service customers.  These incentives were not aimed at the utility, but 

rather were delivered to the customer on a non-discriminatory basis, regardless of their 

NGV service partner.  There are no longer any such EEC incentive programs in place.  

The FEU are hopeful that at some point incentives for Natural Gas Vehicles will be 

restored. 

 
 
 
 

31. In Exhibit C8-5-1 at p. 12-15, Ferus advocates regulating the provision of NGV fueling 
service on a stand-alone basis, in particular as a separate class of service.  Ferus relies on an 
example cited by EES Consulting that some electric utilities have regulated transmission and 
distribution and unregulated generation: 
 

“The example cited by EEC Consulting relates to the same energy source 
(electricity) but notes that multiple services are provided, some as regulated 
products (transmission  and distribution) and some as unregulated products 
(generation)”. (p.15) 

 
FEU Response:   As described in FEU’s evidence, NGV service still involves the 

provision of natural gas.  BC Hydro holds the same energy source, electricity, in a single 

class of service. They own transmission, distribution and generation products as a 

regulated business within one class of service. Similar to FortisBC’s NGV/LNG 

initiatives, BC Hydro’s electric vehicle initiatives are in the same class of service as are 

the generation, transmission and distribution points. 

 
 
 
 

32. In Exhibit C8-5-1, at p. 20, Ferus states: 
 

“While it can be argued that ratepayers may benefit from some increased 

throughput and therefore should share some risks, it could similarly be argued 

that the LNG customers benefit from the existing infrastructure and therefore 

should absorb some of the costs and risks of the other utility ratepayers for 

services not directly related to LNG.” 
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FEU Response:  The FEU’s LNG customers who benefit from existing infrastructure do 

absorb some of the costs and risks of other utility ratepayers.  Under the FEU’s Rate 

Schedule 16 variable charge, LNG customers pay a charge which includes recoveries 

for 1) An O&M charge for liquefaction, storage & dispensing, 2) capital recovery, 3) 

transport from Huntingdon to Tilbury, and 4) a peaking charge. Approximately half of 

these charges are not directly related to the provision of LNG for vehicles but are 

absorbed by LNG customers. 

 

 

33. In Exhibit C8-5-1 at p. 1 and 2, Ferus states: 
 

“Following on the successful model underlying its N2 and Co2 operations, Ferus 
LING‟s business plan includes the construction and/or operation of LNG 
production plants and LNG logistics equipment across North America.  Beginning 
in 2012, Ferus LNG intends to invest significant capital into the robust energy 
industry in northeastern BC.” (p. 1) 
 
“Therefore, Ferus LNG would like to emphasize to the Commission that although 
new entrants represent competition to Ferus LNG, they are also a critical factor 
to the sustainable development of the NGV market.  As a result, Ferus LNG 
welcomes initiatives that will enhance the establishment and operation of a 
robust market for LNG and LNG related services in British Columbia.  In this 
respect, Ferus LNG looks forward to competing with all market participants.”(p.2) 

FEU Response:  The FEU model is compatible with both the Ferus and Clean Energy 

business models and all these models can coexist in the same market. Some customers 

may want the protection of a regulated service offering and should have that option 

available to them. The FEU model that serves the NGV Return to Base Market is not 

served by either Clean Energy or Ferus in British Columbia, but does not prevent other 

potential providers from offering CNG/LNG service to return-to-base fleet customers in 

British Columbia.  

The ownership and operation of LNG production plants (and selling LNG to the public or 

a corporation for compensation) is a public utility activity in BC and the FEU is a 

competitor in this market.  Ferus is competing for the right to develop these LNG 

production projects as is the FEU.  

 
 

34. In Exhibit C8-7, in response to BCUC IR 1.2, Ferus states: 
 

“Although Ferus LNG's preference is the establishment of a separate, non-
regulated company, it believes that by adopting Stand Alone Regulation for 
Natural Unregulated Services, including the establishment of such services as 
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separate classes of service, the opportunity for cross-subsidization of costs and 
risks will be reduced to the point where the playing field, even if it is not entirely 
level, will allow for the development of LNG services with FortisBC as a 
competitor. Such a model will require continued vigilance by regulators and 
interested parties (FACOS studies, rate design proceedings…) to ensure the 
guidelines and rules intended to ensure adequate separation are properly 
enforced”. 

FEU Response:   A FACOS Study is unnecessary for the NGV Fuelling Station rate 

because each contract is required to capture the cost of service pursuant to the NGV 

Decision.  The general rate design will ensure that the gas delivery charge is 

appropriate.  

 
 
 

35. In Exhibit C8-7, in response to BCUC IR 1.3, Ferus states: 
 

“Should FortisBC wish to participate in the LNG services market, Ferus LNG 
believes that FortisBC ratepayers would likely be best served if it did so with 
separate assets (i.e. separate from those used to provide traditional natural gas 
utility service). Existing utility assets used to address peak and emergency needs 
should be limited to doing so.” 

FEU Response:   The priority use of the FEU’s LNG infrastructure and LNG tanker 

assets are as a peak shaving resource and as a backup resource for system reliability 

and integrity in both planned and unplanned (emergency) outages. These assets are not 

dedicated to LNG transport, but the FEU believes it can optimize the use of these assets 

to benefit ratepayers by generating additional revenue without impact to its core market. 

Rate Schedule 16, approved by the Commission in 2009, permits LNG sales in tanker 

truck quantities to transport customers in FEI’s service territory. 

 
 
 

36. In Exhibit C8-7, in response to BCUC IR 3.1, Ferus states: 
 

“NGV vehicles are, of course, mobile and can migrate to different fueling stations. 
If all market participants in British Columbia have access to EEC funding for BC 
purchased and registered NGV‟s regardless of the fueling source/supplier, and if 
the Commission  finds that ratepayers do indeed benefit from the potential 
resulting increased throughput, then Ferus LNG supports the use of EEC 
program funds for NGV incentives.” 

FEU Response:  There are no EEC programs for NGV at the current time.  However, if 

incentives for NGV (whatever they might be called) are to be dispensed, the rationale for 

giving such incentives would be that they add load to FEU’s system.  This will occur 

regardless of the NGV provider so long as the provider’s assets are connected to FEU’s 

system.  
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37. In Exhibit C8-7, in response to BCUC IR 8.1, Ferus states: 
 

“To the extent that FortisBC's NGV/LNG initiatives are similarly perceived to be 
riskier than its natural gas service, this higher risk is currently borne by all 
ratepayers, not just the NGV/LNG customers (i.e. cross-subsidization of risk by 
natural gas customers of NGV/LNG customers). A separate rate class would 
avoid this type of risk "cross-subsidization." 

FEU Response:  The FEU discuss issues of business risk in the response to BCUC IR 

1.4.2. Given that NGV involves the delivery of gas to end use customers, it is offered 

within the natural gas class of service, and therefore, the business risk profile and ROE 

and capital structure requirements NGV fall within the natural gas class of service 

requirements. The Commission approves ROE and capital structure of the natural gas 

class of service through a cost of capital application, and this cost of capital is equally 

applicable to capital invested in NGV assets, which are part of the natural gas class of 

service. 

Generally, competitiveness and business risk of the core natural gas class of service can 

be financial or non-financial in nature, but ultimately they are factors that impact the use 

of natural gas and throughput levels over time. These include, among other things, 

commodity and market price volatility, competitiveness with other forms of energy, and 

perception of customers about how the use of natural gas contributes to climate change 

and GHG emissions, all of which contribute to the ability to attract customers and retain 

existing customer base, which affect throughput levels and system load factors. 

Should FEI be unsuccessful in recovering costs or generating revenues for the NGV 

activities, then any shortfall due to prudently incurred costs is recovered from customers 

of natural gas class of service, but not customers of other classes of service. In this 

respect, NGV is the same as any other utility investments for the natural gas class of 

service. 

As a result of such cost recovery framework, conceptually, should material risk be added 

to the natural gas class of service by virtue of the type of projects undertaken, the 

natural gas class of service may require higher ROE and capital structure, which will be 

paid by natural gas customers.  However, the level of investment in NGV-related assets 

is small in relation to the total natural gas rate base of over $2.5 billion. Also, NGV 

service is backed by long term contracts, which mitigates much of the associated risks 

such as early termination fees and take or pay volume commitments. As such, we do not 

expect that NGV service adds to business risk to the natural gas class of service, and 

therefore will not require ROE and capital structure adjustments to reflect a higher risk 

profile for that reason.  
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NGV Service promotes natural gas as part of the integrated energy solution and makes 

use of the existing natural gas infrastructure by way of adding load or offsetting the 

decline occurring from other end uses for natural gas. Therefore, to the extent that the 

FEU are successful in establishing NGV offerings within the natural gas class of service 

and improve total throughput levels, these service offerings can help to mitigate or slow 

the extent of incremental business risk facing the natural gas business over time, which 

could have the effect of moderating potential increases in the utilities’ cost of capital 

above where it stands today. 

 
 
 

38. In Exhibit C8-7, in response to BCUC IR 9.2, Ferus states4: 
 

“Ferus LNG believes that the optimum method of dispensing any EEC funding on 
a non-discriminatory basis is for a third party to do so, not FortisBC. Should 
FortisBC be in charge of allocating such funding it will inherently have a potential 
advantage not available to others as well as a conflict of interest. No party that 
may directly benefit from the funding should be involved in its allocation. While 
this may add a layer of regulation or bureaucracy, that is the price to be paid to 
ensure that funding is dispensed in a non-discriminatory manner that will not 
create anti-competitive impacts.” 

FEU Response:   In Section 7 of FEU’s Evidence (Ex. B-2), FEU discusses the 

principles and process through which EEC funding is dispensed to customers. This 

process is a Commission approved, non-discriminatory process, based on the principle 

of universality.  

FEU is open to discussing the possibility of providing interested parties, such as Corix 

and ESAC, with summaries of TES related applications for EEC funds as decisions are 

made by FEU regarding their disposition.  The FEU regard this type of reporting to also 

be unnecessary.  However, if the Commission sees value in additional oversight, then 

reporting of this nature would still be more cost effective for customers than the 

mechanism that Ferus contemplates. 

 
 
 
 

39. In Exhibit C8-6, in response to FEU IR 8.1, Ferus states: 

Without examining the terms and parameters of such cost of service based 
agreements, Ferus LNG is not in position to answer this question definitively and 
can only speculate. If such contracts cover the entire term of the useful life of any 
and all assets and investments by the ratepayers, and if the costs of all risks, 
including but not limited to commodity, business  interruption, credit, and natural 

                                                 
4
 See also Exhibit C12-7-1, Corix’s responses to BCUC IRs 1.23.1, 1.24.1, and 1.25.1. 
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gas distribution and/or transmission, are borne by the cost of service customer, 
and the utility agrees that no further assets will be added until such time as 
sufficient contracts are signed to ensure no risks are borne by the ratepayers, 
than such a scenario could exist. However, if these contracts are not 10 to 30 
year contracts (representing the useful life of underlying assets), then this 
scenario cannot exist as the risk of failure at contract renewal resides with the 
ratepayers.  

FEU Response:   The FEU anticipates the cost of service agreement with its first LNG 

fueling station customer will be for an initial term of 10 years, with an automatic renewal 

for an additional 10 years if certain terms are met. If renewal does not occur, FEU 

expects the unrecovered undepreciated capital cost of the fueling station will be repaid 

to the FEU by the customer.  Furthermore, the FEU recovers its cost of service delivery 

rates (and commodity rates) based on its demand forecast which, along with quarterly 

adjustments, results in rate stability for all ratepayers. 

 
 
 

40. In Exhibit C8-8, in response to CEC IR 4.4, Ferus states: 
 

“Ferus LNG has not tracked the actual number of such stations in BC. Ferus 
LNG's understanding, as per its evidence (Exhibit C8-5-1) is that Clean Energy 
and BC Transit currently offer non-regulated sources of CNG/LNG and that 
Encana and Shell have publically announced their intentions to do likewise”. 

FEU Response:  Clean Energy and BC Transit do not currently provide LNG fueling 

services in British Columbia. Additionally, BC Transit is not involved in the development 

of CNG fueling stations throughout the Province. A separate transit authority, Translink, 

owns a CNG fueling station which provides fuel to 50 transit buses. The FEU would like 

to highlight that Encana’s recent corporate presentation, included in Appendix 5, 

indicates that Encana’s interest in BC domestic LNG market is a low priority. Finally, the 

announcement from Shell in Exhibit C8-5-1 is related to the opening of a liquefied 

natural gas pump in Alberta, not British Columbia. 

 
 
 

41. In Exhibit C8-9, in response to BCSEA IR 4.1, Ferus states: 
 

“In the context of TES service, FortisBC notes that: "The incentives are provided 
independently of the customer's choice of TES provider. As such the incentives 
do not provide a competitive market advantage in any sense."7   In the case of 
past EEC funding or commitments for NGV initiatives, the funding was tied to the 
choice of fuel provider, thus providing FortisBC with a competitive market 
advantage.” 
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FEU Response:  Vehicle purchase incentives under the previous EEC funding for NGVs 

were not tied to the choice of fuel provider, but rather were available to any commercial 

fleet customer toward the incremental cost of new NGVs5. In addition, applicants that 

have their own fueling infrastructure could also apply to the program. An example is the 

incentive award provided to the City of Surrey for a single garbage truck. 

 

                                                 
5
  FEU 2012-2013 RRA, BCUC IR 1.199.2: “FEI notes that these two elements, while complementary, are separate 

and distinct activities. The awarding of incentives is not tied to FEI’s provision of fueling infrastructure.” 
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Mr. Paul Craig 
Manager, Tariffs, Rate Design and Special Contracts 
FortisBC 
16705 Fraser Highway 
Surrey, B.C. V4N 0E8 
 
SUBJECT:  Written Direct Evidence of Dr. Mark Jaccard on behalf of Corix Utilities, Inc.  

Dear Mr. Craig: 

As requested, we have reviewed the Direct Evidence submitted by Dr. Mark Jaccard on behalf 
of Corix Utilities, Inc. for the BCUC Inquiry into FortisBC Energy Inc. (“FEI”) regarding the 
Offering of Products and Services in Alternative Energy Solutions (“AES”) and Other New 
Initiatives.  In particular, we have looked at the Transfer Pricing Policy provided by Dr. Jaccard in 
the Rules of Conduct Between Different Classes of Service Within a Utility contained in 
Appendix A.  In addition, we have reviewed comments provided by Corix in their IR responses 
regarding the allocation of overhead costs.  Given our expertise and extensive experience in 
cost of service and rate setting throughout Canada and the U.S., EES offers comments with 
respect to the proposed Transfer Pricing Policy and overhead cost allocation. 

We agree with Dr. Jaccard that it is appropriate to follow certain principles, as submitted in the 
proposed Rules of Conduct, when setting the financial and rate setting system between 
different classes of service.  The Objectives and Principles laid out by Dr. Jaccard are very 
generic in nature and consistent with what we see across many different utilities in rate setting 
both for different classes of service, and in some cases between customer classes for a single 
product.  In fact, Dr. Jaccard does not appear to conclude that FEI is doing anything that violates 
his proposed Rules of Conduct. 

The proposed Objectives and Principles lead to more specific items listed in the Transfer Pricing 
Policy.  As with the Objectives and Principles, these items are very basic in nature and are 
consistent with standard practice in the industry.  However, it is important that these basic 
policies are used in the context of appropriate allocation of costs that lead to just and 
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reasonable rates for AES service.  The principles should not be interpreted in such a way that 
they become a barrier to FEI providing AES products or that they create burdens that would 
place FEI at a disadvantage against its competitors.  While Corix wishes to ensure that there is a 
level playing field in the provision of AES services, the Commission must not impose restrictions 
that exceed standard cost allocation oversight and subsequently result in skewing the playing 
field in favor of Corix and other AES providers.  

To that end, we offer the following comments regarding the specific items within the Transfer 
Pricing Policy.  Note that we have not addressed item (v) regarding financing costs as that is 
best left to FEI’s rate of return experts.  Similarly, we do not have any specific comments on the 
three items listed under the proposed Code of Conduct section of Appendix A as that is more 
appropriate for FEI to address relative to its standard employee conduct.   

Transfer Pricing Policy 

(i) All costs associated with a class of service will be allocated to that class in proportion to 
the cost burden created by that class.   

Based on our discussions with FEI staff, FEI is already tracking actual costs separately for the 
AES class.  This includes costs associated with dedicated AES employees as well as direct 
materials and supplies.  For employees not dedicated to AES, time is recorded separately for 
the AES and natural gas classes.  For any gas supply needs, AES projects will face the same 
regulated tariff costs as applied to natural gas customers or alternative AES suppliers.  As FEI is 
not yet collecting revenues from its proposed AES projects, all costs related to AES are being 
placed in a deferral account to be collected by AES customers in the future so that there is no 
cost transferred to FEI’s natural gas customers.  FEI is already meeting this policy item. 

(ii) The costs of developing new business ventures will be allocated to the new class of 
business or the shareholder. 

As with item (i), this policy is already in place and such costs are included in the deferral 
account.  In fact, all costs to date would be considered start up costs.  FEI is already meeting 
this policy item. 

(iii) The costs associated with a good or service that is shared between class of service will be 
accounted for in a transparent and comprehensive manner and recovered from the class of 
service using that good or service.   

The assignment of costs between different classes of service is standard practice in the utility 
business and is routinely reviewed by the Commission and other regulatory bodies.  FortisBC 
already allocates shared costs among the natural gas utilities through the approved Shared 
Services Agreements.  When FEI periodically files its revenue requirements, its assigned 
quantity of shared costs is included and reviewed by the Commission and interested parties.  
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According to FEI staff, they intend to follow this same process for an assignment to the AES 
class once the AES business is up and running and meaningful allocators (such as number of 
customers, etc.) for AES are available. For the initial period, an assignment of $500,000 of 
shared costs has been determined and we believe it is appropriate given the current size and 
effort of the AES class.  FEI is already meeting this policy item with the clarification that it will 
adopt the same method as in the Shared Services Agreement when appropriate. 

(iv) If the service provided from one class to another could also be obtained from an 
independent supplier, the price paid by the receiving class of service will be no less than the 
competitive market price and will never be below the incremental cost. 

This issue is a very basic and acceptable principle, provided that it is intended to mean that 
services are not priced in a manner to create subsidies between the classes.  Based on 
discussions with FEI staff, FEI does enter the same competitive bidding process where 
appropriate when acquiring materials and supplies from outside parties for AES as it does for 
the natural gas business.  Costs for acquired products and services are included in the AES 
business at their actual cost and as such are not subsidized by the natural gas utility.  For 
employee staff time billed to the AES business, labor time is billed at cost and is not based on a 
transfer price lower than the employee wages.  FEI has no intention of charging a rate below 
actual cost for any products or services provided to the AES business.  Nor does it intend on 
passing through a premium over cost.  If the actual labor costs billed to the AES business 
happen to be lower than what an independent supplier might provide, that would be one of the 
benefits of the economies of scale and the existing expertise of the company and would be 
beneficial to AES customers without any subsidization from natural gas customers.  It would not 
be appropriate, practical, or equitable for FEI to be required to look at independent suppliers 
for all of the tasks performed by FEI staff, whether they are directly assigned as AES employees 
or are employees that record time to both AES and the natural gas business.  With the existing 
Shared Services Agreements, which have approval from the Commission, there is not a 
requirement to establish and use the competitive market price for each of the services 
provided between utilities.  We believe that the proposed principle is already consistent with 
and does not go beyond the Commission’s current approval process for FEI or the other utilities 
it regulates.   

(vi) Utilities will file periodic reports that demonstrate they are adhering to the transfer 
pricing policy. The form and timing of the report will be determined by the Commission. 

We believe that the revenue requirements filed by FEI on a periodic basis will provide the 
necessary information to meet this policy.  The revenue requirements already itemizes costs 
and provides information regarding the assignment of shared costs.  The revenue requirements 
filed by FEI is subject to the review of the Commission as well as all other interested parties and 
each application undergoes a great deal of scrutiny.  FEI is already meeting this policy item. 
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(vii) The utility may not use customer or other confidential information (information that is 
not available publicly) related to one service class to promote the development of another 
service class.  If the public utility customers agree to a release of customer information 
between classes of service, that information must also be provided to other market 
participants under the same terms and conditions and for the same price. 

According to FEI staff, FEI makes customer usage information available when requested for no 
cost provided there is approval from the customer.  FEI has no intentions of releasing 
confidential information without customer approval.  Specific natural gas consumption per 
customer is not extremely useful in determining the cost-effectiveness of an AES project, 
however, and is not as valuable as information such as square footage, which is not part of the 
data collected by FEI in relation to providing natural gas service.  Other data representing total 
system load forecasts, revenues, costs, etc. are already public information through the many 
regulated filings made by FEI.   

In our view, it is important that FEI is not required to release any information related to specific 
project information that is collected as part of its AES business as this could undermine FEI’s 
entrance into the business.  The Commission must ensure that FEI is not placed at a competitive 
disadvantage by requiring the release of its findings on the cost-effectiveness of certain projects 
or the proposed design specifications of projects while still competing for those projects.  To 
ensure a level playing field, FEI should not be required to release any types of information that 
its competitors are allowed to keep private. 

Overhead Allocation 

In Exhibit C12-7-1, in response to BCUC IR 26.1, Corix questions the allocation of $500,000 of 
corporate overhead costs to the AES business given the strategic importance of the business.  
EES reviewed the approach and resulting allocation amount used by FEI and believe it is 
appropriate.  Given our extensive experience in cost allocation, we have never seen a cost 
allocation method that is tied to strategic importance as opposed to some form of assignment 
based on actual costs.  General and administrative costs are traditionally allocated on the basis 
of some measurable factor such as customer count or annual revenue, on the basis of all other 
operating costs, or based on a level of effort study.  In the case of FEI, the first two approaches 
were not viable due to the start-up nature of the utility and subsequent lack of data.  Therefore 
the level of effort approach is the most appropriate in this case and was used by FEI in 
developing the allocation amount. 

Conclusions 

Corix, through the Direct Evidence of Dr. Jaccard has proposed some Rules of Conduct related 
to the AES business.  While other guidelines, such as those proposed by the FEU are 
appropriate, we believe the rules proposed by Dr. Jaccard are also acceptable and that they 
reflect the actions that FEI has already undertaken with respect to its AES business.  It is 
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important; however, that these basic and acceptable rules proposed by Dr. Jaccard are used 
only for the allocation of costs to provide just and reasonable rates for the AES business.  The 
proposed principles should not be used as a justification to impose stringent policies that go 
beyond the fair allocation of costs and ultimately result in placing FEI at a competitive 
disadvantage.  We agree that a level playing field is desirable and that Commission should act in 
a manner that allows for appropriate oversight to ensure that FEI is not given any unfair 
advantages nor disadvantages with respect to its operating the AES business or setting of AES 
rates. 

With respect to the assignment of overhead costs to the AES business, FEI has undertaken an 
appropriate method for cost allocation.  The assignment of costs based on strategic value is not 
a recognized or appropriate method in the context of regulated cost allocation. 

Very truly yours, 

 

Gary S. Saleba 
President 
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I. QUALIFICATIONS AND ASSIGNMENT  

1. My name is Roger Ware.  I am a Full Professor of Economics at Queen’s University in 

Kingston, Ontario.  I have held this position since 1996.  I have been retained by FortisBC 

Energy Inc. (“FEI”) to discuss certain matters that have been raised by intervenors in the AES 

Inquiry before the British Columbia Utilities Commission (the “Inquiry”).  I have been asked 

to review a number of the exhibits filed in the Inquiry (set out below), and provide comments 

and opinion on the following matters: 

a. What distinguishes fair competition versus unfair competition? 

b. Assuming that FEI adheres to the policies and practices described in the 

documents reviewed (set out below), does FEI have an unfair competitive 

advantage in the thermal energy systems market by virtue of the fact that it also 

provides natural gas service as a separate regulated class of service within the 

same utility? 

2. The following is a summary of my qualifications in the area of Economics, Competition 

Policy and Industrial Organization.  I have held full‐time faculty positions for 31 years at the 

University of Toronto and Queen’s University, and a visiting position at the University of 

California, Berkeley in 1987‐88.  I have published many articles in the area of Industrial 

Organization and Competition Policy, and a major textbook on the Economics of Industrial 

Organization, much of which is devoted to Antitrust Economics and Regulation.
1
  I teach 

three or four courses each year at both the undergraduate and graduate level, covering the 

Economics of Regulation and Industrial Organization and have taught Competition Law in 

the Queen’s University Faculty of Law on several occasions.  From 1993‐94, I held the T.D. 

MacDonald Chair at the Competition Bureau, and provided advice to the Director and other 

officers on many cases and issues. I have testified, given evidence, and consulted in several 

matters involving competition and regulatory issues. Finally, I have been an invited speaker 

to the Canadian Bar Association Annual Competition Law Conference on several occasions. 

3. A full version of my curriculum vitae is attached as an Appendix to this report.  

                                                 
1
  Church, J.R. and R. Ware. Industrial Organization: A Strategic Approach (2000) San Francisco: McGraw-

Hill-Irwin, 2000. 
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4. In preparation for my report, I have reviewed the documents that have been filed in this 

proceeding, in particular: 

a. Exhibit A2-1, Letter dated May 25, 2011 – Commission Staff filing Energy 

Services Association of Canada application dated April 27, 2011 

b. Exhibit A2-2, Letter dated May 25, 2011 – Commission Staff filing Corix 

Utilities May 6, 2011 letter supporting the Energy Services Association of Canada 

April 27, 2011 Application 

c. Exhibit B-2, Written Evidence of FortisBC Energy Utilities, sections 1, 2, and 6, 

and Appendix F.5 (GT&C 12A); 

d. FortisBC Energy Utilities responses to information requests filed in the Inquiry 

(BCUC 1.17.1 and BCUC 1.100.2); 

e. Exhibit C12-5, Written Evidence of Dr. Mark Jaccard (evidence submitted by 

Corix Utilities Inc.); 

f. Exhibit C12-6, Written Evidence of Corix Utilities Inc.; 

g. Exhibit C1-5, Written Evidence of Energy Services Association of Canada; and  

h. all other documents and websites referenced as footnotes herein.  

II. ASSUMPTIONS 
 

I have been asked by FEI to assume the following for the purposes of my opinions: 

a. Assumed Facts About Natural Gas Class of Service 

i. The FortisBC Energy Utilities are investor-owned utilities.  They are 

wholly owned by FortisBC Holdings Inc., which is a wholly owned 

subsidiary of Fortis Inc.  Fortis Inc. is a publically traded company that 

has diverse holdings in Canada and abroad. 

ii. The FortisBC Energy Utilities deliver natural gas service to approximately 

950,000 customers in 125 British Columbia communities, through three 

legal entities, FEI, FEVI and FEW.   FEVI serves Vancouver Island, 

Sunshine Coast and Powell River.  FEW serves Whistler.  FEI serves the 
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Lower Mainland, Columbia and Interior regions.  It also serves Fort 

Nelson as a distinct operating area, with a separate rate base and its own 

rates. 

iii. Each of FEI, FEVI and FEW are the only natural gas distribution utilities 

in their respective service areas. 

iv. The FortisBC Energy Utilities deliver most of the natural gas consumed in 

British Columbia. 

v. Pursuant to the provisions of the Utilities Commission Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, 

c. 473 (the “Act”), the FortisBC Energy Utilities are subject to regulation 

by the British Columbia Utilities Commission (the “Commission”). 

vi. Pursuant to the Act and various orders issued by the Commission, the 

FortisBC Energy Utilities are required to charge rates for natural gas 

service under Commission approved tariffs and, in prescribed 

circumstances, to seek approval from the Commission to construct or 

operate public utility facilities (called a Certificate of Public Convenience 

and Necessity or “CPCN”).   

vii. The FortisBC Energy Utilities are obligated under the Act and 

Commission orders to connect new natural gas customers to the natural 

gas distribution system.  There are Commission approved tests and rate 

structures in place to determine any contribution the new customer must 

make to help make existing natural gas customers whole.  Once 

connected, new customers must pay rates under Commission approved 

tariffs for natural gas service. 

viii. The approved tariffs for the FortisBC Energy Utilities’ natural gas service 

are based on cost of service principles, meaning that: (a) the natural gas 

rates charged by each of the utilities [or the service area in the case of Fort 

Nelson] are set to generate sufficient revenues to recover the utility’s total 

costs of providing natural gas service each year; and (b) in designing 

natural gas rates to recover the total cost of providing natural gas service 
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each year, customer classes (e.g. commercial, residential etc.) are 

generally charged rates that are based on the cost of serving that particular 

customer class.   

ix. The FortisBC Energy Utilities employ a shared services model, meaning 

that Operating and Maintenance expenses are incurred by FEI, and a 

portion of the costs are allocated to each of FEVI, FEW and Fort Nelson 

Service Area based on Commission-approved allocators. 

x. In the case of each of FEI, FEVI, FEW and Fort Nelson, rates reflect 

capital incurred by the utility. 

xi. The cost of capital for each of the FortisBC Energy Utilities’ natural gas 

service is determined as follows.  The Commission has determined the 

appropriate capital structure (debt/equity) for rate setting purposes.  For 

each utility, debt costs are approved by the Commission and are a flow 

through cost in rates, i.e. are flowed to customers without mark-up by the 

utility.  The Return on Equity for rate setting purposes is set by the 

Commission.   

1. The Commission has used FEI’s ROE as a “benchmark”, and other 

utilities in the Province, including FEVI and FEW, have their ROE 

determined on a relative basis to the benchmark based on their 

relative business risks as determined by the Commission.   

2. FEI, FEW and FEVI engage in separate debt financing with debt 

rates approved the Commission.   

3. In the case of Fort Nelson Service Area, although a separate 

service area within FEI with a separate rate base and rate 

structures, FEI’s ROE, capital structure and cost of debt are used in 

rate-setting.     

xii. The Act allows for regulated public utilities to provide different “classes 

of service.”  In 2010, the Commission approved for FEI a new class of 

service for Thermal Energy Services, or “TES”, as distinct from the 
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provision of natural gas service.  Among the FortisBC Energy Utilities, 

only FEI is providing TES. 

b. Assumed Facts About Thermal Energy Services 

i. For the purposes of the questions set out above, on which I have been 

asked to opine, the phrase “TES Market” refers to the provision of TES as 

described in sections 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3 of Exhibit B-2, Written Evidence of 

FortisBC Energy Utilities. 

ii. The FortisBC Energy Utilities intend to provide TES as described in 

Exhibit B-2, Written Evidence of FortisBC, sections 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3 

(“TES Services”), through FortisBC Energy Inc. as a separate class of 

service within the existing utility.  As set out above, FortisBC Energy Inc. 

also provides a natural gas class of service.  FEI will offer TES pursuant to 

the provisions of a Commission-approved rate tariff (the current tariff 

provision is called GT&C 12A). 

iii. FortisBC Energy Utilities present themselves to the public as providers of 

integrated energy solutions, which includes natural gas and TES.  FEI will 

use the FortisBC name in promoting both TES and natural gas services.  

The name “FortisBC” is owned by the parent company and used under 

licence by the utilities.  There is also a FortisBC electric utility in British 

Columbia, with a partially overlapping service area with FEI.  All of the 

FortisBC companies are under a unified executive structure.  FEI, FEVI, 

and FEW are fully integrated in terms of management and employees, 

whereas the electric utility operates separately (although with common 

executives). 

iv. All costs and revenues associated with FEI’s TES services will be 

recorded in a deferral account (the “Thermal Energy Services Deferral 

Account”) as described in BCUC 1.17.2 and 1.100.2 and these costs will 

only be recovered from the customers of the TES class of service and not 

natural gas customers.   Currently, there is an unrecovered balance in the 

TES Deferral Account, as there have been no TES revenues to date.   
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v. Despite the existence of multiple classes of service, FEI is an integrated 

company.  FEI is segregating TES from natural gas class of service for 

ratemaking purposes to ensure that rates paid by natural gas customers and 

TES customers are fair, just and reasonable as defined under the Act.  I 

have been asked to assume, for the purposes of my opinions, that a cost 

allocation – including assignment of direct costs and a fair allocation of 

overhead - has been approved by the Commission.   

vi. FortisBC Energy Inc. will compete in the TES Market with Corix Utilities 

Inc. and some or all of the members of the Energy Association of Canada.  

Some real estate developers also construct and operate their own systems.  

None of these potential competitors (with a very minor exception in the 

case of Corix) provide regulated natural gas distribution services in British 

Columbia. 

vii. All competitors in the TES Market – FEI or otherwise - will be subject to 

regulation by the Commission under the Act for the provision of TES, 

unless there is a legislative exemption created.  This is because the nature 

of the service is one that is defined in the Act as being subject to 

regulation. For FEI, in the event that TES services were exempted, the 

Commission would still oversee the allocation of costs to that service by 

virtue of regulating the natural gas business.  

viii. The FortisBC Energy Utilities have Commission approved incentive 

programs to encourage energy efficiency and conservation.  Any 

Commission-approved incentives provided by the FortisBC Energy 

Utilities to encourage the adoption of TES will be made available to  

consumers of TES on a non-discriminatory basis (regardless of TES 

provider) by FEI staff . 
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III. BACKGROUND 

5. Several intervenors, including Corix Utilities Inc. and the Energy Services Association of 

Canada (“ESAC”) have alleged that FEI’s entry into the market for the provision of thermal 

energy services would have unfavourable consequences that would impede an otherwise 

efficient competitive market outcome. Specifically, the intervenors make the following 

comments and allegations regarding unfair competition in the thermal energy system market: 

a. By Corix Utilities Inc., for instance: 

The Commission must reconcile the ratepayer interest in public utility 

regulation with the public interest in a competitive TES market.  The span 

of its regulatory reach is defined by its statutory mandate – which is the 

regulation of public utilities.  Within that mandate however, the 

Commission has considerable discretion over how it regulates public 

utilities engaged in TES which, in turn, will influence the TES market.  

With this in mind, the Commission has an important role in several 

respects: 

First, where a competitive market can exist for the provision of 

TES, the economic regulator must ensure that the natural 

monopolies it regulates (electric, gas, other) do not use advantages 

related to their monopoly powers (customer information, improper 

allocation of risk, cross-subsidization, etc.) to thwart fair 

competition.  This may require several stipulations for the practices 

of the monopoly.  Establishing rules for participation by existing 

non-TES utilities in these TES market protects both the existing 

non-TES utility customer interests and the competitive market 

conditions.
2
 

The new TES business trades on FEI’s visibility as a natural gas monopoly 

to promote its TES business.  FEI markets “energy solutions” (which 

include TES along with natural gas services) directly to its existing natural 

gas customers.  FEI’s ability to leverage its monopoly position in the 

natural gas market to promote its TES business provides a significant 

market advantage not enjoyed by other TES competitors. 

In Corix’s experience, market recognition as an experienced TES provider 

is a valuable competitive advantage.  Corix is therefore concerned that 

FEI’s integration of the two business lines under the FEI brand, will lead 

to customer confusion.  The natural gas utility has, or is perceived to have, 

a franchise right and obligation to serve.  Offering TES under the same 

banner may create the impression that the utility franchise also extends to 

                                                 
2
  Exhibit C12-5, Written Evidence of Dr. Mark Jaccard (evidence submitted by Corix Utilities Inc.), at p. 13. 
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providing TES service (i.e., the customer has only one option), or that 

discounts are available by purchasing “bundled” service.  Corix is 

concerned that FEI’s promotion of its TES business will play on these 

vulnerabilities, and allow FEI to take advantage of the market power of its 

natural gas business to support the TES business. 

… 

If internal governance does not restrict the access the TES business has to 

the natural gas business resources and does not properly allocate the true 

cost of those resources to the TES business, then the FEI natural gas 

ratepayers are subsidizing the TES business in large measure, which in 

turn gives FEI an unfair competitive advantage in the TES market.  

Further, FEI marketing of its TES offerings will promote that advantage to 

customers.  The Commission should be vigilant to prevent any such abuse 

of its monopoly utility position.
3
 

b. By the Energy Services Association of Canada, for instance:  

As a matter of principle regulated utilities such as the FEU should not be 

permitted to lever their privileged positions to unfairly stifle competition in 

unregulated markets. It is imperative, for the protection of the interests of (i) the 

utility’s rate payers, (ii) businesses operating in competitive markets, particularly 

those in some way connected to the monopoly operated by the utility, and (iii) the 

public at large, that a clear set of rules be established and enforced to guide the 

conduct of the utility and to ensure fairness and transparency. The absence of a 

clear set of rules or a willingness to enforce the rules will have an immediate 

dampening effect on investment and competition and, ultimately, on innovation 

and new development.
4
 

IV. SUMMARY OF OPINIONS 
 

6. My findings and opinions are summarized as follows: 

a. Fair competition between FEI and other suppliers offering products in the 

emerging TES market can exist within an appropriate regulatory framework. 

b. In particular, various dimensions of unfair competition have been alleged, all 

involving a transfer of an advantage gained from FEI’s gas utility business to its 

TES customers. The most commonly expressed concern is that FEI TES 

customers will benefit from cross-subsidization arising from FEI’s gas utility 

                                                 
3
  Exhibit C12-6, Written Evidence of Corix Utilities Inc., at pp. 9-11. 

4
  Exhibit C1-5, Written Evidence of Energy Services Association of Canada, at p.36. 
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business.  In my opinion appropriate regulation can effectively prevent such 

cross-subsidization.  

c. Other alleged dimensions of advantage are low costs of debt financing, artificially 

low business risks, and discriminatory access to market information. I show that 

each of these concerns is likely to be unfounded, or at least of very minor 

significance.  

V. ASPECTS OF “FAIR” AND “UNFAIR” COMPETITION” 
 

7. The claim has been expressed that FEI’s presence in the TES marketplace would amount to 

unfair competition.
5
  The core of these allegations would seem to be the following: first, that 

FEI has the capacity and the incentive to cross-subsidize its TES product offerings from its 

activities as a gas utility, i.e. in effect from its gas utility customers.
6
  Second, that FEI will 

trade on its brand name and its established position in the marketplace to obtain an unfair 

advantage with potential TES customers, over newer independent rivals who have no such 

established brand, track record, or reputation.
7
  Third, the argument has been made that FEI’s 

TES projects will be able to obtain capital on a preferred basis because FEI’s debt financing 

sources “are attached and co-mingled with a large base of regulated natural gas utility 

ratepayers.”
8
  Finally, it has been alleged that FEI’s access to the data base of gas utility 

customers will confer an unfair advantage in marketing TES products. 

                                                 
5
  “…[I]t is important that the [TES] market be truly competitive. This can only be the case if the BCUC 

ensures that incumbent public utilities do not use their existing assets, human resources and financial power 

to bias the competitive market.” Exhibit C12-5, Written Evidence of Dr. Mark Jaccard (evidence submitted 

by Corix Utilities Inc.), at p. 6; and “The issue is fairness. Corix opposes FEI using its existing natural gas 

business to provide an unfair competitive advantage to its new TES business.” Exhibit C12-6, Written 

Evidence of Corix Utilities Inc., at p. 8. 

6
  “[E]nsure that the natural gas rate payers of Fortis BC Energy are in no way supporting the AES 

endeavours of FortisBC Energy or its affiliates, inclusive of overhead costs, current or future cross-

subsidization of cost of service, availability of capital, cost of capital subsidization.” Exhibit C1-5, Written 

Evidence of Energy Services Association of Canada, at pp. 1-2. 

7
  “The FEI brand has a disproportionately large impact in the emerging TES market that has been funded by 

the natural gas ratepayers. … This approach leverages natural gas utility assets to create a competitive 

advantage subsidized by the gas customers.”  Exhibit C12-6, Written Evidence of Corix Utilities Inc., at p. 

14. 

8
  Exhibit C1-5, Written Evidence of Energy Services Association of Canada, at p. 8. 
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8. It is worth noting that there is nothing unfair, ex-ante, about having FEI, a large gas utility, 

enter and compete in the market for TES projects. If FEI is able to operate and offer TES at a 

lower cost, then TES customers are better off.  Subject to the safeguards I discuss below 

relating to cross-subsidization and other issues, FEI will bring an important competitive 

presence to the marketplace, and the rivalry generated by its participation will generate 

benefits for all TES customers. 

9. In this section I begin by setting out a more precise definition of some of the terms used to 

support the claims of unfair competition.  Having done so, I then offer my assessment of 

whether there is any substance to these claims.  

A. Cross-Subsidization 

10. Cross-subsidization is a term often used imprecisely to indicate that a firm or other entity is 

using a revenue stream from one product line to support a different product line or class. This 

might, for example, allow the subsidized product class to be offered at a lower price. Cross-

subsidization can take place across spatial markets as well as between different products, e.g. 

where an airline subsidizes sparsely populated regional markets with its revenues from high 

density urban travel centres. 

11. But how can we precisely identify cases of cross-subsidization?
9
  The term “cross-

subsidization” is often used and abused in equal measure. Although it may be tempting to 

allege that a company is cross-subsidizing product line B with its profits from product line A, 

these allegations must be examined while paying attention to the economics of the company 

and industry.  

12. Central to the identification of cross-subsidization is the concept of Stand Alone Costs.  

Stand Alone Costs are defined for a given product class as the costs of producing that product 

class alone, in the absence of any other activities that the utility or entity is engaged in. For a 

regulated firm, provided that revenue for that product class is no greater than Stand Alone 

Costs, so defined, then that product class can be said to be subsidy free, i.e. it cannot be 

identified as subsidizing other products produced within the same Cost of Service regulated 

entity. So, for example, in the current context, if FEI’s approved revenue requirement from 

                                                 
9
  Church, J.R. and R. Ware. Industrial Organization: A Strategic Approach (2000) San Francisco: McGraw-

Hill-Irwin, 2000 at pp. 797-798. 
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the gas utility business does not exceed the accepted forecast of Stand Alone Costs of 

operating that business, then FEI cannot be said to be cross-subsidizing the TES product 

class from the natural gas ratepayers.
10

 

13. A related concept is that of Incremental Cost. The incremental cost for FEI of operating TES 

is the additional cost incurred given that FEI is already operating its gas utility business. 

Provided that the revenues from the TES business exceed the incremental costs of operating 

that business, then TES product class passes the incremental cost test for cross-subsidization 

and cannot be identified as receiving any subsidy.  In the present case where the TES 

business is starting up, costs exceed revenues in the short term but it is expected that 

incremental costs will be recovered in the longer term from TES customers. 

14. These two concepts, Stand Alone Cost and Incremental Cost, provide bounds within which a 

product class can be said to be subsidy free.  For a given product class, the range of revenue 

between covering incremental costs and up to Stand Alone Costs is said to be a subsidy free 

zone. In this zone, revenues are sufficiently high that this product class requires no subsidy 

from others, and sufficiently low that it cannot be said to be providing a subsidy to other 

products. Thus, in the context of FortisBC’s TES business, provided that revenues fall 

between the bounds of incremental costs and stand alone costs, they are within the subsidy 

free zone and FEI cannot be said to be cross-subsidizing its TES business.  

15. As an illustration, suppose a utility is producing two distinct product classes using some 

common capital facilities, facilities which are essential for the production of either product 

class.  One thing that the formal tests reveal more clearly is that if, for example, FEI in a TES 

project is able to utilize shared common facilities already in place from its role as a gas 

utility, this may confer a cost advantage over a new entrant having to generate all of its TES 

investment de novo. But such a cost advantage would not satisfy an economic test for cross 

subsidization.  This may seem “unfair” to the entrant, and there would admittedly be an 

                                                 
10

  Suppose that the fixed costs of the common facility are $F expressed on an annualized basis. If      is the 

net revenue from sales of gas, then the Stand Alone Cost test requires that       . Suppose also that 

     is the net revenue from sales of Electricity.  The Incremental Cost Test requires that        i.e in 

words that the addition of a new product class can cover the incremental costs of supplying it.  Provided 

that rates set for our hypothetical utility satisfy both of these tests, then one service cannot be said to be 

subsidizing the other (i.e., no conclusions regarding cross-subsidization can be made). 
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asymmetry between the two potential rivals in the TES market.  But no valid claim can be 

made that the incumbent is cross subsidizing its TES sales from its gas utility business.  Just 

because the incumbent has sunk investments from its gas utility business that can be 

efficiently utilized in part in new TES projects does not imply that any cross-subsidization is 

taking place. Rather, the presence of economies of scope between the gas and TES product 

classes is ensuring, at least when holding everything else constant, that the incumbent utility 

will be the low cost producer in the developing TES market. 

16. Assuming that FEI is able to exploit economies of scope and bring correspondingly low costs 

to the TES marketplace, these low costs would exert a valuable disciplinary force on the 

costs of rival suppliers.  Rival TES suppliers will be forced to keep their own costs down to a 

comparable level to FEI in order to win customer contracts. The net effect of such 

competition will benefit the TES customer, since inefficient TES suppliers will be 

discouraged from entering the market.  On the contrary, if FEI is prevented from competing 

effectively in the TES marketplace, TES customers will no longer have access to a low cost 

producer, and therefore lose the corresponding benefits to competition created by having this 

low cost option. 

B. Predatory Pricing 

17. Another example of unfair competition would be predatory pricing.  A firm engages in 

predatory pricing by lowering its price to drive rivals out of the market, and once the rivals 

exit the market, raises its prices.  True predatory pricing is extremely rare; some antitrust 

economists have argued that it is essentially non-existent.
11

  

18. There are several standard tests for the presence of predatory pricing, but among the most 

common is determining whether the incumbent firm is pricing a service or a range of services 

below an appropriate measure of cost. The cost measure generally favoured by antitrust 

economists is a measure of Average Avoidable Cost.  

19. In the context of a utility producing two product classes, predatory pricing and cross 

subsidization are related and could be identified by essentially the same test. Only if the 

incumbent were selling electricity (product B) below the variable or avoidable cost of 

                                                 
11

  Kaplow, L. and C. Shapiro, “Antitrust,” in Handbook of Law and Economics, Oxford: North-Holland 

Elsevier, 2007, at pp. 1196 – 1197 and the references cited therein. 
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producing it, would the incumbent fail a cost based test for predatory pricing.  This test is 

identical to the incremental cost test for cross subsidization. 

C. Brand and Reputation  

20. Some intervenors have argued that FEI will be able to compete unfairly in the TES market by 

trading on the customer goodwill and brand name recognition that has been derived from 

FEI’s role as a gas utility.
12

  But this is a misapprehension.  A reputation for quality of 

service and reliability are attributes that should give an incumbent supplier an advantage, 

however temporary, over new and untested entrants. That is, consumers place a positive 

value on being able to trust a supplier to produce high quality TES products and to deliver 

them in a timely fashion.  An incumbent advantage of exactly this kind would certainly be 

true in any other industry and one would expect it to be true in the developing TES 

marketplace.  If FEI’s TES business were required to disassociate itself from its brand and 

reputation, this requirement would destroy valuable information contained in the brand and 

introduce inefficiencies.  In my opinion, use of the Fortis brand is a fair exercise of the 

utility’s reputation to expand in other areas. 

D. Does FEI have an unfair advantage in the cost of capital? 

21. ESAC and Corix have expressed concern that FEI would have an unfair competitive 

advantage in access to debt financing, because of its “large base of regulated gas utility 

ratepayers.”
13

  If a lower cost of debt for TES projects is available to FEI through the pooling 

of its debt portfolio, the  lower costs that are implied would be passed on to consumers and 

permit a more efficient market outcome. I would expect that other TES suppliers will also 

leverage their portfolio to achieve similar portfolio economies in their funding of TES 

business activities.  Such pooling of debt portfolios is normal business practice in 

unregulated competitive markets and poses no threat of unfair competition in the regulated 

TES market.  

E. Does FEI possess access to information that confers on it an unfair competitive 

advantage? 

                                                 
12

  Exhibit C12-6, Written Evidence of Corix Utilities Inc., at pp. 9-10, 14-15.  

13
  Exhibit C1-5, Written Evidence of ESAC, at p.8.  
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22. Some intervenors have argued that the Commission should “regulate …the information, 

resources and market power that FEI may transfer to the TES business.”
14

  They allege that 

FEI’s “unfettered access” to historical customer consumption data constitutes an unfair 

advantage and a potential source of valuable marketing information.
15

  However, it is my 

understanding that this information is of limited use to FEI, and such information is available 

to interested parties at the customer’s request.
16

  If the converse proves to be true and pre-

existing customer information does turn out to be valuable, the value will accrue to TES 

customers as well. That is, to deny FEI access to its own customer information generated in 

the gas utility business will be to reverse potential effiencies that would ultimately accrue to 

TES consumers. The above analysis would also apply if the data were in the form of 

customer lists or general knowledge of the market acquired by FEI employees in the course 

of gas utility business. 

VI. THE ROLE OF COMPETITION IN NATURAL MONOPOLY INDUSTRIES 

23. The evidence I have seen from the intervenors appears to implicitly assume that a 

competitive market outcome is always preferable to a regulated market outcome.  In fact, 

cost-side synergies, such as those I have discussed above, can outweigh the presumed 

“benefits” from competitive firm entry.  Suppose that there is a natural monopoly involving 

two product classes, say product A and B.  Suppose also that Product B can function as a 

reasonably competitive industry.  There is no guarantee that allowing or even encouraging 

entry of private unregulated firms into market B will enhance overall efficiency 

24. It is possible that encouraging or allowing entry into market B could still be pro-competitive 

if competition confers some additional benefits, such as spurring innovation and the 

introduction of new products.
 17

  New entrants may bring with them innovative products and 

services, and compete with each other on the innovation margin in ways that are unlikely 

with a single monopoly incumbent.  But it is incorrect to argue that just because a product 

                                                 
14

  Exhibit C12-5, Written Evidence of Dr. Mark Jaccard (evidence submitted by Corix Utilities Inc.), at pp. 

18-19. 

15
  Exhibit C1-5, Written Evidence of ESAC, at p. 35. 

16
  Exhibit B-2, Written Evidence of FortisBC Energy Utilities, at pp. 127-128. 

17
  Baumol, W.J. and R.D. Willig, “Fixed Costs, Sunk Costs, Entry Barriers, and Sustainability of Monopoly,” 

The Quarterly Journal of Economics, Vol. 96, No. 3 (Aug., 1981), pp. 405-431 
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class can function as a competitive industry, then it is optimal to allow it to do so.  There is a 

substantial literature on the sustainability of natural monopoly which highlights this 

regulatory dilemma.  Although “free entry may encourage cost control and stimulate 

innovation,” it may also encourage firms “with neither new products nor improved 

technology to enter the industry.”
18

  The potential effects of such entry are higher overall 

costs and a reduction in the average welfare of customers. 

25. The evidence before the Commission describes two very different competitive landscapes.
19

  

On the one hand the evidence of some intervenors describe a robust competitive landscape in 

which competition in the TES market is largely unregulated, and suppliers compete on price 

as well as product design, quality and reliability dimensions.
20

 

26. Alternatively, FEI has proposed that all producers of TES, including FEI, will typically be 

regulated.  The implication, among other things, is that rates will be set by the regulator in 

order to recover costs and achieve a fair rate of return on the rate base.  Thus, the competition 

between rival suppliers of TES projects will be a competition for the opportunity to serve a 

regulated market. While price competition will be relevant to determining the successful 

bidder, the winning bidder can only anticipate a regulated rate of return, which blunts 

incentives somewhat relative to an unregulated competitive market. But just as in an 

unregulated market, we should expect the outcome of bidding for TES projects to be that the 

project will be won by the low cost producer, which is of course the most desirable outcome 

from an efficiency perspective. 

27. Other than price competition, important dimensions of competition will be on the margins of 

promised performance, reliability and innovative service offerings.  Much of the competition 

will take place at the bidding and tender stage, where suppliers of TES projects will tender 

                                                 
18

  Panzar, J.C. and R.D. Willig, “Free Entry and the Sustainability of Natural Monopoly,” The Bell Journal of 

Economics, Vol. 8, No. 1. (Spring, 1977), pp. 1-22. 

19
  Exhibit C12-6, Written Evidence of Corix Utilities Inc., at pp. 4-7 and Exhibit C1-5, Written Evidence of 

ESAC, at pp. 5-9. 

20
  “Unlike the large initial capital costs of the FEI natural gas utility … the TES market has no such barriers 

to entry.  … The relatively small scale and locally-distinct nature of these systems make it possible for 

communities, developers, and individual customers to solicit competing bids for the provision of TES 

services.  I understand that the present practice of TES developers is to actively compete against each other 

for projects, often through commercial tendering processes.”   Exhibit C12-5, Written Evidence of Dr. 

Mark Jaccard (evidence submitted by Corix Utilities Inc.), at p. 12. 
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competing bids (e.g., for projects in hospitals, schools, commercial and residential 

construction projects).  Economists have described such competition as competition “for the 

market” rather than competition “in the market.”  The distinction is that in the latter, more 

conventional case several firms compete in real time to sell products to a given consumer 

(e.g. the market for automobile purchases) whereas in the former case, the competition is at 

the bidding stage where firms compete for the right to construct a particular TES facility. 

Once the winner has been decided, customers will only be offered service by one producer, 

namely the firm chosen to supply that particular TES market.  Of course, it is not essential 

that TES contracts are awarded as the outcome of a competitive bidding process.  In some 

cases, customers will choose a sole source from a preferred supplier and in other cases they 

will encourage competitive tender offers.  There is no reason to believe that the customer will 

not choose a process that best serves their interests in realizing a TES project. 

28. In an unregulated competitive market, an incumbent who controls one market might have an 

incentive to cross-subsidize their products and services in another market in order to gain a 

competitive advantage over rival suppliers. Such an incentive is mitigated at the very least 

here for FEI where both the relevant product classes, the gas utility business and the TES 

market, will be regulated.  This means that no matter what success was achieved in winning 

business through cross-subsidization, the outcome would be a regulated rate of return.  

Moreover, there is a further, perhaps more important, safeguard against cross-subsidization in 

that regular rate hearings for the FEI gas utility business would straightforwardly reveal the 

presence of any cross-subsidization of revenue generated from natural gas into FEI TES 

projects.  These hearings entail extensive scrutiny of the FEI revenue requirement, and in my 

opinion the presence of cross-subsidization would be transparent.  

29. I understand that ESAC in particular is contemplating non-regulated TES projects, and I have 

similarly been asked to assume that an exemption from regulation is possible. Assuming that 

there is an option for consumers between regulated and non-regulated TES they will consider 

the nature of regulation as a type of service offering along with other factors including price 

that I discuss above in paragraphs 26 and 27. If all TES projects are exempted or unregulated, 

then consumers will still undertake a similar analysis based on price and other considerations. 

Also, the safeguards that I address in paragraph 28 would be present regardless of the type or 

extent of regulation of TES since the natural gas class of service is regulated. 
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30. In summary, the appropriate framework of regulation can ensure that there will be fair 

competition between FEI and other suppliers offering products in the emerging TES market.  

Based on the evidence and my experience, I conclude that the intervenors concerns, although 

important, are likely to be unfounded as the TES market evolves.  In particular any risk of 

cross-subsidization could be managed by the existing framework of regulatory oversight.   

The presence of FEI in the TES marketplace is most likely to introduce economic efficiencies 

that benefit the public without detriment to FEI’s natural gas ratepayers.  

 

 

 

 

(Original signed by) 

__________________________          

         Roger Ware, Ph.D. 

    January 18, 2012 

 



 

Appendix 1 

CLEAN ENERGY 
AMERICA’S NATURAL GAS HIGHWAY 

 
 
 



www.cleanenergyfuels.com

Clean Energy is building America’s Natural Gas Highway (ANGH), a network of LNG truck 

fueling stations for goods movement linking major metropolitan areas throughout the 

United States along major interstate highways from coast-to-coast and border-to-border.

America’s Natural Gas Highway: The Clean Energy Solution

2012-2013 LNG fueling station network



We are the leading provider of  
natural gas fuel for transportation  
in North America. 
 We build, operate and maintain 
fueling stations that compress and 
dispense compressed natural gas 
(CNG) fuel for light- and medium-duty 
vehicles and dispense liquefied natural 
gas (LNG) fuel for heavy-duty vehicles.
 The first phase of America’s Natural 
Gas Highway — forming the backbone 
of our national transportation fueling 
infrastructure — includes 150 LNG 
truck fueling stations. Approximately 
70 are anticipated to be open in 33 
states by the end of 2012 and the  
balance in 2013. 
 Many of the fueling stations will 
be co-located at Pilot-Flying J Travel 
Centers already serving goods move-
ment trucking through an exclusive 
agreement with Pilot to build, own and 
operate natural gas fueling facilities at 
agreed-upon travel centers.
 The opening of these stations  
coincides with the expected arrival of 
new natural gas truck engines (12L) 
well suited for heavy-duty, over-the-
road trucking. 
 In July 2011, in a major alliance  
supporting the transition of trucking 
from diesel to natural gas fuel,  
Chesapeake Energy Corporation 
(NYSE: CHK), the nation’s second larg-
est natural gas producer, committed 
an investment of $150 million in Clean 
Energy to help fund the development 
of America’s Natural Gas Highway.  

In September 2011, a group of 
international investors committed an 
additional $150 million and in Decem-
ber 2011, another $150 million was 
invested, bringing the total investment 
in Clean Energy in 2011 for fueling 
station infrastructure development to 
$450 million. 
 We believe the time is right for 
taking this action to build the national 
LNG fueling infrastructure.
 Our nation needs to focus on reduc-
ing dependence on imported oil, and 
keeping our money and creating jobs 
here at home.
 We look forward to serving truckers 
and shippers on America’s Natural Gas 
Highway.

LNG truck fueling 

• Saves up to $1.50 per gallon  
over diesel

• Lowers greenhouse gas emissions

• Helps reduce the use of imported oil

For more information on the Clean 
Energy natural gas highway solution, 
contact Matt Feighner or Christopher 
Logan at 562.493.2804.

ANGH: The Clean Energy Solution

Natural gas.
It’s cheaper, cleaner,

greener, domestic,
abundant, and 

it works.

www.cleanenergyfuels.com

(Nasdaq: CLNE)

California

Nevada

LNG Plant

Texas
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1

From: Bennett, David A <DavidA.Bennett@fortisbc.com>
Sent: September 16, 2010 12:51 AM
To: Brian Powers
Subject: RE: Oppertunities 

Hi Brian, 
 
Nice to hear from you.  Sorry we haven’t connected on the phone.  It would be great to meet when you are in 
Vancouver. 
 
Regarding the fleet business.  We have been working to try to get this market going for the last couple of years and part 
of that was the fact finding mission down to your operations over a year ago.  Our goal is to facilitate NGV growth in 
BC.  My feelings haven’t changed from last year, our goal is to get this market moving not necessarily to make 
investments in stations.  Having said that you’ll recall that we also discussed in Seal Beach that we had an application 
before the commission where we were proposing to add a compression service offering.  We believe that it is necessary 
to do something to get the market moving as the status quo is not working.  So yes, we do plan to invest in facilities 
where the customer wants us to be involved.  Currently we are doing two things, we’ve offered through our energy 
efficiency funding to a small group of pre-qualified customers that we will pay for the difference between a 
conventional vehicle and an NGV vehicle and we have offered to develop the fuelling infrastructure and support it on a 
flow through cost of service basis.  We haven’t got any fueling stations going right now but should do over the coming 
months.  I think you and I discussed one last year at the City of Vancouver where they are looking for an LNG station to 
support 10 trucks.  It was our understanding that this was too small to support your business model.  In all cases where 
we have met with potential NGV customers, we make them aware that there are options available for supplying the 
fueling infrastructure.  I can understand that this might cause you concern but in the end if we are able to get the 
industry up and running in BC I think there will be more opportunity for everyone.  We really have no problem with 
whatever the customer decides they want for fueling, we would provide the vehicle incentive regardless.  The reason 
we’ve pursued this path is that we’ve heard the two key barriers are the cost of the vehicle and faith that the fueling 
infrastructure will be there and be supported over the long run at something related to the price of natural gas.  While 
there may be some larger opportunities, the fleets we are seeing are generally small numbers of vehicles.  Most of the 
fleets we are currently looking at are less than 20 vehicles.  For instance, I believe Surrey is getting one truck but they 
already have their own station. 
 
Anyway, happy to discuss at any time.  I think we are having some modest success in priming the pump and hopefully 
we can get a few case studies up and running to show the way for others. 
 
Regards, 
 
Dave 
 
David Bennett 
Director, Resource Planning and Market Development 
Terasen Gas 
Phone: 604-592-7850 
Cell: 604-202-2825 
Fax: 604-592-7620 
Email: david.bennett@terasengas.com  
From: Brian Powers [mailto:bpowers@cleanenergyfuels.com]  
Sent: September 15, 2010 3:20 PM 
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To: Bennett, David 
Subject: Oppertunities  
 
Dave 
 
I understand from our Business Development Manager that there are some opportunities developing with some trash 
fleets in BC. Can you please let me know if and how Terasen is going to pursue these fleets. As you are fully aware Clean 
Energy is very interested in these opportunities and wants to work with Terasen to develop these. I’m very disappointed 
to hear that Terasen is proposing to build  these customers stations with rate payers money; as you recall when you 
were in Seal Beach last year I asked this very questions. Your reply was, Terasen is only interested is facilitating NGV 
growth and not to getting into the NGV stations business if Clean Energy or others are doing it. Let me say again, Clean 
Energy is very interested in these opportunities. 
 
 I think it is time that we set up a meeting to discuss this, I’m planning to be up in Vancouver in the next few weeks and I 
would like meet you in person. Let me know if you have any preference.  
 
Thanks  
 
B. 
 

Brian Powers  
Vice President of Operations  

 

Tel:   (562) 493-2804  
Fax: (562) 546-0137  
bpowers@cleanenergyfuels.com  
www.cleanenergyfuels.com  
   
********************************************************************** 
This e-mail contains privileged and/or confidential information, and is only for the use by the intended recipient.  Receipt by an unintended recipient does not 
constitute a waiver of any applicable privilege.  Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying of this information by anyone other than the 
intended recipient or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please immediately notify us and delete 
the original material from your computer. 
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Perttula, Dave

From: FortisBC Regulatory Affairs-Gas
Sent: Friday, November 13, 2009 5:37 PM
To: Smith, Sarah; Hill, Shawn; Loski, Tom; Chia, Jenny
Subject: FW: Terasen:  Energy Efficiency and Conservation Stakeholder Group - Invitation
Attachments: EEC Stakeholder Group Invitation.pdf

FYI, this invitation has been sent.  To send this to our regulatory stakeholders, I used multiple distribution lists I have to 
cover TGI and TGVI as well as those who participated in the EEC application.  Note that while the names may be listed 
more than once, our outlook server sends only one message. 
 
Regards, 
  
Ilva Bevacqua 
Regulatory Governance Advisor 
Terasen Gas Inc. 
16705 Fraser Highway, Surrey, B.C. V4N 0E8 
Direct:  (604) 592-7664   Mobile:  (604) 209-9347   Fax:  (604) 576-7074 
mailto:ilva.bevacqua@terasengas.com  visit us at www.terasengas.com 
  
Regulatory Affairs Correspondence:  mailto:regulatory.affairs@terasengas.com  
  
  Thank you for considering the environment before printing this e-mail and/or attachments. 
 
From: Regulatory Affairs Terasen Gas  
Sent: November 13, 2009 5:34 PM 
To: Al Kemp (alkemp@suites-bc.com); B.C. Public Interest Advocacy Centre (support@bcpiac.com); Chad Painchaud 
(chad.painchaud@directenergy.com); Chris F. Weafer (cweafer@owenbird.com); Craig P. Donohue (cdonohue@png.ca); 
Duane Chapman (Duane.Chapman@gov.bc.ca); Eugene Kung (ekung@bcpiac.com); info@suites-bc.com; James 
Wightman (jwightman@econalysis.ca); Jim Fraser (jim.fraser@bcuc.com); Joanna Sofield 
(bchydroregulatorygroup@bchydro.com); Joyce Martin (joyce.martin@fortisbc.com); Joyce Martin 
(regulatory@fortisbc.com); Leigha Worth (lworth@bcpiac.com); Thomas Hackney (thackney@shaw.ca); William J. 
Andrews (wjandrews@shaw.ca); 'Al Kemp (alkemp@suites-bc.com)'; 'B.C. Public Interest Advocacy Centre 
(support@bcpiac.com)'; 'BC Hydro Regulatory Group (bchydroregulatorygroup@bchydro.com)'; 'Brian Williston 
(brian.williston@bcuc.com)'; 'Chris F. Weafer (cweafer@owenbird.com)'; 'David Bursey (dwb@bht.com)'; 'Duane 
Chapman (Duane.Chapman@gov.bc.ca)'; 'Eugene Kung (ekung@bcpiac.com)'; 'Geoffrey Higgins 
(higginsenergy@canada.com)'; 'Gordon A. Fulton (gfulton@boughton.ca)'; 'James Wightman (jwightman@econalysis.ca)'; 
'Jim F. Langley (jim.langley@bp.com)'; 'Joyce Martin (regulatory@fortisbc.com)'; 'Karl E. Gustafson 
(kgustafson@lmls.com)'; 'Leigha Worth (lworth@bcpiac.com)'; 'Lloyd G. Guenther (lguenther@novuscom.net)'; 'Lori 
Winstanley (lwinstanley@cope378.ca)'; 'Mary McCordic (mary.mccordic@shell.com)'; 'Nelle Maxey (office@teca.ca)'; 'Nick 
Caumanns (nick.caumanns@shell.com)'; 'Paula Barrett (paula.barrett@gov.bc.ca)'; 'Pierre Lamarche 
(Pierre.Lamarche@hspp.ca)'; 'Ray Aldeguer (alice.ferreira@bchydro.com)'; 'Al Kemp (alkemp@suites-bc.com)'; 'Chad 
Painchaud (chad.painchaud@directenergy.com)'; 'Charles W. Bois (cbois@millerthomson.ca)'; 'Chris F. Weafer 
(cweafer@owenbird.com)'; 'Craig P. Donohue (cdonohue@png.ca)'; 'David Bursey (dwb@bht.com)'; 'David J. Newlands 
(dnewlands@telus.net)'; 'Duane Chapman (Duane.Chapman@gov.bc.ca)'; 'Eugene Kung (ekung@bcpiac.com)'; 'Gary 
Newcombe (gary.newcombe@directenergy.com)'; 'Geoffrey Higgins (higginsenergy@canada.com)'; 'Gordon A. Fulton 
(gfulton@boughton.ca)'; 'James L. Quail (support@bcpiac.com)'; 'James Wightman (jwightman@econalysis.ca)'; 'Jim F. 
Langley (jim.langley@bp.com)'; 'Joanna Sofield (bchydroregulatorygroup@bchydro.com)'; 'Joyce Martin 
(regulatory@fortisbc.com)'; 'Ken Donison (ken.donison@corix.com)'; 'Leigha Worth (lworth@bcpiac.com)'; 'Lori 
Winstanley (lwinstanley@cope378.ca)'; 'Mary McCordic (mary.mccordic@shell.com)'; 'Nelle Maxey (office@teca.ca)'; 'Nick 
Caumanns (nick.caumanns@shell.com)'; 'Paula Barrett (paula.barrett@gov.bc.ca)'; 'Richard O'Callaghan 
(rto@rtocallaghan.com)'; 'Ron Cliff (ron@highcliff.ca)'; 'Timothy.Mosley@bchydro.com'; 'Terry_Milligan@bcit.ca'; 
'lworth@bcpiac.com'; 'mayorandcouncil@kelowna.ca'; 'mayor@city.pg.bc.ca'; 'dpasacreta@crosbypm.com'; Veerman, 
Keith (Fortis BC); 'info@chbakelowna.bc.ca'; 'sislager@shawcable.com'; 'cedge@chbavictoria.com'; 'erik.kaye@gov.bc.ca'; 

dperttul
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'jcockbur@nrcan.gc.ca'; 'dwcraig@allstream.net'; 'bpurdy@fraserbasin.bc.ca'; 'dwaynemcneil@seabirdisland.ca'; 
'buddy_joseph@squamish.net'; 'mgordon@bcaoma.com' 
Subject: Terasen: Energy Efficiency and Conservation Stakeholder Group - Invitation 
 
Please refer to the attached information regarding Terasen’s EEC Stakeholder Group.  For more information, please 
contact jenny.chia@terasengas.com. 
 
Regards, 
  
Ilva Bevacqua 
Regulatory Governance Advisor 
Terasen Gas Inc. 
16705 Fraser Highway, Surrey, B.C. V4N 0E8 
Direct:  (604) 592-7664   Mobile:  (604) 209-9347   Fax:  (604) 576-7074 
mailto:ilva.bevacqua@terasengas.com  visit us at www.terasengas.com 
  
Regulatory Affairs Correspondence:  mailto:regulatory.affairs@terasengas.com  
  
  Thank you for considering the environment before printing this e-mail and/or attachments. 
 



2010 LTRP -May Stakeholder Workshop Invitee List

]ob Title Organization Category Region
Canadian Home Builders'

President Association Central Interior ssociation/NGO Interior
Canadian Home Builders'

Executive Officer Association Central Interior ssociation/NGO Interior
Canadian Home Builders'

1st Vice President Association Central Okanagan ssociation/NGO Interior
Canadian Home Builders'

Executive Officer Association Central Okanagan ssociation/NGO Interior
Canadian Home Builders'

President Association Central Okanagan ssociation/NGO Interior
Canadian Home Builders'

Executive Officer Association Central Okanagan ssociation/NGO Interior
Canadian Home Builders'

President Association South Okanagan ssociation/NGO Interior

Fraser Basin Council ssociation/NGO
Sustainability Facilitator,
BC Southern Interior Interior
Executive Urban Development Institute
Coordinator Kelowna ssociation/NGO Interior

Urban Development Institute
Chair Kelowna ssociation/NGO Interior

Urban Development Institute
Past President Kelowna ssociation/NGO Interior

Urban Development Institute
Director Kelowna ssociation/NGO Interior
Barrister &Solicitor B.C. Sustainable Energy
representing BC Association ssociation/NGO Lower Mainland
Purchasing Program
Coordinator BC and Yukon Hotel Association ssociation/NGO Lower Mainland

n/a BC and Yukon Hotel Association ssociation/NGO Lower Mainland
BC Apartment Owners and

CEO Managers Association ssociation/NGO Lower Mainland

Executive VP, Policy BC Business Council ssociation/NGO Lower Mainland

President and CEO BC Chamber of Commerce ssociation/NGO Lower Mainland
Vice President, Policy
Department BC Chamber of Commerce ssociation/NGO Lower Mainland

BC Greenhouse Growers
Executive Director Association ssociation/NGO Lower Mainland

BC Hotel Association ssociation/NGO Lower Mainland

Executive Director BC Progress Board ssociation/NGO Lower Mainland

Barrister &Solicitor BC Public Interest Advocacy Centre ssociation/NGO Lower Mainland

Executive Director BC Public Interest Advocacy Centre ssociation/NGO Lower Mainland

Barrister &Solicitor BC Public Interest Advocacy Centre ssociation/NGO Lower Mainland
Membership Co- BC Restaurant & Foodservices
ordinator Association (BCRFA) ssociation/NGO Lower Mainland

Better Business Bureau of Mainland
President BC ssociation/NGO Lower Mainland
Communications Better Business Bureau of Mainland
Specialist BC ssociation/NGO Lower Mainland
Energy Conservation
& Sustainability BOMA ssociation/NGO Lower Mainland
Executive Vice
President BOMA ssociation/NGO Lower Mainland

British Columbia Horticultural
Director Coalition ssociation/NGO Lower Mainland

British Columbia Real Estate
Association ssociation/NGO Lower Mainland

Executive Vice Building Owners and Managers
President Association (BOMA) ssociation/NGO Lower Mainland

Business Council of British
President &CEO Columbia ssociation/NGO Lower Mainland
Chief Executive Canadian Home Builders'
Officer Association of BC ssociation/NGO Lower Mainland
Built Green BC Canadian Home Builders'
Program Association of BC ssociation/NGO Lower Mainland
President of Commercial Energy Consumers
Consolidated Mgmt Association of BC ssociation/NGO Lower Mainland
Manager, Community
Outreach and Community Energy Association ssociation/NGO Lower Mainland

Community Energy Association ssociation/NGO Lower Mainland
President and Chief
Executive Officer, Council of Forest Industries ssociation/NGO Lower Mainland
Climate and Energy
Policy Analyst David Susuki Foundation ssociation/NGO Lower Mainland
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Chief Executive
Officer David Suzuki Foundation Association/NGO Lower Mainland

Executive Director Destination Conservation Association/NGO Lower Mainland
Director, Eternal
Relations &Corp. Fraser Basin Council Association/NGO Lower Mainland

Executive Director Fraser Basin Council Association/NGO Lower Mainland
Program Manager,
Climate Change &Air Fraser Basin Council Association/NGO Lower Mainland

Greater Vancouver Home Builders'
Association Association/NGO Lower Mainland

Chief Executive Greater Vancouver Home Builders'
Officer Association Association/NGO Lower Mainland

Independent Power Producers of
VP, Operations BC (IPPBC) Association/NGO Lower Mainland

Independent Power Producers of
Executive Director BC (IPPBC) Association/NGO Lower Mainland

Joint Industry Electricity Steering
Executive Director Committee (JIESC) Association/NGO Lower Mainland

Mining Association of BC Association/NGO Lower Mainland
Staff Counsel &
Director, BC Policy Pembina Institute Association/NGO Lower Mainland
Director, BC Energy
Solutions Pembina Institute Association/NGO Lower Mainland
LLB -Owen Bird Representing Commercial Energy
Barristers &Solicitors Consumers (CEC) Association/NGO Lower Mainland
SolarBC Residential
Project Manager SolarBC Association/NGO Lower Mainland

ihermai tnvironmentai Gomtort
Manager Association (TECA) Association/NGO Lower Mainland
Deputy Executive
Director Urban Development Institute Association/NGO Lower Mainland
Executive Director,
Urban Development

Urban Development Institute
Pacific Region Association/NGO Lower Mainland

Executive Director Northwest Gas Association (NWGA) Association/NGO Oregon

Communications and Northwest Gas Association (NWGA) Association/NGO Oregon

Executive Director
Northwest Industrial Gas Users
(NWIGU) Association/NGO Oregon

VP for Policy
B.C. Sustainable Energy
Association Association/NGO TGVI

President BC Sustainable Energy Association Association/NGO TGVI
BCSEA Policy
Committee Chair BC Sustainable Energy Association Association/NGO TGVI
Development and
Partnership Manager Community Energy Association Association/NGO TGVI

Community Energy Association BC Association/NGO TGVI

Energy Coortlinator,5maet Planning
for Communities Progam Fraser Basin Council Association/NGO TGVI
Chief Executive
Officer

Renta Owners &Managers
Association of BC (ROMS - BC) Association/NGO TGVI

Executive Director SolarBC Association/NGO TGVI

Chair
Vancouver Is an Economic
Alliance Association/NGO TGVI

Chairman
Vancouver Is and Gas Joint
Venture Association/NGO TGVI
Absolute Energy - Energy
Management co. Other Lower Mainland

Barrister &Solicitor

BC Health Services
Bull, Housser &Tupper Barristers
&Solicitors

Other

Other

Lower Mainland

Lower Mainland
Consultant, Mining
Industry Consultant Coal Industry Other Lower Mainland
Senior Energy
Engineer Green Erg Other Lower Mainland
Mang in Partner MPC Intelligence Other

Other
Lower Mainland

Regional Manager,
Western Canada Clean Energy Other/Partner Lower Mainland
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Fst Name Lst Name ]ob Title Organization Category Re ion

Band Administrato ?Akis 'nuk First Nation First Nations Interior

Chief ?Akis 'nuk First Nation Formerl :Columbia Lake Band Flrst Nations Interior

Chief ASM1crok Indian Band First Nations Interior

Band Mana er Coldwater Indian Band First NaFions Interior

Chief Coldwater Indian Band First Nations Interior

Columbia Basin Trust-Ktunaxa/Kinsbasket Tribal Council First Nations Interior

Chief Fort Nelson Flrst Nation First Nations Interior

Fort Nelson First Nation First Nations InteriorAdministrator

Executive Secrets Kamloo s Indian Band First Nations Interior

Cultural Resource Kamloo s Indian Band First Nations Interior

Chief Kamloo s Indian Band First Nations Interior

Communications M KNnaxa Kinbaske[ Trea Council First Nations Interior

CEO Ktunaxa Nation Cou ncll First Nations Interior

Chief Lheidli T'enneh Indian Band First Nations Interior

General Mana er Lheidll T'enneh Indian Band First Nations Interior

Chief Lhtako Dene Nation Red Bluff Indian Band Formerl uesnel First Nations Interior

Chief Little Shuswa Lake First Nations Interior

Public Works Mana Little Shuswa Lake First Nations Interior

Chief Lower Kootena Indian Band First Nations Interior

Band Mana er Lower Kootena Indian Band First Nations Interior

Mans er Lower Nicola I~dlan Band First Nations Interior

Chief Lower Nicola Indian Band First Nations Interior

Band Mana er Lower Similkameen Indian Band First Nations Interior

Chief Lower Similkameen Indian Band First Nations Interior

Chief Neskonlith Indian Band First Nations Interior

Band Administrato Neskonlith Indian Band First Nations Interior

Chair Nicola Tribal Association First Nations Interior

Senior Flnance Offs Okana an Indian Band First Nations Interior

Chief Okana an Indian Band First Nations Interior

Executive Director Okana an Nation Alliance First Nations Interior

Oso oos Indian Band First Nations Interior

Chief Oso oos Indian Band First Nations Interior

Territorial Seward Oso oos Indian Band First Nations Interior

Penticton Indian Band First Nations InteriorBand Aminist2tor

Chief Penticton Indian Band First Nations Interior

Chief Pro het River Band First Nations Interior

Chief Shuswa Indian Band First Nations Interior

Executive Assistan Shuswa Nation Tribal Council First Nations Interior

Tribal Chairman Shuswa Nation Tribal Council First Nations Interior

Chief Skeetchestn Indian Band First Nations Interior

Director of O erati Skeetchesln Indian Band First Nations Interior

Councillor, Lands, Spallumcheen Indian Band First Nations Interior

Band Mana er 5 allumcheen Indian Band First Nations Interior

Band Mana er S allumcheen Indian Band First Nations Interior

Chief S allumcheen Indian Band Firs[ Nations Interior

Chief St. Ma 's Indian Band First Nations Interior

Chief Tobacco Plains Indian Band First Nations Interior

Chief U er Nicola Indian Band First Nations Interior

Chief U er Similkameen Indian Band Flrst Nations Interior

Band Mana er U er Slmilkameen Indian Band First Nations Interior

Director of O erati Westbank First Nation Firs[ Nations Interior

Director of Inter o Westbank First Nation Frst Nations Interior

Chief Westbank First Nation First Nations Interior

Chief Williams Lake Indian Band First Nations Interior

Band Administrato WIIliams Lake Indian Band First Nations Interior

Technical Coo~dina Sex eltkemc Lakes Division of Secwe emc Nation First Nations Interior

Chief Altchelitz Indian Band First Nations Lower Mainland

Executive Director Assembl of First Nations West Van First Nations Lower Mainland

BC Re Tonal Chief Assembl of First Nations West Van First Nations Lower Mainland

Band Administrato Chawathil First Nation First Nations Lower Mainland

Chief Chawathil First Nation First Nations Lower Mainland

Band Adinistrator Cheam First Nation First Nations Lower Mainland

Cheam First Nation First Nations Lower MainlandChief

Chief Katzie Indian Band First Nations Lower Mainland

Councillor Kwantlen First Nation First Nations Lower Mainland

Chief Kwantlen First Nation Formerl :Lan ie First Nations Lower Mainland

Chief Kwaw-Kwaw-A-Pilt First Nations Lower Mainland

Chief Mats ui Indian Band First Nations Lower Mainland

Consulant Mats ui Indian Band First Nations Lower Mainland

Band Mana er Mats ui Indian Band First Nations Lower Mainland

Govern bod altern Mats ul Indian Band First Nations Lower Mainland

Chief Mount Currie Lil'wat Indian Band First Nations Lower Mainland

Pro'ect Mana er Mus ueam Indian Band First Nations Lower Mainland

Chief Mus ueam Indian Band First Nations Lower Mainland
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Band Mana er Mus ueam Indian Band Frst Nations Lower Mainland

Chlef Executive O Naut'sa Mawt Tribal Council First Nations Lower Mainland

Chief Seabird Island Band First Nations Lower Mainland

Band Mana er Seabird Island Band First Nations Lower Mainland

Chief Sechelt Indian Band First Nations Lower Mainland

Chief Semiahmoo Indian Band Firs[ Nations Lower Mainland

Chief Skawahlook First Nation First Nations Lower Mainland

Chief Skowkale Indian Band First Nations Lower Mainland

Chief Skwah Indian Band First Nations Lower Mainland

Chief Councillor Sliammon First Nation First Nations Lower Mainland

Band Mana er Soowahlfe First Nations Lower Mainland

Chief Soowahlie Indian Band First Nations Lower Mainland

Head of Fnance 5 uamish Nation First Nations Lower Mainland

Chief 5 uamish Nation First Nations Lower Mainland

Housin Mana er 5 uamish Nation Housin First Nations Lower Mainland

Band Aministrator S uiala First Nation First Nations Lower Mainland

Chief 5 ulala First Nation First Nations Lower Mainland

Band Aministrator S ulala First Nation First Nations Lower Mainland

President SGO: Lo Tribal Council First Nations Lower Mainland

CEO STO:LO NATION First Nations Lower Mainland

Chief Sumas First Nation First Nations Lower Mainland

Councillor Tsawwassen First Nation First Nations Lower Mainland

Chief Administrativ Tsawwassen First Nation First Nations Lower Mainland

Chief Tsawwassen First Nation First Nations Lower Mainland

Mana er, Finance Tsawwassen First Nations First Nations Lower Mainland

Director of Public A Tsleil-Waututh Nation First Nations Lower Mainland

Chief Tsleil-Waututh Na[ion Firsf Nations Lower Mainland

Mana er of Lands Tsleil-Waututh Nation Firs[ Nations Lower Mainland

Administration Tzeachten Indian Band Firs[ Nations Lower Mainland

Chief Tzeachten Indian Band First Na[ions Lower Mainland

Chief Union Bar Indian Band First Nations Lower Mainland

Chief Ya kweakwioose Indian Band First Nations Lower Mainland

Chief Yale First Nation First Nations Lower Mainland

Band Mana er Adams Lake Indian Band First Nations 7GVI

Chief Adams Lake Indian Band First Nations TGVI

Band Mana er Cam bell River Indian Band First Nations TGVI

Chief Cam bell River Indian Band First Nations TGVI

Cam bell River Indian Band First Nations TGVI

Band Administrato Canim Lake Indian Band First Nations TGVI

Chief Canim Lake Indian Band First Nations TGVI

Tribal Chief Carrier Sekani Tribal Council First Nations TGVI

Director Natural R Carrier Sekani Tribal Council First Na[ions TGVI

Chief Chemainus First Nation First Nations TGVI

Band Administrato Chemainus First Nation F(rs[ Nations TGVI

General Manager Cowichan Tribes First Nations TGVI

Chief Cowichan Tribes First Nations TGVI

Chief Es uimalt Indian Band First Nations TGVI

Executive Director Hul' umi num Treat Grou First Nations TGVI

Chief Councillor Hu acasath First Nation First Nations TGVI

Chief Executive O Hu acasath First Nation First Nations TGVI

Chief Councillor Hu acasath Firs[Nation First Nations TGVI

Executive Director Hu acasath First Nation First Nations TGVI

President Nuu-chah-nulth Tribal Council FIrsF Nations TGVI

Member of Chief a SKKWUMISH7ULH S uamish Nation First Nations TGVI

Administration Coo Sliammon First Nation First Nations TGVI

Chief Councillor Sliammon First Nation First Nations TGVI

Chief SNUNEYMUXW Frst Nation First Nations TGVI

TGIR

Executive Director Snune muuw First Nation Firs[ Nations TGVI

Landa & Rsources Snune muxw Rrst Nation Sustainable Resource Grou First Nations TGVI

Chief Son hees Flrst Nation First Nations TGVI

Chief O e2tin O Tseshaht Indian Band First Nations TGVI

Chief Tseshaht Indian Band Firet Nations TGVI

Chief Tse cum Tndian Band First Nations TGVI
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Fst Name Lst Name ]ob Title Organization Email Category Region

Acorn Communities wilder Dev Interior

President Acorn Communities wilder Dev Interior

President AI Stober Construction wilder Dev Interior

President Callahan Pro ert Grou wilder Dev Interior

President Ed ecombe Builders wilder Dev Interior

CEO Fenwick Develo ments wilder Dev Interior

President G Grou of Com anies wilder Dev Interior

Pro'ect Mana er Madison Kelowna wilder Dev Interior

Site Su ervisor Mission Grou wilder Dev Interior

Predator Rid e Resorts wilder Dev Interior

Renascence Develo ments wilder Dev Interior

Re Tonal Mana er Rohit Communities wilder Dev Interior

President R kon Grou wilder Dev Interior

CEO Troika Develo ments wilder Dev Interior

Develo ment Mana WestCor Pro ernes wilder Dev Interior

Controller Accordia Properties wilder Dev Lower Mainland

CEO Adera Develo ment Cor wilder Dev Lower Mainland

VP of Construction Adera Develo ment Cor wilder Dev Lower Mainland

VP Develo ment Anthem Pro erties wilder Dev Lower Mainland

VP of Construction Anthem Pro erties wilder Dev Lower Mainland

As ac Develo ments Ltd. wilder Dev Lower Mainland

President Bayside Properties wilder Dev Lower Mainland

Develo ment Mana e Beedie Grou wilder Dev Lower Mainland

President Boffo Construction wilder Dev Lower Mainland

VP Develo ment Bosa Pro erties wilder Dev Lower Mainland

Bosa Pro erties wilder Dev Lower Mainland

General Mana er Dev British Pacific Pro erties wilder Dev Lower Mainland

President British Pacific Pro ernes wilder Dev Lower Mainland

President Brod Grou of Com anies uilde~ Dev Lower Mainland

Brook Develo ment Brook Develo ment wilder Dev Lower Mainland

Prinici al Brook Develo ment wilder Dev Lower Mainland

Brook Develo ment Brook Develo ment wilder Dev Lower Mainland

Brook Develo ment Brook Develo ment wilder Dev Lower Mainland

Cement Association of Canada wilder Dev Lower Mainland

VP Develo ment Centu Grou wilder Dev Lower Mainland

Ener Mana er Cit of Richmond wilder Dev Lower Mainland

Senior Partner Cobalt En ineerin wilder Dev Lower Mainland

Senior Partner Cobalt En ineerin wilder Dev Lower Mainland

Develo ment Mana e Concord Pacific wilder Dev Lower Mainland

VP Construction Cresse Deveio ment Cor oration wilder Dev Lower Mainland

VP of Develo ment Cresse Develo ment Cor oration wilder Dev Lower Mainland

Sr Vice President Delta Land Development Ltd. wilder Dev Lower Mainland

Senior Vice President Delta Land Develo ment Ltd, wilder Dev Lower Mainland

President Delta Land Develo ment Ltd. wilder Dev Lower Mainland

Delta Land Development Ltd. wilder Dev Lower Mainland

President Dorset Realt wilder Dev Lower Mainland

VP of Develo ment Emaar Canada wilder Dev Lower Mainland

E cor wilder Dev Lower Mainland

wilder Dev Lower Mainland

E to wilder Dev Lower Mainland

President Henderson Development wilder Dev Lower Mainland

General Mana er Hillcrest Ventures Ltd wilder Dev Lower Mainland
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President Hollyburn Group of Properties Builder Dev Lower Mainland

Intraco Develo Builder Dev Lower Mainland

Larco Builder Dev Lower Mainland

President Libe Homes Builder Dev Lower Mainland

President Marzolf and Associates Builder Dev Lower Mainland

Chief Financial Officer Mayfair Properties Builder Dev Lower Mainland

General Mana er Millennium Develo ment Builder Dev Lower Mainland

President Mornin star Homes Builder Dev Lower Mainland

Vice President Constr Mornin star Homes Builder Dev Lower Mainland

Morningstar Homes Ltd. Builder Dev Lower Mainland

President Parklane Homes Builder Dev Lower Mainland

Pol on Homes Pol on Homes Builder Dev Lower Mainland

Pricewaterhouse Coo Pricewaterhouse Coo ers, Real Es Builder Dev Lower Mainland

Pro e Develo ment Grou Builder Dev Lower Mainland

Quadra Homes Builder Dev Lower Mainland

Princi al Quadra Homes Builder Dev Lower Mainland

Develo ment Mana e Qualex Landmark Builder Dev Lower Mainland

Land Develo ment Qualico Grou Builder Dev Lower Mainland

President Redden Develo ment Mana emen Builder Dev Lower Mainland

Mana er Plannin &SFU Communi Trust Builder Dev Lower Mainland

President SFU Communit Trust Builder Dev Lower Mainland

Solterra Develo ment Solterra Develo ment Cor Builder Dev Lower Mainland

Solterra Develo ment Solterra Develo ment Cor Builder Dev Lower Mainland

Solterra Develo ment Solterra Develo ment Cor Builder Dev Lower Mainland

Solterra Develo ment Solterra Develo ment Cor Builder Dev Lower Mainland

President Southrid e Develo ments Builder Dev Lower Mainland

Prinic al SRC En ineerin Consultants Builder Dev Lower Mainland

Stantec Builder Dev Lower Mainland

Taka a Develo ment Builder Dev Lower Mainland

Princi al Talisman Homes Builder Dev Lower Mainland

TECA Builder Dev Lower Mainland

President The Beedie Grou Builder Dev Lower Mainland

Architecture and Inter Toews Warner Architecture Builder Dev Lower Mainland

President Townline Homes Builder Dev Lower Mainland

Trilogy Management Services Builder Dev Lower Mainland

UBC Pro erties Trust Builder Dev Lower Mainland

Urban Anal ics Inc Builder Dev Lower Mainland

President Vesta Pro erties Builder Dev Lower Mainland

Vice President Develo WestStone Pro erties Builder Dev Lower Mainland

Assistant Pro'ect Man WestStone Pro ernes Builder Dev Lower Mainland

President Yoneda &Associates Builder Dev Lower Mainland
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Fst Name Lst Name Job Title Organization Email Category Region

Access Gas Gas Marketer Lower Mainland

Access Gas Gas Marketer Lower Mainland

Access Gas Access Gas Gas Marketer Lower Mainland

Active Energy Gas Marketer Lower Mainland

Active Renewable Gas Marketer Lower Mainland
a es an Mem er

Relationshi
Ag Energy o- perative
Ltd. (Firefl Gas Marketer Lower Mainland

enior Manager,
Front Office Direct Energy Gas Marketer Lower Mainland

Direct Energy Gas Marketer Lower Mainland

Direct Energy Gas Marketer Lower Mainland
ovemment

Regulatory Affairs
irec nergy ar etmg

Limited Gas Marketer Lower Mainland
enior a es

Representative ECNG (Premstar) Gas Marketer Lower Mainland
Manager ustomer
Operations ECNG (Premstar) Gas Marketer Lower Mainland

ECNG (Premstar Gas Marketer Lower Mainland
Vice Presi ent,
Regulatory Affairs Energy Savings BC Gas Marketer Lower Mainland

Just Energy Gas Marketer Lower Mainland

MxEnergy Gas Marketer Lower Mainland

MxEnergy Gas Marketer Lower Mainland

Asset Manager MxEnergy Gas Marketer Lower Mainland

Nexen Marketing Gas Marketer Lower Mainland

Marketing Director Shell Gas Marketer Lower Mainland

Smart Energy Gas Marketer Lower Mainland

Summitt Energy Gas Marketer Lower Mainland

Summitt Energy Gas Marketer Lower Mainland
erector,

Regulatory Affairs Superior Energy Gas Marketer Lower Mainland
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Fst Name Lst Name Job Title Organization Email Category Region

Executive Director Agricultural Land Commission Government Lower Mainland

CEO BC Housing Authority Government Lower Mainland
Energy Projects
Manager BC Housing Mmgt Corp Government Lower Mainland

n/a BC Housing Mmgt Corp Government Lower Mainland

BC Housing Mmgt Corp Government Lower Mainland

n/a BC Housing Mmgt Corp Government Lower Mainland
Manager of Safety &
Securit BC Housing Mmgt Corp Government Lower Mainland
Senior Vice President,
Customer Service and BC Transit Government Lower Mainland
Manager, Climate
Action BC Transit Government Lower Mainland
Engineering and
Commodity Markets BC Utilities Commission Government Lower Mainland
Director, Regulatory
Affairs and Planning - BC Utilities Commission Government Lower Mainland
Commission
Secretary BC Utilities Commission Government Lower Mainland
Director, Strategic
Services BC Utilities Commission Government Lower Mainland

BC Utilities Commission Government Lower Mainland

Senior Gas Engineer BC Utilities Commission Government Lower Mainland
Building Technology Ministry of Citizens' Services and

Advisor Minister Responsible for Government Lower Mainland
Head, Climate Action

Secretariat BC Climate Action Secretariat Government TGVI
Senior Manager,
Emerging Issues Ministry of Agriculture Government TGVI
Manager, Energy/ Ministry of Citizens' Services and
Green Buildings Minister Responsible for Government TGVI
Senior Regu story Ministry oP Energy, Mines &
Advisor Petroleum Resources Government TGVI

Energy Development Mif115try Of EflEfgy~ MIf1E5 &

Branch Petroleum Resources Government TGVI
Ministry of Energy, Mines &
Petroleum Resources Government TGVI
Ministry of Energy, Mines &
Petroleum Resources Government TGVI

Po icy Ana yst- Ministry of Energy, Mines &
Electricity Policy Petroleum Resources Government TGVI
sr. aoiicy advisor, energy Ministry of Energy, Mines and
Efficiency Petroleum Resources Government TGVI
Executive Director, Ministry of Energy, Mines and
Alternative Energy Petroleum Resources Government TGVI
Executive Director, Ministry of Energy, Mines and
Electric Policy Branch Petroleum Resources Government TGVI
Executive Director,
Strategic Policy Ministry of Environment Government TGVI
Climate Change
Planning Analyst Ministry of Environment Government TGVI
Director, Business Ministry of Environment
Partnerships - Climate Action Secretariat Government TGVI
Executive Director, Ministry of Environment
Business - Climate Action Secretariat Government TGVI
Executive Director,
Wood First, Ministry of Forests and Range Government TGVI
Superintendent, Ministry of Forests, Protection
Client Services Branch Government TGVI

Energy Projects Team Leatler
Ministry of Housing and Social

Bullding &SafetySFandartlsBranch Development Government TGVI
Executive Director, Ministry of Housing and Social
Building and Safety Development Government TGVI
Executive Director, Ministry of Small Business,
Economics and Technology and Economic Government TGVI

Director, HR Ministry of Transportation Government TGVI
Executive Project Ministry of Transportation and
Director Evergreen Infrastructure Government TGVI
Executive Director, Ministry of Transportation and
Climate Action Infrastructure Government TGVI
Manager, Strategic Ministry of Transportation and
Planning and Policy Infrastructure Government TGVI
Executive Director, Ministry of Transportation and
Transportation Policy Infrastructure Government TGVI
Project Manager for
Programs

Ministry of Transportation and
Infrastructure Government TGVI
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Fst Name Lst Name Job Title Organization Email Category Region
In ustria

Canadian Forest Products Ltd. ommercial Interior
In ustria

Division Controller Canfor - Quesnel ommercial Interior
In ustna

Canfor Pulp ommercial Interior
n ustria

Materials Manager Cariboo Pulp and Paper ommercial Interior
In ustria

Cintas ommercial Interior
In ustria

Plant Manager Cintas ommercial Interior
n ustria

Domtar Paper ommercial Interior
n ustria

General Manager Dunkley Lumber ommercial Interior
n ustna

n/a Enersul Ops ommercial
n ustna

Interior

Plant Manager FMC of Canada ommercial Interior
n ustna

Husky Energy ommercial Interior
n us na

Utilities Supervisor Husky Refinery ommercial Interior
In ustria

General Manager Moly-Cop Canada ommercial Interior
In ustria

Northern Health Authority ommercial Interior
n ustria

Contact Northern Health Authority ommercial Interior
Associate Director, n ustria
Facilities &Print Services Open Learning Agency ommercial Interior

n ustna
Purchasing Manager Penticton Foundry ommercial Interior
Manager, Purc asing coo District - entra n ustria
Stores Okanagan ommercial Interior

n us ria
General Manager Shuswap Arena Society ommercial Interior

y Reac Pace R Prop - In ustria

n/a Kelowna ommercial Interior
In ustria

Chief Power Engineer Teck Cominco ommercial Interior
uperinten ent, In ustria

Transportation Teck Cominco ommercial Interior
In ustria

Purchasing Tembec Industries Inc. ommercial Interior
In ustria

Associate Dir of Facilities Thompson Rivers University ommercial Interior
In ustna

n/a Tolko Industries ommercial Interior
n ustria

West Fraser Mills ommercial Interior
In ustria

n/a West Fraser Mills ommercial Interior
In ustria

n/a Weyerhaeuser - Kamloops ommercial Interior
In ustria

Facility Services Manager YMCA -YWCA of Kelowna ommercial Interior
Ze sto e gar In ustria
Zellstoff Ltd. Partnership ommercial Interior

In ustria
n/a Alsco Uniform and Linen ommercial Lower Mainland

n ustria
n/a Alsco Uniform and Linen ommercial Lower Mainland

n ustna
Aqua-Pak Styro / Noboco Styro ommercial

n ustria
Lower Mainland

Avcorp Industries ommercial Lower Mainland
In ustria

General Manager BA Blacktop ommercial Lower Mainland
In ustria

President Balay/Cabana ommercial Lower Mainland
In ustria

Manager Banyan Holdings Corporation ommercial Lower Mainland
In ustria

Vice President Baywest Mgmt ommercial Lower Mainland
Baywest Property Management In ustria

President/Owner Services Ltd. ommercial Lower Mainland
n ustria

n/a BC Vegetable Greenhouse ommercial Lower Mainland
n ustria

Facilities Manager BCIT ommercial Lower Mainland
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n ustria
BCIT ommercial Lower Mainland

Manager, Maintenance In ustria
Services BCIT ommercial Lower Mainland
Director, upp y In ustria
Management BCIT ommercial Lower Mainland
Regu story A airs In ustria
Associate BP Canada Energy Company ommercial Lower Mainland

finance n ustna
Administration Britco Pork ommercial Lower Mainland
egiona anager - In ustria

Energy Brookfield LePage Johnson ommercial Lower Mainland
n ustna

Chief Financial Officer Burnaby Lake Greenhouses ommercial Lower Mainland
n ustna

Executive Vice President Burrard International ommercial Lower Mainland
n ustna

General Manager Cadillac Fairview Corp ommercial Lower Mainland
n ustria

Canada Place Corp ommercial Lower Mainland
n ustna

Engineering Technician Canada Place Corp ommercial Lower Mainland
n ustna

President Canadian Utility Construction Corp ommercial Lower Mainland
In ustria

Executive Vice President Canadian Utility Construction Corp ommercial Lower Mainland
anexus emits s ana a In ustria

Steam Plant Supervisor Limited Partnership ommercial Lower Mainland
anexus emits s ana a In ustria

Plant Manager Limited Partnership ommercial Lower Mainland
anexus emits s ana a n ustria

Production Manager Limited Partnership ommercial Lower Mainland
n ustria

President Canreal Management Corp ommercial Lower Mainland
n ustna

Accountant Canterbury Coffee Corp ommercial Lower Mainland
n ustna

Senior Vice President Canterbury Coffee Corp ommercial Lower Mainland
n us na

n/a Capilano College ommercial Lower Mainland
In ustria

Senior Bu er/Purchaser Ca ilano College ommercial Lower Mainland
In ustria

Cargill ommercial Lower Mainland
In ustria

Cargill ommercial Lower Mainland
n ustria

Controller Central Heat Distribution Ltd. ommercial Lower Mainland
Pr25i ent an enera In u5t~i0

Manager Central Heat Distribution Ltd. ommercial Lower Mainland
In ustria

n/a Century Pacific Foundry ommercial Lower Mainland
n ustna

n/a CertainTeed Gypsum Can. Inc. ommercial Lower Mainland
In ustria

n/a CertainTeed Gypsum Can. Inc. ommercial Lower Mainland
In ustria

General Manager Chemical Lime ommercial Lower Mainland
In ustria

Operations Coordinator Chevron ommercial Lower Mainland
In ustria

Area 1 Project Coordinator Chevron ommercial Lower Mainland
i ren s an omens eat In ustria

Director Centre of BC ommercial Lower Mainland
In ustria

President &CEO CIPA Lumber ommercial Lower Mainland
n ustria

City Manager City of North Vancouver ommercial Lower Mainland
n ustria

n/a Clayburn Industries ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustria
Coastland Wood Industries ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustria
LEED Services Manager Cobalt Engineering ommercial Lower Mainland
VP, Aerations an In ustria
Marketing Columbia Fuels Inc. ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustria
President Columbia National Invest Ltd. ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustria

CEO Columbia National Invest Ltd. ommercial Lower Mainland
n ustna

President Concord Pacific Group Inc ommercial Lower Mainland
onso i ate Management In ustria

President Consultants ommercial Lower Mainland
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In ustria

Property Manager Crosby Property Management Ltd. ommercial Lower Mainland
In ustria

President Crosby Property Management Ltd. ommercial Lower Mainland
n ustria

n/a Crosby Property Management Ltd. ommercial Lower Mainland
n ustria

President Crosby Property Management Ltd. ommercial Lower Mainland
ontro er ccount n ustria

Manager Crosby Property Management Ltd. ommercial Lower Mainland
In ustria

Cullen &Company ommercial Lower Mainland
In ustria

Director Marketing Cummins Westport ommercial Lower Mainland
In ustria

President Dorset Realty ommercial Lower Mainland
trategic Account Du e Energy as Trensmissions n ustria
Manager, Downstream Canada ommercial Lower Mainland

Du e Energy as Transmissions n ustria
Canada ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustria
EBCO Industries Ltd ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustria
n/a EBCO Industries Ltd ommercial Lower Mainland

n ustria
Chief Financial Officer EBCO Metal Finishing LP ommercial Lower Mainland
Vice rest ent, enera n ustria
Manager Ecotex Serv. Corp ommercial Lower Mainland

n ustna
n/a Emily Carr Institute ommercial Lower Mainland
Manager, usiness In ustna
Development ENMAX Corporation ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustria
Owner/Operator Evergrow Greenhouses ommercial Lower Mainland
Presi ent ie In ustria
Executive Officer Finning International Inc. ommercial Lower Mainland

ice In ustria
Manager/Accountant Fortune House Seafood ommercial Lower Mainland

n ustna
Controller Fraser Valley Dry Kilns ommercial Lower Mainland

n ustria
Administrator Fruitvale ommercial Lower Mainland

ateway est anagement n ustria
Property Manager Corporation ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustria
n/a Georgia-Pacific ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustna
President Gipaanda Greenhouses Ltd. ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustna
Senior VP GWL Realty Advisors Inc ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustna
Hot House Growers Inc. ommercial Lower Mainland

n us ria
President, CEO Hot House Growers Inc. ommercial Lower Mainland
Presi ent an ie In ustria
Executive Officer Hot House Growers Inc. ommercial Lower Mainland

n ustria
Houweling Nurseries ommercial Lower Mainland

n ustria
n/a Houweling Nurseries ommercial Lower Mainland

n ustria
CFO Houweiing Nurseries ommercial Lower Mainland

ie A ministrative n ustria
Officer Hudson's Hope ommercial Lower Mainland
Manager, ar etmg In ustria
Services IGI Resources Inc. ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustria
n/a Imperial Oil ommercial Lower Mainland

n ustria
n/a Inglewood Private Hospital ommercial Lower Mainland
Director, Presi ent an n ustria
Chief F~cecutive Officer Intergulf Group of Companies ommercial Lower Mainland

n ustria
Interior Health Authority ommercial Lower Mainland

n ustria
President &CEO International Forest Products Ltd. ommercial Lower Mainland
Director, orporate n ustria
Planning International Forest Products Ltd. ommercial Lower Mainland

n ustna
Intra Energy ommercial Lower Mainland

n ustna
Island Asphalt Group ommercial Lower Mainland

n us ria
Senior VP Ivanhoe Cambridge Inc ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustria
Property Coordinator Killarney Gardens Housing Corp ommercial Lower Mainland
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In ustria
Executive Director Kiwanis Senior Citizens Homes ommercial Lower Mainland

n ustna
Kruger Products ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustria
Administrator Kwantlen College ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustria
Directotr, Facilities Kwantlen University /College ommercial Lower Mainland

n ustria
President &CEO Kwantlen University /College ommercial Lower Mainland

n ustria
Process Superintendent Lehigh Northwest Cement Limited ommercial Lower Mainland
Engineering ervices In ustria
Manager Lehigh Northwest Cement Limited ommercial Lower Mainland

n ustna
Property Manager Liberty Investments ommercial Lower Mainland

n ustria
President Linex Industries ommercial Lower Mainland

n us na
Controller Lonsdale Energy Corp. ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustria
General Manager Lonsdale Energy Corp. ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustria
Manager Lougheed Village Enterprise ommercial Lower Mainland

n ustria
Operations Manager MAAX Westco ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustria
President Martello Property Services Inc ommercial Lower Mainland
a es Tec nica n ustria

Representative Miles Industries ommercial Lower Mainland
n ustria

Director Miles Industries ommercial Lower Mainland
In ustria

Miles Industries ommercial Lower Mainland
In ustna

Miles Industries ommercial Lower Mainland
In ustrra

CEO Millennium Pacific Grnhs ommercial Lower Mainland
n ustria

Molson Breweries ommercial Lower Mainland
In ustria

Molson Breweries ommercial Lower Mainland
n ustna

Administrator Montrose ommercial Lower Mainland
Manager, P ant Aerations n ustna
& Maintenance Newalta ommercial Lower Mainland

n ustna
Newalta ommercial Lower Mainland

n ustria
North Vancouver School District ommercial Lower Mainland

n ustna
Purchasing Officer North Vancouver School District ommercial Lower Mainland

n us ria
~/a North West Rubber Mats Ltd. ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustria
Controller Northern Gold Foods ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustria
Development Manager Northland Properties ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustria
Dir Real Estate Mgmt Oxford Properties Group ommercial Lower Mainland

aCi iCAr our roup Retirement In ustria
Communities Inc. ommercial Lower Mainland
aCl IC NOf[ 2rn a5 Lt Paci is In u5trla

N/A Northern Gas (NE) Ltd. ommercial Lower Mainland
Director, egu story aci is ort ern as Lt Paci is In ustria
Affairs &Gas Supply Northern Gas (NE) Ltd. ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustria
Operations Coordinator Petro Canada ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustria
Supervisor Operations Petro Canada ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustria
n/a Pine Centre Mall ommercial Lower Mainland

n ustria
Managing Director Plaza 500 Hotels ommercial Lower Mainland

n ustria
Vice President Plaza 500 Hotels ommercial Lower Mainland

n ustria
n/a Pollard Banknote ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustria
Administrator Presbyterian Senior Citizens ommercial Lower Mainland
Director, Business In ustria
Development Pristine Power ommercial Lower Mainland
enera anager, rovmcia eat ervices n us na

Facilities &Planning Authority ommercial Lower Mainland
n ustria

General Manager Que Pasa Mexican Foods ommercial Lower Mainland
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In ustria
President Radke Brothers ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustria
Retirement Concepts ommercial Lower Mainland

n ustria
Generel Manager Richmond Plywood ommercial Lower Mainland

ie team P ant n ustria
Engineer Richmond Plywood ommercial Lower Mainland
regina ccountant - n ustria
Cariboo Ritchie-Smith Feeds ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustria
Operations Manager Rogers Sugar ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustr~a
General Manager Royal Oak Holdings ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustr a
Property Manager RPB Holdings ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustria
n/a School Distirct #33 - Chilliwack ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustria
School Distirct #75 - Mission ommercial Lower Mainland

Vice resi ent, Business In ustria
Development (Chair) School District # -Delta ommercial Lower Mainland
anager, urc asing In ustria

Warehouse Services School District #34 - Abbotsford ommercial Lower Mainland
Director o Faci ities an In ustria
Transportation School District #34 - Abbotsford ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustna
Building Trades Manager School District #35 - Langley ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustria
School District #35 - Langley ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustna
Assistant Director School District #36 - Surrey ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustria
Energy &Project Manager School District #38 - Richmond ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustria
School District #38 - Richmontl ommercial Lower Mainland

Acting Manager - In ustria
Purchasing School District #39 - Vancouver ommercial Lower Mainland
anger, urc asing n ustria

Food Services School District #39 - Vancouver ommercial Lower Mainland
n ustna

Operations Supervisor School District #39 - Vancouver ommercial Lower Mainland
In ustna

Purchasing Services School District #41 - Burnaby ommercial Lower Mainland
Director, Purc asing an In ustria
Facilities Services School District. #41 - Burnaby ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustria
Manager, Purchasing School District #42 -Maple Ridge ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustria
Director of Maintenance School District #42 -Maple Ridge ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustria
School District #75 - Mission ommercial Lower Mainland

n ustna
Secretary Treasurer School District #8 - Kootenay Lake ommercial Lower Mainland

n ustria
SDM Realt Advisors ommercial Lower Mainland

n ustria
Energy Manager SFU ommercial Lower Mainland
Director, Aerations an n ustria
Facilities Management SFU ommercial Lower Mainland

n ustna
Shell Energy North America ommercial Lower Mainland

e marjay Ho ings - apita J. In ustria
n/a Mgmt ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustria
President &CEO Sky Reach Place (RG Prop) - LML ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustria
Plant Manager Soprema - Chilliwack ommercial Lower Mainland
Director, Mar eting n ustria
Business Dev. Spectra Energy Transmission ommercial Lower Mainland

n ustria
Controller Stave Lake Forest ommercial Lower Mainland

n ustria
Manager Sunrise Markets ommercial Lower Mainland
Manager o ervices n ustria
Special Projects Sun-Rype Products ommercial Lower Mainland

n ustna
n/a SunSelect Greenhouses ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustna
n/a Sure Crop Feeds ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustria
Plant Manager Target Products ommercial Lower Mainland

n ustna
n/a Target Products ommercial Lower Mainland

In u5tria
n/a Target Products ommercial Lower Mainland
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In ustria
Controller Teal Cedar Products Ltd. ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustria
General Manager Titan Steel and Wire Co. ommercial Lower Mainland
Vice Presi ent, Finance, In ustria

Tree Island ommercial Lower Mainland
In ustria

VP, Development UniverCity - SFU Community Trust ommercial Lower Mainland
anager, ann~ng n ustria

Sustainability UniverCity - SFU Community Trust ommercial Lower Mainland
Manger Mec ancia niversity o ege o t e Fraser In ustria
Electrical Systems Valley ommercial Lower Mainland
ana a Researc air In ustria

Prof of Applied University of British Columbia ommercial Lower Mainland
UB -Pro essor, IRE an In ustna
Department of Geography University of British Columbia ommercial Lower Mainland

University o Britis o um fa - In ustria
Director Utilities Utilities ommercial Lower Mainland
Manager an ie In ustria
Engineer, UBC University of British Columbia ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustria
VanCity ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustria
Energy Manager VanCity ommercial Lower Mainland
Dvector, ommunity In ustria
Business Banking VanCity ommercial Lower Mainland

....1~4~ca.m .avcnvm..~L ....:~ ~AiA2{E~3~ {~BW2F~21~3i?~

In ustria
Director, FM & O Vancouver Coast Health Authority ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustna
Director of Plant Vancouver Coast Health Authority ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustria
Vancouver Coast Health Authority ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustria
Vancouver Coast Health Authority ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustria
Property Manager Vancouver Condo Svcs ommercial Lower Mainland

n ustna
Property Manager Vancouver Condo Svcs ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustria
Village Farms Canada ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustria
n/a Village Green Hotel &Casino ommercial Lower Mainland

n ustria
Principal Warrington PCI Management ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustria
President WesGroup Income Properties LP ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustria
Controller West Coast Vegetable ommercial Lower Mainland

In ustna
Chief Engineer Westcoast Reduction ommercial Lower Mainland

n ustna
President &CEO Western Forest Products ommercial Lower Mainland

- orporate n ustria
Development Westport Innovations Inc. ommercial Lower Mainland

n ustria
Weyerhaeuser ommercial Lower Mainland
W ispering Pines inton In ian n ustria

Chief Band ommercial Lower Mainland
In ustria

P. Eng. Willis Energy ommercial Lower Mainland
In ustria

Senior Consultant Willis Energy Services Ltd. ommercial Lower Mainland
In ustria

n/a Windset Greenhouses ommercial Lower Mainland
In ustria

Catalyst Paper ommercial TGVI
n ustria

Harmac Pacific ommercial TGVI
In ustria

University of Victoria ommercial TGVI
In ustria

Vancouver Island Health Authority ommercial TGVI
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Fst Name Lst Name Job Title Organization Category Region
District Manager
Director of Corporate
CAO er

100 Mile House Municipality Interior

InteriorEmergency Program Armstrong Municipality

Municipality
ie mmistrative

Officer /Clerk Ashcroft Interior

Clerk/ Administrator Cache Creek Municipality

Municipality

Municipality

Municipality

Interior

City Administrator Castlegar Interior
C ie A ministrative
Officer
C ie A ministrative
Officer

Chase

Chetwynd

Interior

Interior
C ie A ministrative
Officer City of Cranbrook Municipality Interior
Director o
Community and City of Kamloops Municipality Interior

CAO City of Kamloops Municipality

Municipality

Municipality

Interior
Manager, Strategic
Projects City of Kelowna Interior

City of Kelowna Interior

n/a City of Kelowna Municipality

Municipality

Interior

Chief Administrator City of Kelowna Interior
Manager
Purchasing And City of Kelowna Municipality Interior

Chief Administrator City of Penticton Municipality Interior

City of Penticton Municipality

Municipality

Municipality

Interior

City of Penticton Interior

City Manager
C ie A ministrative

City of Prince George Interior

InteriorOfficer
C ie A ministrative

City of Trail Municipality

InteriorOfficer/Treasurer Clinton Municipality
A orporate

Administrative Officer Coldstream Municipality

Municipality

Interior
CAO Deputy C er
Deputy Director of
C ie A ministrative
Officer

Creston

Dawson Creek

Interior

Municipality Interior

Director of Finance
ie A ministrative

District of Salmon Arm Municipality

Municipality

Municipality

Municipality

Interior

InteriorOfficer
C ie A ministrative

Elkford, BC

InteriorOfficer/Clerk
C ie A ministrative
Officer
C ie ministrative
Officer

Enderby

Fernie

Fort St. James

Interior

Municipality Interior

City Manager Fort St. John Municipality Interior

Clerk /Treasurer Fraser Lake Municipality

Municipality

Municipality

Municipality

Municipality

Interior
C ie A ministrative
Officer Golden Interior
C ie A ministrative
Officer Grand Forks Interior

CAO/Clerk/Treasurer
ie ministrative

Granisle Interior

InteriorOfficer Greenwood

CAO/CIerWTreasurer Hazelton Municipality Interior
C ie A ministrative
Officer
C ie A ministrative

Houston Municipality

Municipality

Municipality

Municipality

Interior

InteriorOfficer Invermere

Director of Finance Invermere Interior
Deputy orporate
Officer Kamloops Interior
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C ie A ministrative
Officer /Director of Kaslo Municipality Interior
C ie A ministrative
Officer Keremeos Municipality Interior

r
Acting C ie
Administrative Officer Kimberley Municipality Interior

Municipal Clerk Kitimat Municipality Interior
~ _~~:_.. _..

~I. ~ fir :L}S~Hlc3

Chief Adminish~ative

Officer Lake Country Municipality Interior
Deputy orporate

Administrator Logan Lake Municipality Interior
A ministrator C er

/Treasurer Lumby Municipality Interior
C ie A ministrative
Officer/Clerk Mackenzie Municipality Interior
C ie A ministrative
Officer Merritt Municipality Interior
C ie A ministrative
Officer, Clerk, Midway Municipality Interior

City Manager Nelson Municipality Interior
C ie A ministrative
Officer Oliver Municipality Interior
C ie A ministrative
Officer Osoyoos Municipality Interior
C ie A ministrative
Officer Peachland Municipality Interior
C ie A ministrative
Officer Princeton Municipality Interior

City Manager Quesnel Municipality Interior
Cie A ministrative
Officer

Regions Municipa ity o t e
Northern Rockies (formerly Fort Municipality

Municipality

Interior

Planning Director City of Revelstoke Interior
C ie A ministrative
Officer City of Revelstoke Municipality Interior

Deputy City Clerk Rossland Municipality Interior
C ie A ministrative
Officer Salmo Municipality Interior
C ie A ministrative
Officer Salmon Arm Municipality Interior

Controller Sorrento Municipality Interior

Administrator Spallumcheen Municipality Interior

Clerk/Administrator Sparwood Municipality Interior
C ie A ministrative
Officer Summerland Municipality Interior

Climate Action
Coordinator/Planner Summerland Municipality Interior
C ie A ministrative
Officer Vernon Municipality Interior
C ie A ministrative
Officer /Clerk / Warfield Municipality Interior

Project Manager Westbank Municipality Interior

Westbank Municipality Interior
C ie A ministrative
Officer Williams Lake Municipality Interior

CAO Anmore Municipality Lower Mainland

Administrator Belcarra Municipality Lower Mainland
C ie A ministrative
Officer Chilliwack Municipality Lower Mainland

City Manager City of Abbotsford Municipality Lower Mainland
Manager, Economic
Development City of Abbotsford Municipality Lower Mainland

City Manager City of Burnaby Municipality Lower Mainland
Genera Manager,
Engineering and City of Coquitlam Municipality Lower Mainland

City Manager City of Coquitlam Municipality Lower Mainland
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City of North Vancouver Municipality Lower Mainland

City Manager City of North Vancouver Municipality Lower Mainland
Deputy Director,
Community City of North Vancouver Municipality Lower Mainland
Deputy Director,
Finance City of North Vancouver Municipality Lower Mainland
Genera Manager,
Engineering and City of Richmond Municipality Lower Mainland

Energy Manager City of Richmond Municipality Lower Mainland

Manager of Utilities City of Surrey Municipality Lower Mainland

Deputy City Manager City of Surrey Municipality Lower Mainland
Manager, Long Range
Planning &Policy City of Surrey Municipality Lower Mainland
Long Range P anning
& Policy Development City of Surrey Municipality Lower Mainland

City Manager City of Surrey Municipality Lower Mainland

Senior Planner City of Surrey Municipality Lower Mainland
Director o anning
Services City of Vancouver Municipality Lower Mainland
Manager,
Environmental City of Vancouver Municipalit Lower Mainland

City Manager City of Vancouver Municipality Lower Mainland

Deputy City Manager City of Vancouver Municipality Lower Mainland
C imate C ange
Program Manager City of Vancouver Municipality Lower Mainland
C ie A ministrative
Officer Corp. of Delta Municipality Lower Mainland
Director o
Engineering Corp. of Delta Municipality Lower Mainland
C ie A ministrative
Officer Harrison Hot Springs Municipality Lower Mainland

Facilities Manager Harrison Hot Springs Municipality Lower Mainland

Harrison Hot Springs Municipality Lower Mainland

Town Manager Hope Municipality Lower Mainland
Director o
Development Services District of Kent Municipality Lower Mainland

ie A ministrative
Officer District of Kent Municipality Lower Mainland

City Manager Langley, City Municipality Lower Mainland

Administrator Langley, Township Municipality Lower Mainland
C ie A ministrative
Officer Maple Ridge Municipality Lower Mainland
Sr. Engineer, Po icy &
Planning Metro Vancouver Municipality Lower Mainland
C ie A ministrative
Officer Mission Municipality Lower Mainland

City of New Westminster Municipality Lower Mainland

City Administrator New Westminster Municipality Lower Mainland
C ie A ministrative
Officer North Vancouver, District Municipality Lower Mainland
C ie A ministrative
Officer Pitt Meadows Municipality Lower Mainland
C ie A ministrative
Officer Port Coquitlam Municipality Lower Mainland

City Manager Port Moody Municipality Lower Mainland
C ie A ministrative
Officer Resort Municipality of Whistler Municipality Lower Mainland

Mayor Resort Municipality of Whistler Municipality Lower Mainland

Councillor Resort Municipality of Whistler Municipality Lower Mainland
C ie A ministrative
Officer Richmond Municipality Lower Mainland

ie A ministrative
Officer White Rock Municipality Lower Mainland
C ie A ministrative
Officer Burns Lake Municipality TGVI
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CAO Campbell River Municipality TGVI
Sr. Manager
Environmental Capital Regional District Municipality TGVI

Capital Regional District, Victoria Municipality TGVI

Mayor City of Campbell River Municipality TGVI
C ie A ministrative
Officer City of Colwood Municipality TGVI

Mayor City of Courtenay Municipality TGVI

Mayor City of Nanaimo Municipality TGVI
Assistant ity
Manager City of Victoria Municipality TGVI

Councillor City of Victoria Municipality TGVI

Administrator Comox Municipality TGVI

Administrator Courtenay Municipality TGVI

Chair Cowichan Valley Regional District Municipality TGVI

Cowichan Valley Regional District Municipality TGVI
C ie A ministrative
Officer Cowichan, North Municipality TGVI
C ie A ministrative
Officer Cumberland Municipality TGVI

City Administrator Duncan Municipality TGVI
ie A ministrative

Officer Esquimalt Municipality TGVI
C ie A ministrative
Officer Gibsons Municipality TGVI
C ie A ministrative
Officer Highlands Municipality TGVI

City Manager Ladysmith Municipality TGVI
CAO C er
Treasurer Lake Cowichan Municipality TGVI

Clerk Administrator Langford Municipality TGVI
Director o Corporate
Administration Lantzville Municipality TGVI
C ie A ministrative
Officer Metchosin Municipality TGVI

City Manager Nanaimo Municipality TGVI
Municipa
Administrator Oak Bay Municipality TGVI

ie ministrative
Officer Parksville Municipality TGVI

City Manager Port Alberni Municipality TGVI
C ie A ministrative
Officer Powell River Municipality TGVI
C ie A ministrative
Officer Qualicum Beach Municipality T6VI

Chair Regional District of Nanaimo Municipality TGVI

Administrator Saanich, Central Municipality TGVI

Administrator Saanich, District Municipality TGVI
ie A ministrative

Officer Saanich, North Municipality TGVI

Municpal Clerk Saanichton Municipality TGVI
ie A ministrative

Officer Sechelt Municipality TGVI
CAO Corporate
Administrator Sidney Municipality TGVI
C ie A ministrative
Officer Squamish (Brackendale) Municipality TGVI
Lea Negotiator,
Lil'wat Nation

Squamis an Li wat Joint Projects,
Lil'wat Nation Municipality TGVI

CAO Treasurer Tax
Collector Victoria Municipality TGVI

City Manager Victoria Municipality TGVI

Officer View Royal Municipality TGVI
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Fst Name Lst Narree Job Title Organization Email Category Region
Manager - Energy
Efficiency, Fortis BC Utilities Interior
Manager Resource
Planning Fortis BC Utilities Interior
Vice President,
Generation Fortis BC Utilities Interior
Manager Regulatory
Affairs Fortis BC Utilities Interior
Director, Customer
Service Fortis BC Utilities Interior
Project Manager
Resource Plan Fortis BC Utilities Interior
Sr. Regulatory
Advisor, Regulatory BC Hydro and Power Authority Utilities Lower Mainland
Act. Executive VP,
Customer Care & BC Hydro and Power Authority Utilities Lower Mainland

BC Hydro and Power Authority Utilities Lower Mainland
Chief Regulatory
Officer BC Hydro and Power Authority Utilities Lower Mainland

Energy Planning BC Hydro and Power Authority Utilities Lower Mainland
Executive Director,
Power Smart & BC Hydro and Power Authority Utilities Lower Mainland
Manager Energy
Planning BC Hydro and Power Authority Utilities Lower Mainland
Director, Power
Smart BC Hydro and Power Authority Utilities Lower Mainland
Manager, Market
Forecasting BC Hydro and Power Authority Utilities Lower Mainland

Manager, DSM Strategy

Energy Planning

BC Hydro and Power Authority Utilities Lower Mainland

BC Hydro and Power Authority Utilities Lower Mainland
Director, Regulatory
Affairs BC Transmission Corporation Utilities Lower Mainland

Maria er, Re ulato BC Transmission Corporation Utilities Lower Mainland
Director of Business
Development BC Transmission Corporation Utilities Lower Mainland
Senior Resource
Planning Analyst Puget Sound Energy Utilities Washington state

Puget Sound Energy Utilities Washington state
ana9er, n egra e

Resource Planning Puget Sound Energy Utilities Washington state

Puget Sound Energy lJtilities Washington state

Business Develo men Powerex Utilities Lower Mainland

Utilities Lower Mainland

Maria er Natural Gas Avista Cor Utilities Lower Mainland

Senior Maria er, Dem Avista Cor Utilities Lower Mainland
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Attendees Summary # of Attendees LML TGVI INT

Associations/NGO's/Other 21 15 4 2

First Nations 2 0 1 1

Builder Developer 3 2 0 1

Gas Marketer 2 2 0 0

Government 14 5 9 0

Industrial/Commercial Customer 6 5 0 1

Municipality 12 9 1 2

Utilities 12 11 0 1

TOTAL 72 49 15 8
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Take a Closer Look
Strategically Positioned to Excel

We are
 The leading North American resource play 

company
 Pursuing the greatest long-term value creation 

for shareholders
 Committed to responsible financial stewardship

We have
 High quality, low cost assets
 An innovative, value-driven culture
 A clear vision of the future

Leading North American Resource Play Company
Our Strong Foundation

 Vast North American focused 
land position

 Large, low cost, diversified 
production base

 Huge inventory of reserves and 
resources 

 Highly economic development 
portfolio

 Strong financial stewardship

 Trustworthy, reliable contributor 
in the communities where we 
operate
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Encana Corporation 
Vast Land Position

Greater SierraGreater Sierra

Cutbank RidgeCutbank Ridge

BighornBighorn

CBMCBM

Deep PanukeDeep Panuke

JonahJonah

PiceancePiceance

HaynesvilleHaynesville

Land as at December 31, 2010

Major Established Plays: 11.7 million net acres
Horn RiverHorn River

TexasTexas

Total Production – MMcfe/d
• 2010 Actual 3,321

• 2011 Forecast 3,475 – 3,525

Encana Corporation
Large, Diversified Production Base
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Guidance as at June 21, 2011; Total company 2011F production of 3,475 – 3,525 MMcfe/d.
*Cutbank Ridge includes Montney; Greater Sierra includes Horn River; Texas includes Barnett and East Texas.

5 – 7 percent per share growth for 2011F

Range
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Our Strategy

Having built a high-quality resource 
base, the greatest value creating 
proposition for our shareholders is to 
now deliver a sustainably higher 
growth rate and to do it at the lowest 
possible cost.

A six faceted approach to 
accelerate value creation:

 Provide comprehensive 
disclosure of reserves and 
resources

 Accelerate pace of development 

 Advance resource play hub 
design and development

 Increase exposure to oil and 
natural gas liquids

 Attract third party investments in 
undeveloped reserves and 
resources 

 Grow the market for North 
American natural gas
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70

Annualized 2010 Production 2010 Reserves Res & ECR

P1 P1 –– 14.314.3

P2 P2 –– 8.78.7

P3 P3 –– 4.14.1

C1 C1 –– 20.020.0

C2 C2 –– 16.716.7

C3 C3 –– 19.819.8

Our Strategy
Comprehensive Disclosure of Reserves and Resources (Tcfe)

 Best in class reserves and 
economic contingent 
resource disclosure

 Largest reserve and 
resource life in Encana’s 
history

 Approximately 50 years
drilling inventory based on 
best estimate case

Years

*Evaluated by Independent Qualified Reserves 
Evaluators as at December 31, 2010, after royalties, 
employing a business case price forecast.

Reserves:  P1 is proved, P2 is probable, P3 is 
possible.

Economic contingent resources:  C1 is low estimate, 
C1+C2 is best estimate, C1+C2+C3 is high 
estimate.

This depiction of reserves and resources is not 
intended to represent aggregation.
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0 5 10 15 20

Other

Greater Sierra**

Jonah

Bighorn

CBM

Texas

Horn River

Piceance

Cutbank Ridge*

Haynesville

P1 (Proved)

P2 (Probable)

P3 (Possible)

Reserves

Our Strategy
Comprehensive Disclosure of Reserves and Resources (Tcfe)

Evaluated by Independent Qualified Reserves Evaluators as at December 31, 2010, after royalties, employing a business case price forecast.

Reserves: P1 is proved, P2 is probable, P3 is possible.
Economic contingent resources: C1 is low estimate, C1+C2 is best estimate, C1+C2+C3 is high estimate.

* Includes Montney 
** Jean Marie only

C1

C2

C3

Economic Contingent Resources

Our Strategy
Accelerate Pace of Development

 Huge inventory provides basis for developing 
resource at a quicker pace

– Growth rate limited by manpower, infrastructure, 
services and investment capital

 Assets capable of a very high growth rate

– A growth rate of 5 – 10% per year balances 
available resources in current market
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$6 N
YMEX:  ~

15% C
AGR

$4 NYMEX:  ~5% CAGR

Accelerated Pace of Development
Managing the Gas Price Reality: $4 - $6+ NYMEX Natural Gas

* Based on 2011 cost structures, price range of $4 - $6+ NYMEX natural gas.

Time

 In a stronger price 
environment, Encana’s 
asset base is capable of 
supporting higher growth

 Lower natural gas prices 
are not the right 
environment to pursue 
higher growth

 Encana’s growth rate is 
dependent on

– Current commodity price, 
forward strip and internal 
forecast 

– Aligning capital 
investment with cash flow 
and net divestitures

– Maintaining investment 
grade credit ratings

Bcf/d

Our Strategy
Advancing Resource Play Hub Design and Development

Concentrated resource

+ Pad drilling

+ Manufacturing process

= Resource play hub
Represents 4-6 square miles of reservoir accessed from a 
single surface location.
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Our Strategy
Advancing Resource Play Hub Design and Development

 Pad drilling

 Minimal surface 
impact

 Highly efficient

 Potential for even 
lower future costs

Concurrent drilling and completions operations

Our Strategy
Advancing Resource Play Hub Design and Development

 Horizontal reach nearing 
two miles in length

 Central pad can drain up 
to six square miles

 Surface disturbance is a 
fraction of what vertical 
well development 
requires

 New equipment and 
processes are actively 
being designed and 
implemented

 All of our major resource 
plays will be developed 
this way in the future
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Our Strategy
Advancing Resource Play Hub Design and Development

$/MMBtu$MM

*DCT – includes lease boundary drill, complete and tie-in costs.
**Supply Cost is defined as the flat NYMEX price that yields a risked IRR of 9% and does not include land or G&A costs.
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Encana Historical Supply Cost
Proven Track Record of Lowering Cost Structures

$/MMBtu

Including $0.30 G&A.  2011F represent initial projections

Upper Quartile Lower Quartile        Capital Weighted  

 Demonstrated 
reduction in capital 
weighted portfolio 
average supply cost of 
25% over three year 
period 

 Narrowing of range 
between upper and 
lower project quartile 
highlights high-grading 
of portfolio

 Target further reduction 
in average supply cost 
to approximately $3.00 
over next 3-5 years 
through further 
efficiency gains and 
continued high-grading.

25% decline

Encana Portfolio Supply Cost

$3.00
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Our Strategy
Increasing Exposure to Oil and Natural Gas Liquids

 Focusing more capital into higher liquids 
areas of existing developments

 Extracting more natural gas liquids from 
higher Btu streams

 Expanding dry gas developments into 
liquids rich window

 Exploring existing land base for higher 
liquids rich fairways

 Acquiring and exploring new lands 
focused on expected liquids rich fairways

 Expecting to significantly increase oil and 
natural gas liquids exposure in the next 
few years

Our Strategy
Increasing Exposure to Oil and Natural Gas Liquids

 Responding to a shift in oil and gas 
pricing and the successful application 
of new technologies

 Pursuing a full cycle, organic 
approach to shifting portfolio 
weighting

 Leveraging our core competency of 
horizontal drilling and completions

 About $1 billion of 2011F capital 
investment directed toward oil and 
natural gas liquids

 Hold more than 2.1 million net acres 
of land with oil and natural gas liquids
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Our Strategy
Increasing Exposure to Oil and Natural Gas Liquids

DuvernayDuvernay

Alberta BakkenAlberta Bakken

NiobraraNiobrara

More than 2.1 million acres with liquids rich drilling opportunities

DJ BasinDJ Basin

CollingwoodCollingwood

Deep BasinDeep Basin

As at June 30, 2011

MontneyMontney

TuscaloosaTuscaloosa

Increasing Exposure to Oil and NGLs
Liquids - Then & Now

CurrentPre-split (Cenovus assets)

Technology:

Liquids:

 Horizontal drilling

 Large, multi-stage completions
 Water flood

 Polymer flood

 CO2 injection

 SAGD

 Propane, butane

 Condensate

 Light oil

 35-50 API

 Bitumen

 8-10 API

 Heavy/medium oil

 15-25 API
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$4.25 $4.10
$3.34

$1.25 $1.71 $3.28

$0.00

$1.00

$2.00

$3.00

$4.00

$5.00

$6.00

$7.00

Dewpoint Shallow Cut Deep Cut

Natural Gas NGLs

Increasing Exposure to Oil and NGLs
Liquids Value Uplift

C$/Mcfe*

* Based on 1,100 Btu/Mcf wellhead gas yielding approximately 90 bbls of NGLs per 1 MMcf.  Before transportation costs
Canadian Deep Basin illustrative example.

20% field price improvement

Price Differential Example on 1 Mcf at the Wellhead

Our Strategy
Attracting Third Party Investments

 Immediate recognition of 
hidden value

 Achieves targeted reduction 
in resource inventory

 Enhances financial flexibility

 Creates strategic 
partnerships 

 Aligns with goal to expand 
market Accelerating value recognition of 

our undeveloped resources
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Abundance of natural gas enables an energy plan that will 
include…

 Natural gas as a preferred fuel for power generation

 Natural gas as a transportation fuel

 Expanded natural gas use in industrial applications

 Accessing new markets – LNG export

Encana’s Vision for the Future
Growing the Market for North American Natural Gas

Electric 
Power
41%

Industrial
20%

Residential
7%

Transportation
28%

Commercial
4%

80 Bcfe/d

117 Bcfe/d

Electric 
Power
31%

Industrial
31%

Residential
22% Transportation

1%

Commercial
15%

*U.S. data is as of 2010; Canadian data is as of 2008.          
Source: EIA, Natural Resources Canada, Encana.

Natural gas accounts for 25% of total Bcfe/d North American 
energy consumption

Natural Gas Consumption 
~72 Bcfe/d

Total Input Energy 
Consumption ~288 Bcfe/d

Encana’s Vision for the Future 
Vast Displacement Potential for Natural Gas
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Consumption

2020F Consumption 2030F Consumption

Residential Commercial Industrial Electric Power Transportation

*U.S. data is as of 2010; Canadian data is as of 2008.  Assumes 1% CAGR in energy growth.
Source: EIA, Natural Resources Canada, Encana. Assumes 55 GW of coal displacement by 2020 (high case).

Bcfe/d
288 Bcfe/d 

72 Bcfe/d 

88 Bcfe/d 

110 Bcfe/d 

Plus ~16 Bcfe/d

Plus ~22 Bcfe/d

Natural gas grows to 110 Bcfe/d or ~30% to 35% of total 
North American energy consumption by 2030F

Encana’s Vision for the Future 
Incremental Canada and U.S. Consumption of 38 Bcfe/d

$0.00

$0.05

$0.10

$0.15

$0.20

$0.25

$0.30

$0.35

$0.40

Solar PV Solar
Thermal

Wind Hydro Advanced
Nuclear

Advanced
Coal

Conv Coal Baseload Nat
Gas Conv.

CC

Levelized Capital Cost Fixed O&M Variable O&M (incl. fuel) Transmission Investment

Encana’s Vision for the Future 
Natural Gas as a Preferred Fuel for Power Generation

Projected Average Cost for Plants Entering Service by 2016

Source: EIA, Annual Energy Outlook 2009

$0.08
$0.10$0.10$0.11$0.11

$0.14

$0.26

$0.40
US$/kWh
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Encana’s Vision for the Future
Natural Gas as a Transportation Fuel

 Converting Encana’s fleet: 
trucks, drilling rigs and 
completions equipment

 Engaging vehicle 
manufacturers and 
investigating home fuelling 
solutions

 CNG for Encana operations

 Two mini LNG projects 
(Alberta & Colorado)

Encana’s Vision for the Future 
Expanded Natural Gas Use in Industrial Applications

 Supplying LNG fuel to industrial 
users

 Displacing diesel in Encana field 
operations with LNG and CNG

– Nine drilling rigs fueled by natural 
gas

 Evaluating increased use in 
pumping operations

Natural Gas Powered Drilling Rig 
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Kitimat LNG Project – Encana 30% Interest
Diversifying Markets – Building Demand

 Co-owners
– Apache (40%, operator)

– Encana (30%)
– EOG (30%)

 1,400 MMcf/d (10 MMT*) export 
capacity 

 Pending final investment 
decision 

 Other North American Projects**
– Sabine Pass: 1 to 2 Bcf/d

– Freeport: 1.2 Bcf/d
– Oregon: 0.5 to 1.2 Bcf/d

Bish Cove, British Columbia (650 km north of Vancouver)
Artist’s rendition of proposed facility.

*MMT = million metric tonnes
**Announced Industry LNG Turnaround Projects

Source: Kitimat LNG website, www.kitimatlngfacility.com

Kitimat LNG Market
Diversifying Markets – Building Demand
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 Responsible financial 
management

 Strong return of cash to 
shareholders

 Disciplined risk management

 Continuous portfolio highgrading

Encana Corporation 
Strong Financial Stewardship

Maintaining financial and 
operational flexibility while 
delivering on our commitments

Encana Corporation
Responsible Financial Management

 Conservative debt metrics

– Long-life debt maturity of ~12 years, 

with only $500 million due in 2011

 Considerable financial flexibility

– $3.8 billion unused capacity under 

bank credit facilities

– $5.9 billion unused capacity under 

Canadian & U.S. shelf prospectuses

 Strong investment grade credit 

ratings

As at September 30, 2011.
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Encana Corporation
Strong Return of Cash to Shareholders

*Adjusted for shares purchased under Long Term 
Incentive programs.

*2009 and 2010 dividend payments adjusted to reflect 
split transaction and spin off of Cenovus.

Q3 2011 dividend: $0.20 per share

*2006 – 2009 are Encana consolidated results. Hedging gains (losses) are net realized before tax. Forecast NYMEX natural 
gas price and NYMEX price adjusted for realized hedges based on strip prices and hedge positions as at June 30, 2011.
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Disciplined Risk Management
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Disciplined Risk Management
Natural Gas Price Hedging* - Increased Cash Flow Certainty

0.5

2.0

1.8

$5.76 $5.80

$5.24
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$6.00

$7.00

Volume Fixed Price Swap

Bcf/d $/Mcf

*As at September 30, 2011.

Encana Corporation 
Continuous Portfolio Highgrading

 2009
– ~50 deals for total value of ~$1.3 billion

– ~10 active joint ventures

– Divestitures of ~$1,075 million

– Acquisitions of ~$260 million

 2010
– ~70 deals for total value of ~$1.6 billion

– ~15 active joint ventures

– Divestitures of ~$883 million

– Acquisitions of ~$733 million

 2011
– Forecast net divestitures of ~$1.0 billion – 2.0 billion

– Forecast JV capital of ~$500 million
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Take a Closer Look
Strategically Positioned to Excel

We are
 The leading North American resource play 

company
 Pursuing the greatest long-term value creation 

for shareholders
 Committed to responsible financial stewardship

We have
 High quality, low cost assets
 An innovative, value-driven culture
 A clear vision of the future

Supplemental
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2011F Guidance* 

 Total production: 3,475 - 3,525 MMcfe/d

– Gas production:  3,350 - 3,400 MMcf/d

– Liquids production:  21 Mbbls/d

 Annual growth per share:  5%-7%

 Total cash flow:  $4.0 - 4.3 billion

 Capital:  $4.6 - 4.8 billion

 Net divestitures:  $1.0 - 2.0 billion

 Operating cost + administrative 
expense:  $1.15 - 1.20/Mcfe

*Assumptions as noted in Encana Corporate Guidance dated 
June 21, 2011. 

Encana Execution Methodology
Full Cycle Value Creation

Resource Play Methodology

Work With Governments – Engage Stakeholders 

Address Infrastructure 

Exploration

Assemble 
Land Base

Pilot

Understand 
Technical

Commercial
Demonstration

Crack Technical 
Nut

Commercial
Development

Manufacturing 
Style

Play
Optimization

Lookbacks & 
Learnings
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Harvest AssetsCommercial AssetsNew Plays

Cutbank Ridge - MontneyCutbank Ridge - Montney

Horseshoe Canyon CBMHorseshoe Canyon CBM

BighornBighorn

Horn River – Two Island LakeHorn River – Two Island Lake

Greater Sierra - Jean MarieGreater Sierra - Jean Marie

Horn River - KiwiganaHorn River - Kiwigana
West Cutbank - MontneyWest Cutbank - Montney

East TexasEast Texas

North TexasNorth Texas

Piceance – Williams ForkPiceance – Williams Fork

Haynesville / Mid Bossier LAHaynesville / Mid Bossier LA

JonahJonahUSAUSA

CanadaCanada

Michigan CollingwoodMichigan Collingwood

DuvernayDuvernay

Liquid RichLiquid Rich

Dry GasDry Gas

DJ NiobraraDJ Niobrara

Piceance NiobraraPiceance Niobrara Wind River BasinWind River Basin

Encana Corporation
Resource Play Life Cycle – Asset Categories

Tuscaloosa Marine ShaleTuscaloosa Marine Shale

OilOil

High Quality Asset Base
Reserves and Economic Contingent Resources (ECR) (Tcfe)

Reserves: P1 is proved, P2 is probable, P3 is possible
Economic contingent resources: C1 is low estimate, 
C1+C2 is  best estimate, C1+C2+C3 is high estimate

*Evaluated by Independent Qualified Reserves Evaluators as 
at December 31, 2010, after royalties, employing a business 
case price forecast.

This depiction of reserves and ECR is not intended to 
represent aggregation.

 Both reserves and ECR are 100% 
evaluated by IQREs*

 Chart illustrates implied reserve 
life index based on combination of 
reserves and ECR

 Approximately 30 years of 
inventory based on P1+C1; 
approximately 50 years based on 
best estimate case

 Technical certainty represents 
probability that the quantities 
actually recovered will equal or 
exceed estimate 
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8.7

P1
Proved

14.3

Growing Proved Reserves
Increasing Certainty & Decreasing Risk

2010 Reserves & Economic Contingent Resources (Tcfe)

Technical:     90%    50% 10%
Certainty*

Increasing certainty & decreasing risk

*Technical Certainty – Probability that the quantities actually recovered will equal or exceed the estimate
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Greater Sierra*

Jonah

Bighorn
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Horn River

Piceance

Cutbank Ridge*

Haynesville

1P (Proved)

Reserves

Evaluated by Independent Qualified Reserves Evaluators as of December 31, 2010.
*Cutbank Ridge includes Montney; Greater Sierra is Jean Marie only.

Proved Reserves and 
1C Economic Contingent Resources (Tcfe)*

1C (Low Estimate)

Economic Contingent Resources

Encana Corporation 
Tremendous Resource Potential

High quality, low risk  
inventory – 90% 

probability.
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Comprehensive Disclosure of Reserves & Resources
Largest Reserves and Resource Life in Encana’s History

19.816.720.04.18.714.3Total

0.20.21.10.40.81.3Other 4

0.40.30.20.60.82.0Jonah

0.70.52.10.30.31.6Texas

3.93.11.40.61.71.6Piceance

5.15.74.80.52.81.8Haynesville Shale

1.11.00.60.30.41.0Bighorn

0.30.11.70.50.51.9Horseshoe Canyon CBM

3.12.73.50.50.81.3Greater Sierra3

5.03.14.60.40.61.8Cutbank Ridge2

C3C2C1
P3

Possible

P2

Probable

P1

Proved
KRP

Estimated economic contingent resourcesEstimated reserves

Encana Reserves and Resources (Tcfe) 1

1. As of December 31, 2010 using forecast prices and costs.  
2. Includes Montney.
3. Includes Horn River.
4. Includes Panuke, DJ, Wind / Green River Basins, Canadian non-KRP.

Encana Corporation 
1P Proved Reserves & 1C Economic Contingent Resources

Surface locations

Proved Developed 
(PD) wells

Proved Undeveloped 
(PUD) locations

Contingent locations

S
ha

le
 fa

irw
ay S

ha
le

 fa
irw

ay

1P 1P 1P

1P1P1P

1C 1C

1C 1C

 Proved reserves (1P): 14.3 Tcfe; 12 yr RLI
– PD: 7.3 Tcfe; 6 yr RLI
– PUD: 7.0 Tcfe; 6 yr RLI

 1C Economic contingent resource: 20 Tcfe
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Reserves and Contingent Resources Definitions

Characterization of Petroleum Initially in Place (PIIP)
Reserve – Resource Description
Petroleum Resource Management System

SPE – PRMS

Deve lopme nt
not viable  

On
produc tion

P lay

Prospect

Lead

Deve lopme nt
unc larified
or on hold 

Deve lopme nt
pe nding 

Justified for
developme nt 

App roved for
development

Project Maturity
Sub-Classes 
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Increasing Uncertainty of Recovery

PROSPECTIVE RESOURCES

-------------Commercially or Physically Unrecoverable---------------

CONTINGENT R ESOURCES
1C (Low ) 2C (Best)

3C (High)
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Characterization of Petroleum Initially in Place (PIIP)
Reserve – Resource Description
Petroleum Resource Management System
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Prospect
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Increasing Uncertainty of Recovery

PROSPECTIVE RESOURCES

-------------Commercially or Physically Unrecoverable---------------

CONTINGENT R ESOURCES
1C (Low ) 2C (Best)

3C (High)

P 90
Es tima te

P 50
Estimate

P10
E stimate
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RESERVES

1P
2P

3P

High Value Inventory

35,000

1,800

2,600

1,800

5,400

1,500

800

900

2,700

1,200

15,900

2P+2C 
Inventory 
(net wells)

USA Division

Canadian Division

1.00 - 3.50(3)611,200993Other(4)

3.50 - 4.001001,300350Haynesville

3.00 - 3.50521,300285Texas

1.00 - 4.00(3)1251,800840Piceance

1.00 - 4.00(3)112700120Jonah

3.75 - 4.00

3.50 - 4.00

3.00 - 3.50

2.90 - 3.30

3.25 - 3.50

2011F
Supply Cost(2)

($/MMbtu)

16600264Horn River

1,65425,0008,118Total

1,545

1,133

488

2,100

Net Acres* 
(1,000s) 

500

1,700

600

15,300

1P+1C 
Inventory 

(net wells)

31Jean Marie

62Cutbank Ridge

51Bighorn

1,044CBM

2010 Net 
Well Count

1. Inventory based on YE10 1P Reserves & 1C Economic Contingent Resources
2. Supply cost does not include G&A charges
3. Metrics include funding leveraged through joint ventures
4. Includes DJ, Wind River and Green River

* As at December 31, 2010
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Source:  Company Data, Energy eTrack Estimates

MMcf/d

Leading North American Natural Gas Company
Q2 2011 North American Natural Gas Production

0

500

1,000

1,500

2,000

2,500

3,000

3,500

4,000

4,500

XOM ECA DVN CHK COP APC BP APA RDS CVX

US Production Cdn Production

$0.30

$1.00

$0.50 to 2.00

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

9% IRR After Tax incl. G&A Increment from 9% to 15% Land costs

First Mover Advantage  
Encana Point Forward vs.  Industry Full Cycle Supply Costs

$US/MMBtu

Encana Point Forward 
Supply Cost*

Industry Full 
Cycle Supply 

Cost

*Includes $0.30 G&A; based on weighted average of 2011 forecast portfolio

 Encana point forward supply cost

– The flat NYMEX natural gas price 

that yields a risked IRR of 9% after 

tax; does not include sunk costs, 

including land

 Encana full cycle land costs typically 

< $0.25/MMBtu

 Targeting 20-25% improvement 

over the next five years

– Implementing resource play hubs

– Achieving economies of scale across 

our portfolio

– High-grading portfolio

– Increased capital efficiency

– Expand margins

$3.40
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Encana Corporation
Highly Economic Development Portfolio

2011F Development Program

Illustrative, based on capital weighted average of development portfolio. Including $0.30 G&A.
*Based on March 31, 2011 NYMEX forward strip, excludes hedging.

 Exposed to a weighted 
average NYMEX price of 
$6.00/MMBtu*

 Generates a rate of return 
of approximately 35%

$/MMBtu

$6.00*

$2

$3

$4

$5

$6

$7

$8

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

After-Tax Rate of Return

Planning
Range

90% Confidence 
Range

Encana’s Portfolio
Focused on Lowest Supply Costs

Rates of Return at Various NYMEX Natural Gas Prices

Illustrative, based on capital weighted average of portfolio. Including $0.30/MMBtu G&A

 Encana’s NYMEX natural 
gas price forecast ranges 
are based on expected 2011 
industry cost structures and 
capital efficiency 

 Encana’s natural gas 
investment portfolio 
generates strong returns 
with NYMEX prices above 
$4.00/MMBtu

 Strong leverage to higher 
natural gas prices

 Encana’s supply costs are 
expected to decrease with 
portfolio high-grading and 
wide-scale implementation 
of resource play hub 
developments

$/MMBtu

Current Portfolio Targeted Efficiency & High-grading Impact   

$3

$4

$5

$6

$7

$8

9% 20% 35% 50%

After-Tax Rate of Return
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*Supply Cost is defined as the flat NYMEX natural gas price that yields a risked IRR of 9% after tax and does not include 
land costs.

Operating Efficiency
Development Program – Forecast Metrics

~3.70Supply Cost* ($/MMBtu)

~5,000Production Efficiency ($/Mcfe/d)

>0.3Profit to Investment Ratio (PIR) @ 9%

>1.0Profit to Investment Ratio (PIR) @ 0%

>20%Internal Rate of Return (IRR, %)

TargetMetric

Encana DD&A & ROCE
Canadian and U.S. GAAP Reconciliation*

1.75

2.64

1%

5%

107

11

105

573

(582)

107

374

481

YTD
Sept 30, 2011

16%-22%17%U.S. GAAP

6%8%20%Canadian GAAP/IFRS

Return on average capital employed (ROCE)

Resulting DD&A ($/Mcfe) Difference

-3,378695Tax rate changes and effect of items above 
(related to ceiling test)

(81)134(74)Other

$2.66DD&A - Canadian GAAP/IFRS

1,173(7,414)(1,134)Difference

88317213Lower DD&A rates under U.S. GAAP from 
accumulated impairments

371(11,098)(1,768)Impairment on PP&E from ceiling test

Differences Explained

1,173(7,414)(1,134)Difference

$1.58DD&A - U.S. GAAP

1,1701,8625,944Canadian GAAP/IFRS

2,343(5,552)4,810U.S. GAAP

201020092008
Net Earnings ($ millions) 

2008 & 2009 are Encana consolidated results. 2010 DD&A rates based on 2010 annualized production of 1.2 Tcfe.
*2008 & 2009 are based on Canadian GAAP; 2010 and 2011 YTD are based on International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS)
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0%

1%

2%

3%

4%

ECA TLM CHK DVN EOG APA APC
0%

1%

2%

3%

4%

5%

ECA S&P/TSX
Utilities

S&P/TSX
Energy

S&P/TSX
Comp

S&P/TSX
60

CAD 5-yr
bond

CAD 1-
mth T-Bill

Attractive Dividend, Strong Yield
Q3 2011 Quarterly Dividend of $0.20/Share

Yields at November 1, 2011
Source: Bloomberg

APA EOG DVN ECA TLM NXY APC SWN CHK

S&P    Moody’s

Indicates ratings below investment grade
AAA Aaa

AA+ Aa1

AA Aa2

AA- Aa3

A+ A1

A A2

A- A3

BBB+ Baa1

BBB Baa2

BBB- Baa3

BB+ Ba1

BB Ba2

BB- Ba3

B+ B1

B B2

Credit Rating Comparison 
As at September 30, 2011

Source: company reports.
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0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

 APA  SWN  DVN  TLM  EOG  ECA  NXY  APC  CHK  HK 
.0x

1.0x

2.0x

3.0x

4.0x

 SWN  APA  TLM  NXY  EOG  DVN  APC  ECA  CHK  HK 

Total Debt to Adjusted EBITDA

Capital Discipline – Q2, 2011

Total Debt to Capitalization

*All debt & 12 month trailing  EBITDA as at June 30, 2011

Source: company reports

Encana Target Ratio: less 
than 40%

Encana Target Ratio: less 
than 2.0x

Strong Execution
Q3 2011 Results

 Total production of 3.5
Bcfe/d

 Natural gas production of 
3.4 Bcf/d

 Cash flow of $1.2 billion 
($1.57/share diluted)

 Operating earnings of $171
million ($0.23/share diluted)

 Annual dividend of 
$0.80/share*

*Dividends are paid at the discretion of the Board.
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 Listed on Dow Jones Sustainability Index

– Silver class distinction in Sustainability Yearbook 2011

 The only recognized North American oil and gas producer on the Dow 
Jones Sustainability World Index

 Corporate Knights Global 100 List

– Ranked 12th on Global 100 list of sustainable companies

– Top ranking Canadian company on the list

 Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers Responsible Energy 
Award for Environmental Performance

 Listed by the Ethisphere Institute as one of most Ethical Companies

– One of only two Canadian companies to make this list

Encana Corporation
Trustworthy, Reliable Contributor in the Community 

Committed to Responsible Development

 Encana’s commitment
– People

– Safety

– Environment

– Engagement

– Community Investment

 Encana actively working with 
regulators to:

– Increase transparency

– Improve public education

– Achieve higher safety standards

– Reduce surface footprint

– Lower carbon footprint
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 Safe operations

 Maintain license to 
operate 

 Advance oil plays

 Accelerate 
development 
through third party 
funding

 Advance innovation 
and technology

 Establish long-term 
strategic 
partnerships with 
service providers

USA Division

Strategic Focus

Encana Land (Dec. 31, 2010)

Total USA Division Net Acres: 2.6 MM

Jonah

Piceance

Niobrara
DJ Basin

Texas Haynesville Shale

Collingwood Shale

Resource Play

Emerging Play          

Jonah
2011F 500 MMcfe/d

Texas 
2011F 375 MMcfe/d

Piceance 
2011F 450 MMcfe/d Haynesville 

2011F 505 MMcfe/d

Tuscaloosa

Encana Acreage: 350,000 net

Haynesville
Advancing Resource Play Hub Development

 21 JV rigs drilling 

 2 JV completion fleets 

 Drill depth: 11,000-14,000 feet

 NGIP:  175-225 Bcf/section

 2015F production: > 1Bcfe/d

 2011F program:

– Transition to Resource Play Hub 
(RPH) development

– 85 net wells (~75% RPH)

– Average 505 MMcfe/d 

– Continue Mid Bossier delineation

– Pilot cross unit regulatory 
approval – long lateral permits 
approved
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Haynesville
Resource Play Hub

Realized Efficiency Gains

 Increased operational efficiency

– Pad drilling; skiddable rigs

– Centralized completion process

– Fit-for-purpose equipment

– Repeatable execution

– Reduced location foot print

– Lower well cost per 1,000 feet

 Reduced EH&S impact

 Reduced landowner disturbance

 Reduced supply cost to stay 
competitive in low gas price 
environment

Frac Efficiency Gain
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Haynesville Resource Play Hub
Longer Laterals

Encana Leading the Way 

 First cross unit permits granted in 
the state of Louisiana - May 2011

– 7,500 foot laterals planned

– Spud planned for August 2011

– 13% additional recovery from 
undeveloped setback area

– Combined with RPH 
development efficiencies 
forecast to deliver supply cost of 
$3.50 - $4.00/MMBtu 

– Significant positive EH&S impact 

 Drilled 7,700 foot lateral in ETX

 Future plans - 10,000 foot laterals 
Previously undeveloped 

setback area

Current Pattern
640 ac, 4,600’ lateral

New Planned Pattern
1,920 ac, 7,500’ lateral

Planned RPH Well

Lease Retention Well
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Mid Bossier Shale
Capturing Value

 Mid Bossier estimated 

productivity established 

across extensive acreage 

position:

– 100 to 200 Bcf/sec 

NGIP

– High quality shale as 

good as Haynesville

– ~24 wells for 2011F

– 150,000 to 200,000 

acres

Haynesville
Enhancing Value – Completions & Well Density

Step Change in Development
 Well performance improvement driven by 

continuous completions evolution
– 2010 wells outperforming 2009 vintage

– 2011 wells with a 38% increase in job size 
over 2010 display continued improvement

– Larger designs being tested

 Principal 2010 strategy – well spacing 
pilots

– 6, 8  and 10 wells per section being tested

Pad 1 Pad 2

Resource Play Hub
3D Visualization

40 acre
spacing

80 acre
spacing

0.1
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Strategic Focus
 Operate safely with minimal 

environmental impact

 Deliver high return growth

 Leverage technology 
advancements and 
operational efficiencies to 
lower capital costs

 Actively manage portfolio to 
maximize value

 Secure license to operate

 Fully integrated supply 
management strategy

 Create/accelerate value 
through JV activity

Canadian Division

Encana Land (Dec. 31, 2010)

Total Canadian Division Net Acres: 9.1 MM

Horn River Greater 
Sierra

Montney Cutbank Ridge

Bighorn

CBM

Resource Play

Emerging Play  

Duvernay

Greater Sierra 
2011F 260 MMcfe/d

Bighorn 
2011F 255 MMcfe/d

Cutbank Ridge
2011F 540 MMcfe/d

CBM 
2011F 470 MMcfe/d

Jean Marie Exploitation Design

 Multi-well pad

 Multi-lateral horizontal drilling

 Natural gas while drilling

 Concurrent operations

100

1,000

10,000

1 5 9 13 17 21 25 29 33
Months

0

200

400

600

800

1000

Singles (n = 412) Duals (n = 89) Triples (n = 11)

20%

18%

Multi-lateral Uplift

 5D seismic interpolation

 Re-entry wells

 Multi-stage fracking

Rate (Mcf/d) Cum (MMcf)
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The Evolution of the Horn River 
Advancing Resource Play Hub Design and Development

 One pad accesses 
4 sections

 8 acres/interval

2010 Future Spacing2011F

 One pad accesses 
6 sections

 14 acres/interval

 One pad accesses 
7.5 sections

 Up to 30 acres/interval

16 Wells 280m Spacing 10 Wells 800m Spacing12 Wells 500m Spacing

Installing an ESP

69

3 Debolt Source Wells
31,000 ~ 50,000 bbls/d

Water Treatment Plant

Debolt Disposal Well

Horn River 63-K Pad

10,000 bbls

Water Storage

100,000 bbls/d

Debolt Water – Zero Emissions Process 
Reducing Environmental Footprint – Improves Economics
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Debolt Water Resource 

Debolt WPV. CI=1m.                  
Volume calculated for HRB inside heavy line.

G. Raham
NAHANNI

MUSKWA

OTTER PARK

EVIE

FORT SIMPSON

BANFF

DEBOLT

EXSHAW

PEKISKO

SPIRIT RIVER

H
O

R
N

 R
IV

E
R

Stratigraphic Chart

750 m

2500 m

 Shallower, high-perm, carbonate horizon

 65 ppm H2S concentration

 Sufficient water to complete more than 2,000 wells

– Assume 1% RF of 1.87 x1,010 m3 total water 
& 4,000m3/stage & 20 stages/well

Resthaven Falher F Hz Future Development 

Kakwa and Red Rock Horizontal Well Performance 

10
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300 to 700 MMcf per Interval
or

4.5 to 10 Bcf/well (@15 stages/well)

$3.20 $1.70
Supply Cost ($US/MMBtu)

 Target thick sections of the stack 
– Dunvegan, Falher, Cadotte
– >20 Bcf/Section NGIP

 Drill longer horizontals 
 Increase intervals/well
 Increase liquid production

– Incremental 60-70 bbls/MMcf with deep 
cut in 2011F

Bighorn – The Next Phase 
Horizontal Drilling

25–30 m

20–25 m

15–20 m

10–15 m

5–10 m

0–5 m
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$2.95

$3.20

$1.98

$1.80

$0.09

$0.97

$0.05

$0.04

$0.16

$0.09

2010

Efficiencies

New Frac Technology

Increased Fracs

2011 Target

Enhanced Liquids
Recovery

Increased Fracs

Resource Play Hub
Efficiencies

Long-Term Target

 Longer horizontals

– Increased intervals

– Royalty holiday

– Economies of scale

 Reduced costs

– Completion optimization

 Increased per interval 
production

– Slickwater

 Deep cut processing

 Resource play hubs

Supply Cost Targets ($/Mcfe)

Supply Cost Reduction Initiatives 
Dawson Creek Montney

Montney Resource Play Hub

 Wells per hub: 8 – 12 

 Completions per hub: 100 – 200
– up to 17 stages/well

– ~11 acres/stage average

 Laterals ~200 – 300m apart

 Hz lateral length: ~2,000 – 3,000m

 Completions placed  ~150m apart

Current Pad Configuration

1515 15 1515

55m

205m

185m

Flare

65m

12 well layout
Pig Barrel

40m
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CBM Development Strategy
Pad Drilling

 2011F type well:

 Shifting strategy to PAD style 
drilling with potential per well 
savings of 30% resulting in a 
supply cost of  $3.00/MMBtu

 Capturing the Gas in the Box

– All Horseshoe Canyon and 
Belly River (coals, sands, 
silts and shales) 

Bottom hole location

Coa
l

San
d

H
S

C
N

B
LR

V

Silt

200m

* Excludes G&A

2.703.0030%$2604-well pad

1.803.8020%$345Single well

PIR(0)SC*IRR$M

2 Subsea
 Install individual well tieback flow 

lines , umbilicals, control 
systems, protection structures

 Flowlines and umbilicals to be 
trenched and buried

3 Export Pipeline
 Install export pipeline to 

shore

 Onshore 3 km line and tie-in 
to existing M&NP pipeline  
connecting to USA and 
Canadian markets

 Line trenched and buried 
approx.  50% of length.

1 Drilling and Completions
 Re-complete four existing 

production wells

 Drill and complete one new Acid 
Gas Injection well

 Install subsea production trees

4/5 Production Field 
Centre

 Self-installing, 4-leg facility 
capable of producing 300 
MMcf/d

 Facility constructed, 
installed and operated by 
SBM under long term lease 
and operating contracts.

First Production: Q1 2012F
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Leaving the Dry Dock

Ready to Sail to Nova Scotia Positioning over Transport Vessel

Towing to Transport Vessel 

Deep Panuke Project
First Natural Gas Production Forecast: Q1 2012

Photos courtesy of SBM Offshore

Natural Gas Opportunity
Abundant, Affordable & Beneficial Attributes

North American natural gas supply (& demand) could increase by 
approximately 25 Bcf/d

64 70
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Coal Natural Gas Oil
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Sources of daily energy production 
in North America 

Emissions level by fuel type 
(lbs/BBtu)
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Source: EIA, Statistics Canada

Off
Continent

Continental

 Over 20% less expensive than current North American gasoline or diesel
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Natural Gas Demand Advocacy in Canada & USA
Economic and Environmental Benefits of Natural Gas

 Trade Organization Leadership
– Member of ANGA, CNGI, NGVA, CNGVA, 

CNGVC, WNGIC

– Formed Clean American Transportation 
Alliance (ANGA & AGA)

 Government Relations
– Working with federal, provincial and state 

governments to develop policy that will 
promote increased use of natural gas for 
power generation and transportation markets

 LNG & CNG Projects 
– Two mini-liquefaction projects (Alberta & 

Colorado)

 Up to 13,000 LNG gallons/day – fuel for ~ 
150 Class 8 trucks

– CNG for Encana operations

 Five stations commenced & 53 trucks 
converted in 2010

 Nine drilling rigs fueled by natural gas

Natural Gas Challenges & Opportunities

 The natural gas industry must be 
advocates for increased usage of 
clean natural gas in North America

– Expanded use for power 
generation

– Develop a natural gas for 
transportation fuel strategy

– Remove barriers to expanded 
natural gas usage, and 
prevent new barriers from 
being put in place
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In the interests of providing Encana shareholders and potential investors with information regarding Encana, including management’s assessment of Encana’s and its 
subsidiaries’ future plans and operations, certain statements contained in this presentation are forward-looking statements or information within the meaning of applicable 
securities legislation, collectively referred to herein as “forward-looking statements.” Forward-looking statements in this presentation include, but are not limited to: 
estimates of reserves and resources; years of drilling inventory and reserves life index; projected growth rate for 2011 and beyond, including per share; projected capital 
efficiency and other metrics for 2011; expected reduction in average supply cost for 2011 and beyond, including target supply costs; possible joint venture opportunity with 
others; ability to attract other joint venture partners and third party capital; estimates to increase NGL production over the next few years, including new emerging liquids 
plays; NGIP estimates; estimated full cycle land costs; estimated rates of return at various NYMEX prices; forecast metrics; projected capacity and expected first export 
date of Kitimat LNG project; estimated increase in natural gas demand from transportation, power generation, industrial applications, and exports of liquefied natural gas to 
new markets; expected efficiencies to be generated by resource play hub approach; potential of emerging plays; success of risk management and hedging strategies, 
including projected hedging results; projections contained in 2011 guidance (including total production forecast, estimates of cash flow per share, upstream operating cash 
flow, natural gas and NGLs production, growth per share, capital investment, net divestitures, and operating costs); forecast joint venture capital proceeds; anticipated 
crude oil and natural gas prices; target debt to capitalization and debt to adjusted EBITDA ratios; potential dividends; 2011 updated corporate guidance for each of the 
company’s key resource plays, including number of wells to be drilled and future development; ability to maintain investment grade credit ratings and strong liquidity 
position; projected share purchases under Encana’s NCIB program; and projected total natural gas demand and supply for 2011 and beyond.

Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward-looking statements, as there can be no assurance that the plans, intentions or expectations upon which 
they are based will occur. By their nature, forward-looking statements involve numerous assumptions, known and unknown risks and uncertainties, both general and 
specific, that contribute to the possibility that the predictions, forecasts, projections and other forward-looking statements will not occur, which may cause the company’s 
actual performance and financial results in future periods to differ materially from any estimates or projections of future performance or results expressed or implied by 
such forward-looking statements. These assumptions, risks and uncertainties include, among other things: the risk that the company may not conclude potential joint 
venture arrangements with others; volatility of and assumptions regarding commodity prices; assumptions based upon the company’s current guidance; fluctuations in 
currency and interest rates; product supply and demand; market competition; risks inherent in the company’s and its subsidiaries’ marketing operations, including credit 
risks; imprecision of reserves and resources estimates and estimates of recoverable quantities of natural gas and liquids from resource plays and other sources not 
currently classified as proved, probable or possible reserves or economic contingent resources; non-completion of Kitimat LNG project; marketing margins; potential 
disruption or unexpected technical difficulties in developing new facilities; unexpected cost increases or technical difficulties in constructing or modifying processing 
facilities; risks associated with technology; the company’s ability to replace and expand natural gas reserves; its ability to generate sufficient cash flow from operations to 
meet its current and future obligations; its ability to access external sources of debt and equity capital; the timing and the costs of well and pipeline construction; the 
company’s ability to secure adequate product transportation; changes in royalty, tax, environmental, greenhouse gas, carbon, accounting and other laws or regulations or 
the interpretations of such laws or regulations; political and economic conditions in the countries in which the company operates; terrorist threats; risks associated with 
existing and potential future lawsuits and regulatory actions made against the company; and other risks and uncertainties described from time to time in the reports and 
filings made with securities regulatory authorities by Encana. Although Encana believes that the expectations represented by such forward-looking statements are 
reasonable, there can be no assurance that such expectations will prove to be correct. Readers are cautioned that the foregoing list of important factors is not exhaustive. 
Forward-looking statements with respect to anticipated production, reserves and production growth, including over five years or longer, are based upon numerous facts 
and assumptions, including a projected capital program averaging approximately $6 billion per year, that underlies the long-range plan of Encana which is subject to 
review annually and to such revisions for factors including the outlook for natural gas commodity prices and the expectations for capital investment by the company 
achieving an average rate of approximately 2,500 net wells per year, Encana’s current net drilling location inventory, natural gas price expectations over the next few 
years, production expectations made in light of advancements in horizontal drilling, multi-stage fracture stimulation and multi-well pad drilling, the current and expected 
productive characteristics of various existing and emerging resource plays, Encana’s estimates of proved, probable and possible reserves and economic contingent 
resources, expectations for rates of return which may be available at various prices for natural gas and current and expected cost trends. In addition, assumptions relating 
to such forward-looking statements generally include Encana’s current expectations and projections made in light of, and generally consistent with, its historical experience 
and its perception of historical trends, including the conversion of resources into reserves and production as well as expectations regarding rates of advancement and 
innovation, generally consistent with and informed by its past experience, all of which are subject to the risk factors identified elsewhere in this presentation.

Forward-looking information respecting anticipated 2011 cash flow for Encana is based upon achieving average production of oil and gas for 2011 of between 3.475 
Bcfe/d and 3.525 Bcfe/d, commodity prices for natural gas of NYMEX $4.50 - $5/Mcf, commodity prices for crude oil of (WTI) $85 - $95 and an estimated U.S./Canadian 
dollar foreign exchange rate of $0.95 - $1.05 and a weighted average number of outstanding shares for Encana of approximately 736.3 million.

Furthermore, the forward-looking statements contained in this presentation are made as of the date of this presentation, and, except as required by law, Encana does not 
undertake any obligation to update publicly or to revise any of the included forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise. 
The forward-looking statements contained in this presentation are expressly qualified by this cautionary statement.

Future Oriented Information

National Instrument (NI) 51-101 of the Canadian Securities Administrators imposes oil and gas disclosure standards for Canadian public companies engaged in oil and gas 
activities. In previous years, Encana relied upon an exemption from Canadian securities regulatory authorities to permit it to provide disclosure relating to reserves and other 
oil and gas information in accordance with U.S. disclosure requirements. As a result of the expiry of that exemption, Encana is providing disclosure which complies with the 
annual disclosure requirements of NI 51-101 in its Annual Information Form dated February 17, 2011 (AIF). The Canadian protocol disclosure is contained in Appendix A 
and under “Narrative Description of the Business” in the AIF. Encana has obtained an exemption dated January 4, 2011 from certain requirements of NI 51-101 to permit it 
to provide certain disclosure prepared in accordance with U.S. disclosure requirements, in addition to the Canadian protocol disclosure. That disclosure is primarily set forth 
in Appendix D of the AIF. A description of the primary differences between the disclosure requirements under the Canadian standards and the disclosure requirements 
under the U.S. standards is set forth under the heading “Reserve Quantities and Other Oil and Gas Information” in the AIF.

The estimates of economic contingent resources contained in this presentation are based on definitions contained in the Canadian Oil and Gas Evaluation Handbook. 
Contingent resources do not constitute, and should not be confused with, reserves. Contingent resources are defined as those quantities of petroleum estimated, on a given 
date, to be potentially recoverable from known accumulations using established technology or technology under development, but which are not currently considered to be 
commercially recoverable due to one or more contingencies. Economic contingent resources are those contingent resources that are currently economically recoverable. In 
examining economic viability, the same fiscal conditions have been applied as in the estimation of reserves. There is a range of uncertainty of estimated recoverable 
volumes. A low estimate is considered to be a conservative estimate of the quantity that will actually be recovered. It is likely that the actual remaining quantities recovered 
will exceed the low estimate, which under probabilistic methodology reflects a 90% confidence level. A best estimate is considered to be a realistic estimate of the quantity 
that will actually be recovered. It is equally likely that the actual remaining quantities recovered will be greater or less than the best estimate, which under probabilistic 
methodology reflects a 50% confidence level. A high estimate is considered to be an optimistic estimate. It is unlikely that the actual remaining quantities recovered will 
exceed the high estimate, which under probabilistic methodology reflects a 10% confidence level. There is no certainty that it will be commercially viable to produce any 
portion of the volumes currently classified as economic contingent resources. The primary contingencies which currently prevent the classification of Encana's disclosed 
economic contingent resources as reserves are the lack of a reasonable expectation that all internal and external approvals will be forthcoming and the lack of a 
documented intent to develop the resources within a reasonable time frame. Other commercial considerations that may preclude the classification of contingent resources as 
reserves include factors such as legal, environmental, political and regulatory matters or a lack of markets.

The estimates of various classes of reserves (proved, probable, possible) and of contingent resources (low, best, high) in this presentation represent arithmetic sums of 
multiple estimates of such classes for different properties, which statistical principles indicate may be misleading as to volumes that may actually be recovered. Readers 
should give attention to the estimates of individual classes of reserves and contingent resources and appreciate the differing probabilities of recovery associated with each 
class.

In this presentation, certain crude oil and NGLs volumes have been converted to cubic feet equivalent (cfe) on the basis of one barrel (bbl) to six thousand cubic feet (Mcf). 
Cfe may be misleading, particularly if used in isolation. A conversion ratio of one bbl to six Mcf is based on an energy equivalency conversion method primarily applicable at 
the burner tip and does not represent value equivalency at the well head.

Encana uses the terms resource play, total petroleum initially-in-place, natural gas-in-place, and crude oil-in-place. Resource play is a term used by Encana to describe an 
accumulation of hydrocarbons known to exist over a large areal expanse and/or thick vertical section, which when compared to a conventional play, typically has a lower 
geological and/or commercial development risk and lower average decline rate. Total petroleum initially-in-place (“PIIP”) is defined by the Society of Petroleum Engineers -
Petroleum Resources Management System (“SPE-PRMS”) as that quantity of petroleum that is estimated to exist originally in naturally occurring accumulations. It includes 
that quantity of petroleum that is estimated, as of a given date, to be contained in known accumulations prior to production plus those estimated quantities in accumulations 
yet to be discovered (equivalent to “total resources”). Natural gas-in-place (“NGIP”) and crude oil-in-place (“COIP”) are defined in the same manner, with the substitution of  
“natural gas” and “crude oil” where appropriate for the word “petroleum”. 

In this presentation, Encana has provided information with respect to certain of its Key Resource Plays and emerging opportunities which is “analogous information” as 
defined in NI 51-101.  This analogous information includes estimates of PIIP, NGIP or COIP, all as defined in the Canadian Oil & Gas Evaluation Handbook (“COGEH”) or by 
the SPE-PRMS, and/or production type curves.  This analogous information is presented on a basin, sub-basin or area basis utilizing data derived from Encana's internal 
sources, as well as from a variety of publicly available information sources which are predominantly independent in nature.  Some of this data may not have been prepared 
by qualified reserves evaluators or auditors and the preparation of any estimates may not be in strict accordance with COGEH.  Regardless, estimates by engineering and 
geo-technical practitioners may vary and the differences may be significant.  Encana believes that the provision of this analogous information is relevant to Encana's oil and 
gas activities, given its acreage position and operations (either ongoing or planned) in the areas in question.

For convenience, references in this presentation to “Encana”, the “Company”, “we”, “us” and “our” may, where applicable, refer only to or include any relevant direct and 
indirect subsidiary corporations and partnerships (“Subsidiaries”) of Encana Corporation, and the assets, activities and initiatives of such Subsidiaries. 

Advisory Regarding Reserves Data & Other Oil & Gas Information
Disclosure Protocols 
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2011F

Cash Flow ($ billions, except per share amounts)

Total Cash Flow(1)(2)(3) 4.0 - 4.3
- per common share, diluted ($/share) 5.40 - 5.90

Upstream Operating Cash Flow (1)(4) 4.6 - 4.9

Production (after royalties)

Natural Gas (MMcf/d) 3,350 - 3,400

Oil and NGLs (Mbbls/d) 21               

Total (MMcfe/d, 6:1) 3,475 - 3,525

Annual Percentage Growth Per Share(5) 5% - 7%

Weighted Average Common Shares Outstanding - Basic (millions) 736             

Capital Investment ($ billions)

Upstream 4.4              

Market Optimization & Corporate 0.3              

Capital Investment 4.6 - 4.8

Net Divestitures 1.0 - 2.0

(2) Forecast includes an allowance for a modest cash tax recovery. Further information on income tax can be found in Note 9 of the Annual Consolidated Financial Statements

      dated December 31, 2010.

(3) Cash flow is a non-GAAP measure defined as Cash from Operating Activities excluding net change in other assets and liabilities and net change in non-cash working capital.
(4) Operating Cash Flow is a non-GAAP measure and is defined as Gross Revenues less; Royalties, Production and Mineral Taxes, Transportation, Operating Expenses 
      and costs of Product Purchased.  This measure has been described and presented in this guidance in order to provide shareholders and potential investors with 
      additional information regarding Encana's liquidity and its ability to generate funds to finance its operations.
(5) Based on forecast production per day divided by Weighted Average Outstanding Basic Common Shares versus prior year. 

(1) 2011 guidance based on NYMEX of $4.50/Mcf to $5.00/Mcf, WTI of $85.00/bbl to $95.00/bbl and a U.S./Canadian dollar exchange rate of $0.95 to $1.05. 
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2011F Encana Corporate Guidance cont'd….

2011F

Operating Costs (annual average)

Total Operating and Administrative Costs ($/Mcfe) 1.15 - 1.20

Other
DD&A, Upstream ($/Mcfe) 2.60 - 2.65

Sensitivities(3) ($ millions)

$0.50/Mcf increase in the NYMEX natural gas price 220                170             
$0.50/Mcf decrease in the NYMEX natural gas price (220)               (170)            
$0.05 decrease in the U.S./Canadian dollar exchange rate 10                  100             

(1) Operating earnings is a non-GAAP measure. Operating Earnings is defined as Net Earnings excluding non-recurring or non-cash items that Management believes reduces 
      the comparability of the Company's financial performance between periods. These after-tax items may include, but are not limited to, unrealized hedging gains/losses, 
      exploration and evaluation expenses, impairments and impairment reversals, gains/losses on divestitures, foreign exchange gains/losses and the effect of changes in 
      statutory income tax rates. 
(2) Cash Flow is a non-GAAP measure. Please refer to footnote 3 on page 1 of this guidance.
(3) Full year 2011 sensitivities based on approximated hedge positions as at January 31, 2011.

Operating Earnings(1)Cash Flow(2)

ADVISORY: In the interests of providing Encana Corporation (“Encana” or the “Company”) shareholders and potential investors with information regarding Encana, including Management’s
assessment of future plans and operations relating to Encana, this document contains certain statements and information that are forward-looking statements or information within the
meaning of applicable securities legislation, and which are collectively referred to herein as “forward-looking statements". Forward-looking statements in this document include, but are not
limited to, statements and tables (collectively “statements”) with respect to projected 2011 cash flow, production, capital expenditures, including net divestitures, and operating and other
costs.

Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward-looking statements, as there can be no assurance that the plans, intentions or expectations upon which they are based will
occur. By their nature, forward-looking statements involve numerous assumptions, known and unknown risks and uncertainties, both general and specific, that contribute to the possibility
that the predictions, forecasts, projections and other forward-looking statements will not occur, which may cause the Company’s actual performance and financial results in future periods to
differ materially from any estimates or projections of future performance or results expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. These assumptions, risks and uncertainties
include, among other things: volatility of and assumptions regarding commodity prices; assumptions based upon the Company’s current guidance; risk that the company may not successfully
divest certain assets within the expected dates and realize the benefits thereof; fluctuations in currency and interest rates; product supply and demand; market competition; risks inherent in
the Company’s and its subsidiaries’ marketing operations, including credit risks; imprecision of reserves and resources estimates and estimates of recoverable quantities of natural gas and
liquids from resource plays and other sources not currently classified as proved, probable or possible reserves or economic contingent resources; marketing margins; potential disruption or
unexpected technical difficulties in developing new facilities; unexpected cost increases or technical difficulties in constructing or modifying processing facilities; risks associated with
technology; the Company’s ability to replace and expand natural gas reserves; its ability to generate sufficient cash flow from operations to meet its current and future obligations; its ability to
access external sources of debt and equity capital; the timing and the costs of well and pipeline construction; the Company’s ability to secure adequate product transportation; changes in
royalty, tax, environmental, greenhouse gas, carbon, accounting and other laws or regulations or the interpretations of such laws or regulations; political and economic conditions in the
countries in which the Company operates; terrorist threats; risks associated with existing and potential future lawsuits and regulatory actions made against the Company; and other risks and
uncertainties described from time to time in the reports and filings made with securities regulatory authorities by Encana. Although Encana believes that the expectations represented by such
forward-looking statements are reasonable, there can be no assurance that such expectations will prove to be correct. Readers are cautioned that the foregoing list of important factors is not
exhaustive. In addition, assumptions relating to such forward-looking statements generally include Encana’s current expectations and projections made in light of, and generally consistent
with, its historical experience and its perception of historical trends, including the conversion of resources into reserves and production as well as expectations regarding rates of
advancement and innovation, generally consistent with and informed by its past experience, all of which are subject to the risk factors identified elsewhere in this document.

Furthermore, the forward-looking statements contained in this document are made as of the date of this document, and, except as required by law, Encana does not undertake any obligation
to update publicly or to revise any of the included forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise. The forward-looking statements contained in
this document are expressly qualified by this cautionary statement.
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2011F Key Resource Play Information
October 20, 2011

Production Capital
Wells 

Planned

(MMcfe/d) ($MM) (#)
   Jonah 500                        280                        70                          
   Piceance 450                        525                        165                        
   Texas 375                        340                        60                          
   Haynesville 505                        980                        85                          
   Greater Sierra(1) 260                        350                        30                          
   Cutbank Ridge(1) 540                        530                        60                          
   Bighorn 255                        410                        45                          
   CBM 470                        340                        550                        
Key Resource Play Total 3,355                     3,755                     1,065                     

USA Division Emerging Resource Plays 115                        140                        70                          
Canadian Division Emerging Resource Plays -                         90                          5                            
Deep Panuke -                         150                        -                         

Other (2) 5 - 55 495 - 695 -                        
Total Company 3,475 - 3,525 4,600 - 4,800 1,140                     

(1) Greater Sierra includes Horn River and Cutbank Ridge includes Montney.

(2) Other capital includes non-KRP producing and non-producing properties as well as Market Optimization and Corporate.

ADVISORY: In the interests of providing Encana Corporation (“Encana” or the “Company”) shareholders and potential investors with information regarding Encana, including Management’s
assessment of future plans and operations relating to Encana, this document contains certain statements and information that are forward-looking statements or information within the meaning of
applicable securities legislation, and which are collectively referred to herein as “forward-looking statements". Forward-looking statements in this document include, but are not limited to,
statements and tables (collectively “statements”) with respect to: projected 2011 production, capital expenditures and wells planned and allocations thereof by key resource plays and other
properties.

Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward-looking statements, as there can be no assurance that the plans, intentions or expectations upon which they are based will occur. By
their nature, forward-looking statements involve numerous assumptions, known and unknown risks and uncertainties, both general and specific, that contribute to the possibility that the predictions,
forecasts, projections and other forward-looking statements will not occur, which may cause the Company’s actual performance and financial results in future periods to differ materially from any
estimates or projections of future performance or results expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. These assumptions, risks and uncertainties include, among other things: the risk
that the Company may not conclude potential joint venture arrangements; volatility of and assumptions regarding commodity prices; assumptions based upon the Company’s current guidance;
fluctuations in currency and interest rates; product supply and demand; market competition; risks inherent in the Company’s and its subsidiaries’ marketing operations, including credit risks;
imprecision of reserves and resources estimates and estimates of recoverable quantities of natural gas and liquids from resource plays and other sources not currently classified as proved,
probable or possible reserves or economic contingent resources; marketing margins; potential disruption or unexpected technical difficulties in developing new facilities; unexpected cost increases
or technical difficulties in constructing or modifying processing facilities; risks associated with technology; the Company’s ability to replace and expand natural gas reserves; its ability to generate
sufficient cash flow from operations to meet its current and future obligations; its ability to access external sources of debt and equity capital; the timing and the costs of well and pipeline
construction; the Company’s ability to secure adequate product transportation; changes in royalty, tax, environmental, greenhouse gas, carbon, accounting and other laws or regulations or the
interpretations of such laws or regulations; political and economic conditions in the countries in which the Company operates; terrorist threats; risks associated with existing and potential future
lawsuits and regulatory actions made against the Company; and other risks and uncertainties described from time to time in the reports and filings made with securities regulatory authorities by
Encana. Although Encana believes that the expectations represented by such forward-looking statements are reasonable, there can be no assurance that such expectations will prove to be
correct. Readers are cautioned that the foregoing list of important factors is not exhaustive. In addition, assumptions relating to such forward-looking statements generally include Encana’s current
expectations and projections made in light of, and generally consistent with, its historical experience and its perception of historical trends, including the conversion of resources into reserves and
production as well as expectations regarding rates of advancement and innovation, generally consistent with and informed by its past experience, all of which are subject to the risk factors
identified elsewhere in this document.

Furthermore, the forward-looking statements contained in this document are made as of the date of this document, and, except as required by law, Encana does not undertake any obligation to
update publicly or to revise any of the included forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise. The forward-looking statements contained in this
document are expressly qualified by this cautionary statement.

2011F Key Resource Play Information
October 2011, Page 1
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Ryder McRitchie | Vice-President, Investor Relations
403.645.2007 | ryder.mcritchie@encana.com
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